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SWAMI YATISWARANANDA 

? 

(A sollection of notes on tie class talks 
given by . the Swami at Wlesbeden, Germany 
during the years 1933 to 4939 originally 
publisned in Vedanta Kesari,a nOnthiy jJeure 
Mal issued by Sri Rauwakrishna wath, Madras) 
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some of the disciples of Srimat Swami Yatiswara- 
Nandaji Maharaj, of revered and beloved memory , 

fappened to come across a series of articles by him 
published in the Vedanta Kesari between 1939 and 

1945. These articles are notes of lessons given by 

him to a group of earnest Spiritual aspirants in 

Germany between 193% to 1939. Having felt that these 

articles would form an excellent guide to seekers 

who are sincerely trying to tread the Spiritual 

path, we have ventured to bring them out asa 

compilation for private circulation anong the dis- 

ciples and admirers of the Sipami ji. It is hoped 

that they would treasure a copy of this volume as a 

constant reminder of the instructions on SADHANA 

imparted by the Revered Swamiji. Thouzh every effort 

has been made to see that the compilation is free 

from “yore. it is likely that some mistakes might 
have crept infor which the readers will kindly 

excuse us. May these words of Revered Swamiji ing, 

pire us all to persevere in our efforts t6 reach 

"THE GOAL SUPREME, "' 
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SWAMI YATTS WAR ANAND A 

SWAMI YATISWAR ANANDA, awe as Suresh ‘Cha aaae 
Bha t tacharya Dae ais pre— monastic life, was born on 
Wednesday, the. 16th January, 1889 in His maternal | 
uncle's House. in a village named Nandanpur in the 
District of Pabna,. which iS now in East Pakistan. . 
His father, Ishan Chandra Bhattacharya, a teacher 
in a Government School, was a devout Brahmin and 
his: ‘mo ther Bidhumukhi Devi too was a pious lady and 

“the: was fortunate in being born in a religious 

Uae 

i ‘He eo et ae education in Jalpaiguri and 

Bogra and passed the Entrance examination from a 
school. in Rangpur. He Studied at Rajsahi and Cooch 
behar colleges. and afterwards at the Banga basi 

College, Calcutta. Finally he got admitted into 

the Presidency Ps: Calcutta, from where he 

passed the B. A. examination, securing a gold medal 

for having stood first®in Sanskrit in the Calcutta 

University. He continued -hig post-graduate studies 

EY Chemistry up to the, sixth year, but did not come 

out successful, obviously because of his indiffe- 

rence %o fie studies. 4t this time, he was being. 

filled with the Spirit, of renunciation as a result 

or his contact ‘with the direct disciples of Sri 

Ramakrishna at the Belur Math. His parents natura-— 

lly wanted him to lead a householder's life, but he... 

Plainly told his mother some day towards the end of. 
1911 that he was going to join the Rama krishna, | 

Order to attain God-realisation and that, if. he 

failed in his mission, he would surely come back. .,;-. 

and accede to their wishes. 
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With the little money that his parents gave him 
he came straight to the Belur Math and joined the 
Order in 1911 at the age of 22. He was an initiated 
disciple of Srimat Swami Brahmenandaji Maharaj; one 
of the direct disciples of SriRema krishna, and was 
invested with Sannyasa by: hia in oe at MadYas. 

In 1921 he became the Hditor of Paebuddhia Bha- 
ratha, in which capacity he. continued. for two years. 
Thereafter, he was made the President of the Sri Rama- 
krishna Ashrama at Bombay :-for about a year. In 1926 
he waS appointed President of the Madras Math and he 
continued as such up to 1933. In 1928 he was made 4 

| Trustee of ‘the Belur Math and a member of the Govern- 
ing Body of the Rama krishna Mis sion. 4t the invi ta- 
tion of 4 group of. earnest souls, he was'deputed to 
Weisbaden in ‘the Rhineland (Germany) where he arrived 
in November, 19536 From the winter of 1935 to the 
end of 1938 he ex tended his activity to Switzerland, 
forming study circles. at 3 Ua Mor abe “and later .at 
Geneva and other places, and also bee for several 
months at the Hague, in Holland, as also in Paris 
and London. In 1940, at the beginning of She Second | 
World War, he left Germany and went to Us Sam ‘There, 
‘in December, 1942, -he was. able to start a Vedentea 
Centre at Philalelphia and was the head of that 
Centre up to 1949. . He returned to India in 1950 
from the U.Si4. via Wurope. In 1951 he beeame the 
President of *the Bangalore \shrama, and in view of 
his Sterling Spiritual attainments, he was 2utho- 
rised by the Trustees of the Belur Math in 1952 to 
Give initiation to spiritual aspirants. In 1962 he 
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he was elected Vice-President of the Ramakrishna 

Math and Mission. 

The Swami was well versed in Eastern and 

Western Philosophies. He was an impressive Spea- 

ker,' a good writer, and was the author of Adven- 

tures in Religious life, Universal Prayers, and 

Divine Life. His winning manners, feeling heart, 

Catholic views, and spiritual attainments earned 

for him the admiration and devotion of a large num- 

ber of friends and admirers, devotees and disciples 

in India and abroad whose lives were very much in- 

fluenced by him. From about the middle of 1965, he 

had been suffering from various physical ailments. 

He was brought down to Belur Math from Bangs lore 

in December 1965 for change of climate along with 

treatment ss advised by the attending physicians 
there. Unfortunately, his health went on deterio- 

rating and on the 24th of Janusry, 1966 he had to 

be admitted to the Rees shine Mission Seva Prati- 

shtan, Calcutta, due to a sudden flare up in his 

diabetic and other complications. In spite of the 

best mediewl care, the end came at 1.15 a.m. on 

e7 th Ret, due to shock from diabetic acidosis 

with acute cargio-respiratory failure. 

For some time before the final erg. he “had. 

been feeling thst the end was approaching. He was 

often hearf ssying: "Sri Maharaj has tekeneaway all 

power from me. There is no use of this body any 

longer. Better it is cast away." 

Thus ended a dedicated life of renunciation 

and service. | 

Om Shantih ! Om Shantih ! Om Shantih ! 
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CHAPTER I 

Fo iyY wispom 1 

"Only till the world seeks out Thy Feet for its fearless 

abode, it is assailed by sorrow, desire, disgrace and the all- 

grasping covetousness, and the wicked attachments as 'This is 

Mine’ and 'This is mine,' the root of 911 affliction in respect 

of wealth, house and friend, and relation." (BH4G4‘V4TAM) 

. "O Lord, so long as man may continue to see this body and 

other things as different from Atman ~- 3 notion which has its 

strength in Thy Meys appearing as Indriyas and their objects,.- 

this ads et may not cease to be, though baseless, and it will 

continue to bring hosts of miseries, as consequences of motion." 

Big "O God, even Rishis fall into Samsara who, here regard- 

less of devotion to Thee, have by day their senses and organs 

wholly occupied and tossed about in seeking after wordly objects 

and who by night, immersed in sleep, are every moment disturbed 

by thoughts of their fancied objects, and whose lebours to 

attain their objects are thwarted by Providence." 
9 

"On the other hand, O lord, Thow dwellest in the lotus of 

"Thy votaries’ hearts purified by means of devotion; Thou sre 

oné whose way is perceived through the study of the ae Scrip- 

: ‘tures; am in order to show Thy grace, to the righteous, 0 i 

Thou manifest Thyself in whatever form they contemplate Thee. 

Mac i® worsened with great preparetion and attention by 

the gods who cherish desires in their hearts, the Lord is not 

very much pleased with them; for He ig one naeene and the ruler 

from within, dwelling “in 211 beings, who delights in His Bhaktas' 

showing Ms: to them all - 2 quality which is never known 

to the wicked."  (BH'GAVATAM) : 
*.@ 

The. Bhakta's ego is connected with the Divine; our ego is 

seporatéd from the Divine. We think we are free, but our frec- 

dom is more or legs the freedom of the enimal. Sri Ranakrishna 

feels free because of his unity with the Divine. 

We must meditate in the space of infinite consciousness 

of which our own point of consciousness is only 4 point. Le Fe 

order to go to the térrace a narrow staircase is enough, but ADO 

Feta |“ ) 
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the terrace itself is very vast. 

Always our consciousness Should be made to expem, and 

this consciously, to come in touch with the vaster conscious 

ness in which we are included. 

Retaining the purified individuality we become consciou 

of the Whole as well as of 311 others that have a place-in th 

Whole. Now we have too much body-consciousness, impulse-dri 

impulse-bound. Minimise your body-consciousness first of 4l 

This can only be done through lesding 2 perfectly clean life 

and through raising the centre of one's consciousness and mak 

ing the energy flow through higher chennels. 

+++ ++++44+44 

HOLY Oe pow p27 

Although the world is a wilderness that is no reason why 

you should succumb to it, why we should lose our way completel) 

‘Manliness is needed whéther we are men or women, reai undaun- 
- 

tedness and firm determinetion. 

Sometimes much of our energy is lost through fear. We 

should not be too bold and think we are too secure, but the 

person who is always afraid of falling down is sure to fall, 

the person who is ever-confident is sure “to. slip. Follow the 
golden mean. i 

The general rule for meditation “s one should never 

travel alone slong with the path, unsided. Comp?ring notes 
with other perple who =re following the same path is very help- 
Tat). : i 

The difficulty in spiritusl life is that esch csse is to 
be dealt with separately. There mav be Some common Points, but 
there sre also uncommon points:in everyone. Mass-production 
and any form of standardisation is not possible. 

4S we go up higher am higher there is always the danger 
that we slip our foot ana die, but that is no reason for being 
Continually afraid of slipping our foot and dying. . 

Never take the world-phantoms too Seriously. Do not cling 
o all the shad@wy dolls and puppets you happen to meet. Stay in 



your own centre of consciousness. 

Trust in God end. faith in ourselves is necessary for 

every devotee. These are the two greatest props in spiritual 

Li fet. 

Knowledge and activity must go hand in hand. Otherwise 

work brings about restlesness. 

we must’ be realistic and jadesalistic at the same time.-Ours 

should be creative jdea lism. 
| 

Sri Ramakrishna 's Bhakti does not mean thet Bhakti is 

7 opposed to Jnana. Roth are to be blended. 

) ale Human personality is a blending of good and bad impre- 

ssfons. You should make the good ones grow, but at the same 

time neutralise, counteract and eliminate the evil tendencies. 

Simply washing off the daily sin is not enough. Some of 

the old dirt must be removed, too- ea: Sane 

You should ell try to devote. some time to really intense 

spiritual prectice every aoy- WitHout that the dirt cannot be 

removed from “| the dark corners of your mimi, end then nothing 

will be of any avail. : 

a want milk from the cow, not ‘kicks, but then the same. 

cow that gives milk, give kicks. 
Lad RES 

In a general way, God is every-where, but in the Incarna- 

tions you find His greatest manifestation, and we need to come 

in touch with His greatest mnifestation. 

In the course of our self-purification there comes 4 time 

when the mind disappears. Then the soul alone exists. “ind 

less. There comes a time. when the soul reveals itself in all its 

glory.’ Taewpere mind becomes the pure soul. 

That which mkes the intellect and ivseMuned this very 

.» moment, which makes the intellect work, is the soul, other than 

the intellect. The sense of existence is ultime tely not 9 pro- 

a 
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duct of the mind. 
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Once upon a time there was * very clever echolar famous 

for his gre3* scholership. One day, his wife hed to go out to 

do some shopping while the lentils were boiling on the hearth. 

So she askea ner husband to look after the lentils until she 

retumned. 4fter 2 time the lentils began to boil qver- Then P 

the scholar went and prayed to God, "oO Lord, stop the lentils | 

boiling over, please. Help me, O Lord." Neturally, this did 

not help matters very much. When the wife returned and Saw 

what had happened, she asked her husband what he hsd done. "My 

dear," he replied, Nos soon 3s the lentils began to boil over,,. 

I prayed to the Lord for help." "prayed?" esnswered the wife, 

"You fool. - Whey di idn't you just pour 2 little cold water into 

the pot?" This very often happens in our case, too. Never . 

blame others, end never blame the Lord for your own foolish- 

~ 

ness and leck of insight. 

Depend on.the bore, but stand os errect #s-erreet 2S 

possible. If He wants there will erise wonderful opportuni- 

ties for you ell, if you are sincert and really dedicate your 

life to Him alone. He creates different situstions, forcing 

you into them even against your wish. When the Lord makes 4 

plan, and you really become one of His agents, * you feel that 

a certesin thing ig going to take plece and that you sre going 

to be an instrument. But then, we shoulda wo rk consciously, 

not only live on our instincts as we are doing as long 4S we 

sre on the animal plane. There 1s no freedom on the animal 

plane. There is no freedom while we are content to remain in 

our helf-conscious steste. 

If you just study your mind, you will find what an amount 

of sub-conscious thinking you are doing. You have not yet be- 

come fully conscious, wide-awake; you are half asleep, all of 

you. 4nd this must be changed. Nothing but stereotyped, 

mechanic2l enimal reactions. They will not lead you anywhere. 

In most csses our personality is = chaotic mass of ha lf- 

rvecious of unconscious impulses. First of all, we must rid 

Olives of 211 likes and dislikes brought 2bout by uncon- 

impulse and prejudice. Only thus can we acquire an in- 



di vidua li ty. that can be mee to the universal. First of all 

establish order in yourselves, be wide- -awa ke , become master in 

your own house, rise above all:your ludicrous | likes and dis- 

likes, irrational anima 1 impulses, then only the question: of 

Spiritual life wil? arise. There is nothing grand in ‘having 

strong irrational feelings, bubbling: up from the unconscious. 

Passionateness is not the sign of manhood at all. Hatred and 

dislike are no thi ng ‘but weakness and self-excuse. | 

Most of us are like awful poisonous whirlpools, full of 

complexes and venom. Break up these complexes, first of all, 

be one with the current, and your. whole. life would be full>of 

blessing for yourselves and for others. The task is not an 

easy one. It requires real heroism and tremendous steadiness. 

: And the first stage is the most difficult one for all. 

At the first stage our whole task should be the purification 

of the mind that will lead to our becoming conscious beings, 

instead of floating helples COL on the sea of our half-conscious 

irrational impulses. 

The fun is we live on impulses and say we are free. Where 

is "i aE this wonderful freedom of the modern man OF woman? A 

passion-ridden, eee ott ven slave calling himself free! 

What fun! — 

"we have offered our salutation to Thee, the supreme 

Ruler,. who art through eternity free from the illusion of 

difference by virtue of Thine own essential. light, who art 

nothing but intelligence and whose:sportful activities ‘belong 

_.to Meya which is the cause of the origin, subsistence and 

destruction of the universe." (BHAGAVAT4M) 

Once the Holy Mother had a vision. She saw Sri Rama- 

krishna’s form become the Ganges and Swamiji (Swami Vivekananda ) 

sprinkling its water over the whole world. 

‘The Divine Spark is to be turned into an all-consuming 

conflagration. 
ity | | | 

Try to rid yourselves of all the petty forms of likes 

and dislikes and attachments that fill you and prevent you fron 

being masters in your own house. It is a long and difficult¢, € 

task, but it will have to be achieved if you sincerely wa’ fe 
ie 

progress ami to attain to your own eternal freedom. ike # 



Habit lies in the body, mind and nerves, but habit is 
never an essential part of our mture. It has acted in a most 

dirty way. Now change the attitude, change the habit. Rise 
above all likes and dislikes bubbling up from the subconscious 
layers of your minds: The emotions must be completely puri- 

fied and made healthy. There should be no Sickly, romantic 
sentimentality and there should be no form of aversion. 

Whereever there are likes and dislikes,a person has not 
yet.begome fully conscious. The conscious person never hates, 
never enslaves others, never grieves. : DS a | 

Hatred and lust are the two great obstecles on the way 
of the spiritual aspirant, and hatred, any form of aversion or 
dislike, is just as bad and. just as impure as lust. So we 
need not feel proud of our hatred, our dislike, or "righteous" 
anger, etc., at all. If we cherish such feelings, the sexu~ 
ally immoral person is not in the least worse than we are our- 
selves. Do not go and try to cheat yourselves on this point. 

Hatred prevents all possibility of a progress, just as 
ineontinence does in the case of immoral people. So if we 
want to cling to our anger, our aversion, our dislikes, spiri- 
tual life is not for us. We had better occupy ourselves with 
something else. ~ 3 
_. Habit is e formed through practice. Habit can be 

changed because he bit never is an essential part of our being, 
but only our second neture. Habit hes been created through 
our wrong thinking or through lack of consciousness, through 
our not being fully awake. Harmful habits can never be formed 
in the fully conscious min or woman. It may be difficult for 
us to change our habits, but it ‘has to be done; and it can be 
if we are really sincere and do not shrink from sustained self. effort. iss | 

"Among the images, €tc., one may worshi Me just cn that in which he may hsve -feith at ota pats. time. For I am the self of ell and dwell in every- thing as well as in one's Own self." (SRI KRISHN4 
AND UDDH &V4, XYII,. 48) ; We have no place for intolersnce or blind bigotry; for intolerance always shows that the person hes no real faith and 10 experience. It is the attitude of the atheist Clinging 



desperately to same form because deep down he cannot conquer 

his own doubts, consciously. No man of true realisation will 

ever be intolerant, and only those who themselves have not yet 

reached the mountain-pesk but are still on the way, can be in- 

A tolerant. While they are on the way, they only see their own 

4 peth; but not the others' paths leading to the very same peak 

which can only be seen and discovered once a person hes reached 

the top. Never listen to the intolerant fool in religion who 

tries to force the Divine into the strait-jecket of his parti- 

cular liking and blindness. 
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CHAPTER If 
———a al 

WHAT SPIRITUAL LIFE: MEANS 

Knowledge blasts our false personality with all its 

false relationships, shifts the centre of our consciousness 

from the body and the mind to the Self, from matter to the 

soul. 

' Our present personality is 3 combinetion of the body, 

Benses, mind 2nd ego. Spiritusl life meens breaking up this 

complex, shifting the centre of consciousness from this com- 

plex to the soul; nothing more. than thet. But this complex 

can only be broken through steady spiritual practice. This is 

very important. This breaking is nothing miraculous, nothing 

occult, but something very definite, clear-cut, precise - Tot, 

at all mysterious. There should never be any mystery-monger-— 

ing. Yoga is nothing occult, nothing mysterious at all. It 

is somthing very simple. We have erroneously identified our- 

selves with this curious combin2ztion. Spiritual life means 

being 3s simple 4s we really are, after breaking up the entire 

complex of the body, senses, mind and ego. In reality we are 

very simple, neither complex, nor combinations of anything. 

But this cannot be realised without prolonged and steady prac- 

tice. 

Ignorence binds all these things together. When igno- 

rance vanishes, this combination continues for 4 little while, 

then it stops. Even if we stop rowing, the past momentum 

carries the bost to some distance. The test is whether we are 

cessing to identify ourselves with the false combination, body, 

mind and all. | - 

When the highest knowledge dawned on the Buddha, he 

exclaimed: 
i 

Many 9 house of Life hes held me seeking ever Him who 
wrought 

These prisons of the senses, sorrow-freught; 
Sore was my ceaseless strife! 
But now, Thou Builder of this Tsbernacle, Thou! 
I know Thee! Never shelt Thou build again } 
These walls of psin, 
NoF raise the roof-tree of deceits, nor lay 
Fresh rafters on the clay; 



Broken Thy house is; and the ridge-pole split; 

Delusion fashioned it! 

Safe pass I thence - deliverance.to obtain." 

(SIR EDWIN 4RNOLD - LIGHT OF ASTA) 

First of all we should try to separste the ore from all 

sorts of useless things, dust, dirt and sand, and then put it 

in the fire, ‘This is the first separation. Then all the dross 

4s burnt away, and what is left is gold. This is purification. 

‘To the extent we practice sense-control, perfect continence 

| (Brahmacharya), discrimination, more and more, we get real 

y knowledge. Knowledge cannot be got without thet. To the ex- 

) i tent to which we get knowledge,’ we become purer and purer. This 

is the fun. 

Without having attempted for 9 long time to attain real 

knowledge, it cannot be had. This is where tremendous uninte- 

rrupted striving and practice come in. It takes a long time 

till a man attains the goal. Only the perfectly steady person 

has any chence to reach it at all, 

There is a knot between Truth and falsehood. Knowledge 

burns away this knot and tiakes it easy for us to separate Truth 

from falsehood. The doubter-ruins himself materially and a 

spiritually. 

Lege aiee ¥ 

7st | Swami Saradenanda has said, ‘when what we hear from our 

teachers, when what we read in our Scriptures, when what we @x- 

perience in our own lives, telly then alone 311 doubts pass 

away, but not until then.' Set 

we do not see the Truth ‘clearly because of our tremendous 

mental impurity. We must strive and remove the dirt of the 

mind. Others can give us only the necessary suggestions. But 

we have to change our conduct of life aceordingly- 

Gita V, 2, is not true in the absolute sense, but just 

now for Arjuna, because he is still a novice. 

There are three kinds of renunciation: 

4. False renuncistion of » person who outwardly ger 

gives up the action, but inwardly possesses tre haa « 

mendous yearning for the objects of the world; » apna 

a. The sincere-renunciation 
of the aspirant who eg ‘; 

maintains his renunciation with an effort of thie . 2 

wat, put who has not yet been blessed with th 7° ¢ 

vision of Truth 5 
f Bo 

1 
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3. The true renunciation of the man of knowledge in 
whom all conflicts have been set at rest for ever, 

Mere. discussion and nice feelingd are not ‘enough, and 

vinde who are not prepared to take up their practices in full 

earnest, had much better turn to samething else, They will 

never ma ke any progress in spiritual life, at least not in bs 

7 what we inderstand by spiritual life in India, People are so 

" begearly here that the moment they get a. nice elevating feel- 

: ing or thought, they think they have achieved something gréat 

or important, They have really no idea of what real spiritual 

| Lawes fe and where it really begins, 

* I think, for yon all here three hours, or even four, 

. daily, af Japam and intense méditation, prayer and intense 

: ptnatan Should be the minimim if anvthing is to be achieved, 

= You: can never really advance simply by listening to these read-= 

ings, even, T: fear, you know too much already, = theoretically. 

a That may not. be rood for you, Now the practices should he. 
= stressed nore and more. The. little practice we do, is done 
Sin. a ha phazerd superficial. way. Force your mind to do it even 
tt it. eones with verv plausible argunents and adduces no end of 
. Teagons why yow cannot do so:on a particular day, etc, Never 
 iatiek to" ‘your mind, It is always out to deceive you, Most 
", people fight shy of the. practices, but what do all these 
: _ teachings. mean, if we do not train our faculties in a way that 

La] 

enables. us, too, to perceive these things, to realise these 
_ truths overgeltves? Without spiritual practice thes ca; never 
“he-done..’, ff have to tell you this again and again, What does 
Christ's «message, Buddha's message, Sri Frishrats message, Sri 
‘Ranakrishna's message, mean? | They shan us -the way to our .own 
realisations but if we do not. experience the-Truth, they are 
perfectly. valueless for us, For lack of spiritua% tradition 
Christ's message is no-* longer. realised in the Vest and only 

the enpty shell has remained, A Christian must attain to the 
‘Christ-consciousness, before he can understand Christ, A - 
Buddhist rust attain to the Buddha-consciousness before he can 
understand the Buddha etc, etc. This is very important point 
to note for all, Wea mus t attain their consciousness, This is 
“he principal hai 

BS: 
FH + tet te ey | 



Sri Ramakrishna hes shown us all the different steps of 

5 spiritual life. M11 work thet can be done, can be done only 

Sethrough that which we ourselves have actually become, never 

a) hrough fine woris and sermons. We must observe perfect Brahma- 

Fo Se for without perfect Brahmacharya’ no lasting work can be 

¥ done. Work is never a question of eloquence, of hi gh’ philo~ 

sophy, of superfine thoughts and sermons, but of actual living. 

4nd if there is no perfect Brahmacharya at the. back of our 

work-and our words, rates © we do can ever, produce any lasting» 

effect. : 

The stronger the disease, the stronger dopa: Ghee medicine. 

And in the West this terrible dises se of "Women and Gold" has... 

become most virulent. So, very strong injections are needed 

to cure people and make them regein consciousness» In this. 3ge, 

sm ll doses no longer Ser race. in the beginning sm ller doses 

may be given, just to prepare the system, but the ‘strongest 

dose must be taken. by all of ve some dey. 4nd these high doses 

. will have to be taken for a long time ifthe germ is really to 

be killed. Different crisis will come. In the gase of every: 

disease there is % Curative crisis, 9nd even this curative 

crisis is one “of the, necessary steps leading to the perfect 

eure. Through .all our, innumerable orevious lives we have 

enjoyed these things; We ‘have been fathers and mothers and 

friends and children, have undergone birth and death. Why not 

see this time, just a¢ an exiverivert, what 9 real Lite of re- 

nuncistion is. like and comps re the two kinds ‘of ifves? Let, us 

see, out of sheer inquisitiveness, what the <asabeeall life of per-. 

fect purity is like, | | | 

Rampra sad sings, nO, my mind, why art thou lying fallow 

when thou canst- raise .crops of golf if thou wishest, out of 

tay eer" 

Never use the violent method with your mimd, Try to 

cajole it into reson. Try to persuade it with quiets. calm 

and reasonable words. Our whole evolution becomes easier Me 

Tt becomes 4 conscious evolution. Your power of determinatic if 

‘iy 



must be made stronger dey by day through aifferent spirituel . 

practices. Because we are not able to get the higher thing, 

why should we take the lower one instead? Pasting is always 

better than taking filth. ‘Die for the higher idel. Swamiji 

once said to his brother disciples, "If I wish to get # cer- 

tein thing, and do not get it, does this mean that I should 

run after something else?" 

' 
de ¢ 

Real silence is the silence of the mind. Tt 2s stilling 

the mind and freeing it from 11 unwelcome thoughts. First 

attein the thought of the Divine, and then try to eliminate 

211 other thoughts that cannot be directly connected with the 

Divine thought. "Mere externel solitude will not na ke one 

forget the world, 2nd that alone ig real solitude in which ‘@ne~ 

merges oneself in Brehman." We do not enter into solitude y 

merely getting into the forest or the monastery. When you sit 

for meditation, erase 2ll ides of the world in your mind and 

think of the Lord alone. 

If we possess anything we must possess it as trustees, 

not 2s owners, 2dministering it on bekelf of the Lord alone. 

There must never be any sense of personal posseestion, how- 

ever much we may happen to possess. 

Faith in oneself is absolutely necess@ry an spiritual 

life. But ‘in the case of the really spiritual man faith in 

himself means, at the same time, fo-ith in God, because he has 
“~~ 

realised that his essence is the Divine and nothing but the 

Divine. "By thinking thet we are the Atman we g2in infinite 

strength. Then through the highest knowledge we attain to Im- 

mortslity." 
: 

All great Ones stress Brahna chery? in all its aspects 

agein and agsin. The Atman is ever pure and sexless. All out 

troubles arise through this clinging to 9 Palse nersiia lity. 

Spiritusl life is blasting of this false personelity, the pul- 

“y versing of the ego, of 2ll our littleness 2nd limitedness. 4nd 

‘he thought of the Atmen shakes the very foundstions of this 

lse personality and of 311 our felse relations with others. 

Think deeply on this conception of the Atmen before de- 
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ginning your meditation. Think thet you are spiritu2l entities 

freed from the body, mind passions, desires 29nd 311 the rest. 

If there be such 9 thing 9s sin 9t °11, it is this clinging to 

creatéeon and to the personality. ; 

° 

That alone is morsl and spiritusl which helps us in puri- 

fying our heart and our mind, and in attaining the goal. Every- 

4 thing else, whatever it be, 1s immoral. Purity alone is the 

f condition of the Lord's grace. 

d Renunciation - mental and physicsl renuncistion - is the 

} central theme of sll spiritusl life. and of a1]. those who have .e. 

, reslly followed it. Kenunciation of wealth and greed, renun- 

: ciation of all forms and aspects of sex. and lust, renunciation 

of he ego, wnen sthese three thinge are achieved, spiritual 

life ‘eecomes natural and unstrained, and then God-vision comes 

to a person as a4 matter of course. 

This is the ideal of the threefold renunciation for this 

sense- bound ego-centric age of ours in which we gre 411 running 

after the vanities and will-o' ~ the wisps of life. It is the 
redemption from the trammels of "Wometl and Gold" that is salva- 

tion. As Swamiji said in his "Song of the. Sannyasin, ":- 
2 

"Truth never comes where lust and 
fame and greed of gain reside; 

No men who thinks of women as 
his wife @en ever perfect be; 
Nor he who owns however little, 

nor: he, : 
Whom anger chains, can ever pss 

through Mgys's gates. 

So give these Bey. Sanny2sin bold, 
say - Om Tateees Om." 

| ) This is the great unche nging Truth proclaimed. by ay the 

Great Ones, 2nd this Truth includes the threefold renunciation 

without which there can never be any spiritusl life. 

In every country we need just a few sincere individuals 

who strive for the highest ide2l, for this idesl of perfect 

purity in thought, word and deed, who are prep7red to give 

their 311 for this ideal, who 2re prepsred to suffer anything 

for its reasalisstion. We can influence other people to the ex- if 

tent to which we succeed in influencing ourselves for the Agen 

better, we can never convert the masses. We can never mike 



the m®sses spiritusl, but we can chenge the lives of 9 few | 
sincere individuals whose time has come. 

ja: aps: 

In the streets you see such 2 lot of hideousness and 

perversity on the faces of people. Painted women, nicely 

shaved men, 911 besutifully dressed, but on their feces there 

is nothing but greed and sex. ‘Ss Soon 2s you become 4 little 

more introspective and sensitive, you, too, will see, how 

hideous sll this is. Rarely do vou come across 3 face in the 

Streets thet has not got "beast" snd "lust" clearly written 

over it. 411 this is 2 sign of degeneration. ‘This makes the 

lesding of 2 pure life so difficult for the beginner. So long 

ss this beastliness is not dropped, and they sre content to 

remain beasts all their life, degener2ticn cannot be sto pped& 

in anywsy. Beware of being stained and polluted by the 

throughts of these beasts poisoning the 2ir 311 2round you. 

‘nd if you cannot redeem this degenerste society, then 
redeem your selves, but reslise how miserable all these brutes 

are. They themselves are miserable 2nd they create misery for 
others, they soil others, poison others through their dirty 
Vibretions. 411 their dirty thoughts cen be read Clearly on 
their feces. Thet is whet makes it so very unpleasant to walk 
in the streets. You see thet all the talke of these worldly 
people turn round and round the topics of monty-making, poli- 
tics and sex in all their most dirty aspects. What do you 
see in your theaters, cinemas, novels, Songs, etc.? Sex, 
politics, money-making. 

We are not yet sensitive enough. We do not yet clesrly 
recognise our own motives. Sometimes our mind és 2llowed to 
find nice plsusible evplanations for our doings #nd thoughts, 
Just to deceive us as is alweys the csse in the untrained per- 
Son. Tell you mind: "Let me see that you bresk down," if it 
complsins °geinst the grest strain of the practices. If we 
try to lesd the higher life, we should not mind cur dying even 
if we-die in attempt, 4nd ‘the mind will go on revolting and complaining for a long time. It Says, "Look here, to-day you ‘ave had very little Sleep. This may be bad for your nérves. 

. 
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Take*care that you do not get a nervous bre2kdown. Stop your 

practices for 4 day or two." Just give it some good kicks in 

such a case, whip it nicely, be very hard with this bed mind. 

Just es a horse gets whiped when it lifes down with its rider, 

_so you must give your mind a good thrashing if it revolts. 

There must be 2 fixed daily routine. Repeat the name of 

God as many number of times as possible. You must heve a mini- 

mum, and thet minimum is to be done and finished under all cir- 

cumstances. “In the morning never touch @,od before having done 

this minimum of your spiritual practice. On no plea whatsoever 

should we stop doing Lt, 

"Think of Me and fight, carry on your fight, and through — 

My grace you will be able to vanguish the enemy and find peace” 

says Sri Krishna. Ana this fight takes subtler and subtler 

forms 238 we progress, ana thereby becomes 411. the. more apttee 

cult and relentless. It must be fought till the very end. The 

subtler the world, the subtler and greater the struggle. If a 

bad thought rises even in dream, you must find no excuse for 

yourselves. 
| 

« 
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At the beginning, when we are given the seed, we cannot 

yet know its potentis lity; but 28 we advance we find that the 

seed contains a mighty tree, but it must be properly watered 

ond mmured. Have sgéme holy picture as the first thing and the 

Last thing, directly after awe kening and directly before fall- 

jing 2sleep. Never think of other people or objects before hav- 

ing hed this holy pitture before you 2nd filled your mind wi th 

{te.07hnis is very necessary for the beginner. Ramprasad sings, 

"OQ my mind, why do you not put up a fence round the three with 

the Mother's Name?" First we take it: toe bes just a name and 

nothing more, Sut this name has its subtler aspect and takes 

us to the Divine. We cannot recognise its infinite potentia- 

lity in the beginnings: When we do our practices regulerly for 

some time, this mind of ours becomes tutored, trained; but 

even thet, 7t times, just like a9 trained horse, it tYrLesee 

Regarding Asana (posture) you should have two differensy a 
CS 



so thet you can change it 2S soon 48 your body begins 

The central theme of Sadhana is meditation, am 

have the 

ones, 

to hurt you. 

everything else is but 9 preparation for the mind to 

right mood. When the right mood comes, meditstion becomes 

very essv. In India there is now 4 revival of practising the 

different Asanss. But it is not t 211 necessary for spiri- 

tu2l1 life. The ease of the 41s9na can only be reslised efter 

sufficient prectice. 

. Five to six hours of sleep is enough for the sviritual 

9spirant. Eight hours is generally too much. Sleep, 2s such, 

is not so necessary 2s the conscious minimising of our ner- 

vous and mental tension at all times of the day. In order to 

be able to meditate, we must be able to relax, we should first 

learn how to decresse the tension of our nerves. Very nervous ° 

people can never meditste. After thet we should control ours 

sentiments and feelings, even if they be good and pure. or 

eleveted ones. By developing the spirit of self-surrender we 

should be able to meke the mind p2ssive, attuned to the In- 

finite, end-thereby minimise all anxiety and our terrible ner- 

vous 2nd mental tension. If we are sble to do this, we feel 

9 sort of peace, even long before being able really to medi- 

tate. We should make it 2 point to relsx our nerves as much 

Ps possible before we attempt meditetion. 

Everything must be definite, clear. You must know how 

to sleep and what to do with your weking time, kow to awake, 

how tc fll asleep, what thoughts to heve while awakening, 

“and what thoughts to have just before fslling asleep. The 

life of the spiritusl sspirent must be conscious and regulsted 

in 3ll its pheses and aspects. Before sleep, make your mind 

passive by filling it with some very haly and pure thoughts 

of the Divine or of 9 Great Spiritual Ferson2lity in a wholly 

dispsssionate end unstrained way. 

Everything depends cn the purity and absolute chastity 

of thought; and unless this is brought about, our tension 

Can never be reduced. Our sleep is undisturbed only if we 

know how to think and feel properly in the waking state. Let 

all those who lesd the spiritusl life not be bothered about 

\€ animal existence. Body-worship and sex-worship are the 
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most vicious and degenrating forms of idolatry thet can sver 

exist and ever existed. , 

Vv > 

Our heart is to be made consciously a cremation- 

ground — the cremation-—- ground a2. eL l our attachments, of all 

our impurities, our whole persons lity. This eternal struggle 

is the worship of the Lord, the only true worship there is, © 

and it should never unnerve us. Our trouble is that we worship 

only a God who gives us pleasure and sense-satisfaction and 

blessings. But is not 2lso misery His? Everywhere we worship 

the God who is full of boons and the Giver of boons. And as 

efon 9s we think of a Thunderer we are afraid. Shiva as Giver 

cof soons is all right. Shiva dancing the mad dance of destruc- 

tion is horrible! Why? There is no rhyme and reason in-ony 

attitude. God is God only when there is creation, when there 

is preservation -— but when there is destruction, God has no 

hand in it! No. God is God only when He is God in all aspects. 

When He is the God of creation, preservation and destruction, 

‘and above all the God who is none of 211 these. So the present 

dav reaction 2gainst the religion or a meroly good God is to be 

welcomed. When you give the modern mind a kind and good God, 

it will throw Him overboard; but when you give the modern mind. - 

the whole,it will, in most cases, accept Him. 

God-if His * aspect of Creator, Presérver ana bestroyer is 

Mother. Mother again in Her absolute aspect, beyond all these, 

is Shiva. Thus the reletive aspect of God, as it were, is 

Mother; the absolute aspect of God, i.e. the same Mother in 

Her state pend creation, preservation and destruction, is 

Shiva. Mother is dancing Her mad play of creation, preserva— 

tion and destruction on Shiva who is lying under Her feet, 

motionless and unconcerned, appearing to be dead. What wonder- 

ful, infinitely deep symbols of Truth all these are: 

why be afraid of death? Death can be glorious. Where 

do we find the greatest play of Mother? Only in the cremation 

-~ground, and the cremation-ground iS as real and true as the 
r 
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nursery is. In life and in death the aspirant should cling oe 

the Mother, and the Mother alone, giving up both. 



[Tt always so happens that he who has -a great clinging 

for pleasant things gets misery. Physical distress 15 nothing 

compared with the mental distress; and suffering we all have 

Sq we should 3lw2ys know that Truth 
to pass through in life. 

and can only be attained by 
is beyond happiness and misery, 

transcending them both. 

Ramprasad sings, "O my fickle mind, never stop taking 

the name of the Mother st all times, come whet may. You pess 

through misery. You may have more. Whet does it matter?" 

No physical suffering can ever be compared with the 

terrible tempests raging in the human mind, and all these 

tempests can never be transcended so long as we cling to life 

in its pleasent asvect and deny or try +o deny its terrible ae 

aspect. We must be fully prepa red to transcend both the good. 

and the terrible aspects of God, if we really wish to reach 

Him and to attain to peace and blessedness. 

ttt ttt ttttttst 
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THE BASIS OF SPIRITUSL ENDE4VOUR 
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The ideal must be fixed and clesr before beginning with 

one's Sadhana. That is whet is needed. We must have very 

definite idea of the path and a definite idea of the goal to 

be ettiained)3.6.. the. goal of tite, ~ So iong as we allow our- 

selves to be vague and dreamy, hazy in all our feelings and 

doings; no progress is felt; and there is a continualcon- 

flict in us, which prevents most people from advancing even a 

single step towards the goal. There is too much shallow, super- 

ficial thinking, shallow feeling, shallow willing and acting, 

without any really deeper urge, without any definite cle>r-cut 

purpose, without any deeper awareness. 
& 

We should have the ideal fixed that neither worldly nor 

heavenly pleasures are our goal, that the only goal is self- 

realisation, neither this world, nor heaven, nor any other 

* world. Heavenly enjoyment is no better than earthly enjoy- 

‘ent, and so long as there is hankering after heavenly enjoy- 

t we can never attein the gosl. Heaven is a very cheap 
> after alas” : 
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We cannot lead the worldly life and the higher life at 
the same time. We cannot 2llow ourselves to run after worldly 
love and affections and have the higher divine love at thesame 
time. God and worldly affections, God and world@ly passion and 
‘pleasure, cannot live together. “Where Kame is, there Rama 
cannot be; Where Rama is, there Kama cannot be." 

e 

Before we actually begin our spiritual life in real 
earnest, we must decide if we are really fully prepsred to pay 
the price. Generally there sare two tendencies, a worldly 
tendency, and a spiritual tendency in us If both sre more or 
less equally strong at the beginning, one must be strengthened; 
otherwise there will be no progress, and the tug-cf-war going 

on in ourselves can never be overcome. That is why it is — 

1 
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ee absolutely necessary for us to fix once for all our ideal, our 
. * conduct in life, and then stick to it whatever happens. If 

you really wish to follow the difficult peth beset with so many 

pit-falls and dangers, you must also be prepared to overcome 

all the difficulties. If we wish totranscend all the unreali- 

ties, there must always be 4 certsin amount of the dare-devil 
in us, a certain amount of fearlessness and true heroism. The 

path of the aspirsnt is 4 very dangerous path; dangers and 
pitfalls are lurking& everywhere, on 9ll sides; -and if once 

caught, there is no more chence for many people. Unless you 

Sacrifice 911 your worldly desires and your sense of I- ness, 

you can never’ reslise the higher ideal. 
° 

"Give us discriminetion, give us renunciation, give us 

devotion and knewledge." 
a ee. ec ~ 
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Religion is something different from and something more 
than book-knowledge. Nor is mere eclecticism religion. Now- 
a-days books ‘are available everywhere, books on all religions, 

bringing the message of different religions in different forms. 

% But through mere scholarship, through mere intellectual study, 

you can never lesrn the Truth. When we think too much and too 

. _,highly of intellectual life, we can never realise the abe” 4 

tial truths of religion. "He is one; sages call Him by dis ba, A 
erent names..." 

ap 9 egy ob me 
ct ae = 



"Let one study as well as he can, master the subjects, 

but after having become a great scholsr, let him, like a child 

become simple." Unless we become simple, there can never be 

any spiritual life. One must be free from all guile, from all 

false-~hood, from all secrecy and 411 leck of uprightness, from 

all the perversities of the mind, if one wants to make any 

progress. One must be upright, perfectly sincere, «frank, and 

a man of meditation. Having known the essentiels of spiritual 

life, having formed a clesr conception of the Divine, you 

should try to practice the disciplines. Do not read too many 

empty words. That only creates disturbance and trouble. "The 

net of words is like a forest, and so one loses one's way in - s 
it, in this forest of mere words. -Mere study of words and 

merely explaining these scriptures, all with bombastic words, 
is not for emencipstion, but for enjoyment." (Sankeracharys) 

Now this does not mean that we should not eo inifor « 
studies, but we should make it a point to etudy with 2 view to 
realise the Truth. Study is slweys encouraged in Vedsnta, 
but along with your studies there must be Some real spirituesl 
practice day by day. You must alwsys train your intellect and 
have your fixed Studies, think deeply on the problems, read 
books, and form a habit of clear thinking and deep studies so 
that you would feel uncomfortable the day that you have not 
studied any book deeply, pondering over it and over ‘the truths 

~~ 
of your Sadhena. 

& 

it contains. This daily study is to be made an important item 

Til 

Sri Ramakrishna's message is: Be spiritual and realise 
the Truth yourself. By living the spiritual life, we can mke 
the Divine living in our own life. In the human being the 
passions, usually carnality and greed Play the greatest part, 
and the Master shows us bow we may overcome sex and greed - ms these our greatest obstecles on the path of spiritual progress, “eh. He wishes us to have 3 ney outlook towards ourselves anda others, t ten snd women. Man as well 3S woman must have the Divine out~ * 8% and not think of themselves in terms of sex ana body. 

should never think of the body, but rise above 211 
1ts of ‘sex in themsalwes and in others. This is the 



most vital point to note for the spirituel sspirant. And the 

modern age needs this message more than anything else. The in- 

struction the Master gives was first of all realised | in his own 

life and in the life of the‘Holy: Mother. Witho ut ‘purity’ there 

can be, no spiritual life. Seeing the Divine in oneself and in 

al. others, men and women, is” the oniy,-solution for the_ wo rld— 

problem of sex and the reletion between the sexes. Seeing the 

Divine in all is the only practical solution, and the present 

age needs this more than any other age ever did. 'Lust and 

gold' is the sign of this age, because this age is pre- eminently 

one of sex and manmon-worship. So the Master had to go to the 

wery extreme, had to deny sex and to deny gold and greed. ~ The 

more one sees of Western life, the more one comes to understand 

the fuclisig nificance Gt this message for all. 

: You can never rise above the sex idea by just hating. 

woman or men, as many of the Christian mystics tried to do. 

Something moxe is needed. Even hatred is sex attraction, and 

nothing more. The Tivine is in me, in-all, ‘in everything. 1 

am not 2 man. Iam not 9 woman, I am’ It. “It is by means of 

contimence thet, having found tye Self, one meditsates. That 

Self-erone does not perish which one finds by means of perfect 

continence" (CHANDOGYA UPANISH‘D). "It is by continence that 

one who knows reaches the world of Brahman. It is: by -mefns sor 

continence that one, heving worshipped the Lord, and having 

wished for the Self, reaches the Self. The Self which one 

finds by unbroken continence never perishes. By means of Con- 

tineqce one obtains the Supreme Self" (SANKARACHARYA). "The 

tnfinite ts Blise; there is no Bliss in what is finite. ‘The 

Infinite afeee is Bligs, and thou art That" (CHNDOGYA UPANI- 

SHAD). -"Thoge who want to attain to the highest perfection 

through sacrifice and rites sre like childrem crossing the 

ocean on rafts, en impossible task." This is an toaeia aa 

peseege streseing the essentisls of spiritusl life. And the 

same has been stressed by Buddha also and by Christ and Krishna. 

Judsism has always been anti-monastic. Buddha, the Upanishads, 

Krishna, Christ, etc. have 911 been monastic’ in their essen- 

tial teachings.-- 



Tt was the mission of Buddhe's life to ask people not to 

think too much of rites and ceremonies, but to meke religion 

living in their own lives by leading a life of purity, medita- 

tion, spiritual discipline 2nd mental control. Without being 

moral and leading a pure life we can never expect to become 

epiritual or to mke any progress. 411 this then remins noth- 

ing but a fond dream. 

1 What did Buddha say of God? He did not speak anything 

of God. It is not essential to speek of God so much, but far 

more essential is to follow God's v=th,..to live the spiritual 

life. What is the use of saying, "Lord, how beautiful Thou 
ert! How beautiful sre Thy skies, Thy stars, this whole crea— 

tion!" The Crestor is always greater then His creation and 

does not feel proud of such a small thing. Seen from our 

human standpoint we find it great, but to God it is a very 

small thing efter 211. So it is more important to follow 
God's path than to prsise God eternally, without ever doing 
anything. This becomes mere .lip-service. Once Buddha was 
asked, "Sir, is there a God?" "Did I say that there is a Goad?" 
Buddha wanted to stop all empty ana heir-splitting speculstions 
and mske people do something. So he said, "When 4 house is on 
fire, do you. just go and trace the origin of the fire or do 
you try to extinguish it?" But we in our foolishness very 

wef ven Sry-to trece the origigeriret, end betabeswe have euaneel 
ded in.the attenpt, the whole house is burnt down, aba nothing 
but a heap of »shes remains. We must always stress the essen- 
tials af spiritual life... Sri Ramakrishna said, fhe jackal 
hes everywhere the same Cry, no matter in what Country." And 
on 9snother occasion he said, "I just cook the food and put it 
before your mouth, but then you will not take the trouble of 
eating it." 

. 

We always went everything to be done for us by somebody 
else. There cen. be no vicarious Salvation without any self- 
effort 6n the part of the aspirsnt. Most of the So-called. 
religious people sre mere perasites in the world of religion ‘et. Spiritusl lifé. It would be better for them to tske up some- t thine else. 

| >y 
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In the beeioni nee of our Sadhana we do not get any ‘spiri- 

tus experience, because that is only the scavenging period 

when loads ond loeds of dirt and impurities have to be removed. 

Only when the mirror is clean does it begin to reflect. Evil 

thoughts arise even if the mind has already been made strong 

to a certain extent, but then they no longer harm it and gan 

essily be conqured. If a boat has a good and experienced 

: helmsman, it can face the dtorm without fear of perishing. Un- 

os as lees this phenomenal world has been effaced completely, desires 

: * and passions, attractions and aversion, can never be annihils- 

ted in their subtlest form. "when he realises the Atman aS 

dwelling in his own Self, the sage ceases to hate." Until then 

the passions rise in the mind, but if we have strengthened our : 

moral fibre through our Sadhan, we are able to withstand them 

and drive them away. ° 

Love need not take always the calm, peaceful method. True 

love can often be as hard as steel, can use harsh words. The 

knife of the surgeon cuts but then it cuts in order to heal. 

These Great Sim may Rear cruel and heartless in some of 

their advices, but through the kindness of their ‘cruelty’ they 

heal and bring life. 

Until we feel the coming of grace, we must strive. Self- 

effort has its place in spirituel life, and never can real self 

he i get come unless we have really are our utmost. 

when “the devotee has caught a glimpse of the Transcen- 

dental, he no longer troubles and bothers about the right 

breeze, whether it is a hot breeze or a cold breeZe or no 

preeze at all. He need not unfurl his sails any longer. 

The two tests of vision are: Bliss, certitude. Then the 

mind knows Truth is real. Then something in us knows it 1s 

true snd it cerries with it its own unmistakeble light and - ‘of 

convichtesws : | : ef 

fg Let the tescher be merged into your own Ishtam, let | 



form-aspect get merged into the formless. By so doing, you 

will avoid 911 fensticism and bigotry and always remsin con- 

scious of the One Principle standing 2t the back of 311 teas- 

Chers and-all teachings. __ | : 

Once Girish Chandra Ghosh, the great dramatist of Bengal, 

said to Sri Ramakrishna, "The Lord has created you with His 

own hands. Us He has created with His machine." 
a 

Brahmacharys alone is real Tapasys, and there can be no 

Tapasya whatever without perfect Breahmachary2 in thought, word 

and deed. This has to be stressed sgain and again. 

T2. 
’ 

Let us try to be’ as hard as possible against ourselves 

without sny- unnecessary or destructive self—condemnoation. 

I should always use my discrimination even with regard 
to non-violence. The scorpion, no doubt, follows its own law 
of being when it stings, but T° too, should follow my own law 
of being when it stings, but I should follow my own law and 
protect others from its sting if I car do so. 

Buddha taught, "Hatred cannot be conqured by hatred. It 
is by love that hatred can be conqured." Christ taught, "Love 
your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that 
hate you,and pray for them “Rhe- > despitefully use you end per- 
secute you." Evil can never be conqured by evil. Violence 
can never be conqured by violence. The only weapon thet con- 
qures-stl is love and loving kindness to all crestures. 

4nd what an‘smount of strength 2nd undsuntedness true 
non-violence requires!. We should not be weak, we Should not 
be cowards but we should at the same time be kine. The person 
who does not retaliate, however he is hurt, however he is 
offended by others, is a person of terrible strength, and he 
alone is 9 man. 411 others are misereble cowards hiding their 

~~ toe snd abject cowardice under 2a Cloak of breggsrdisn, phy~ 
Pi, snd mental, 2nd never rising to the stature of a man. 

yY -« 

a toa I 
Struggle, struggle, struggle. There is no other way. not be afraid of struggles, 
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—we come beaok with greater strength, with the strength of trees 
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: Success largely depends. on the regularity and intensity 
of-our daily practices. Very often we sre so careless in this. 

Without steady practice nothing can be attained in Spiritual 

iL fes* Graretual life: must. Bea Lit erat dedication to the highest, 

a life of consecration and sacrifice and one-pointedness. So 
we should be more wide-awake and more careful about or own 

thoughts for our own benefit and for the benefit of others to 

whom our thoughts may become a danger. Our thoughts, if they 

be thoughts of lust or greed or violence, are worse then poison 

g29s, and the havoc created by them is far worse than the havoc 

created by poison gas By our impure thoughts we affect people 

who do not even know ine By our pure thoughts we help 

others in their struggle after purity. 

It is essential for us to create the right mood before 

Sitting for meditation. There must be steady, regular practice. 

Let us rather die in the struggle with our body and our impure 

mind then give it up. What does it mtter if I die or not? 

_What matters is that I realise the Truth, that I attain my full 

stature, my true being. If we struggle our utmost, if we do 

our utmost, we have fulfilled our duty. Then the rest must be 

left to the Divine. Here true self-surrender and resignetion 

ty the Iord have their plece. 
Peed 

por 
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Turning the mind constantly and without any break to God, 

whatever “you may be busy with, is the most efficient of all 

forms of spiritual practice. But you must be able to raise the 

plane of thought, see that you do not tie your boat to the bank 

by not fulfilling tHe preliminary Gonditions of Yama ana Niyama. 

If you allow peur bost to remain tied to the bank, no amount of 

rowing and exertion on your pert will move it even an inch on- 

ward. 

L) 

Try to make the individual ego subservient to the Cosmic 

Ego. The ego is very difficult to subdue. It is like a mon- 

ster with hundreds end hundreds of heads. 

Never try to face the enemy in the open at the beginning. 

Wever give him afrontal attack. The enemy ig still too strongy, BD 

for you. Let ue first save ourselves even by flight. Later, Pits 



Lord, because some dsy the enemy has to be openly faced and 

vanquished. Eternal flight won't do. 

V 
: 

Once Ganesha was sitting on the lap of his mother Durga, 

when he happened to touch Her beck and found there to his great 

astonishment a deep scar. "Mother," said he, "who did that?" 

"My boy," the Godess replied, "you ill-treated a little cat, 

and so I got this mark, everything being My own body." When 

the question of Ganeshats marriage arose, he refused to be 

married, because the exverience of the little cat he ill_ 

trested and the scsr of his Mother's back had taught him a me 
great lesson and hed mde him realise.that all wemen were but , 
his own mother. 

There is another Story about Ganesha which is illustra- 
tive of a high lesson. Once Mother promised a beautiful neck- 
lace to one of Her boys who wou la be able to go Yound the ‘ 
universe and” be back first. Kattikeys departed at once with 
ail ‘possible speed, but Ganesha just remained sitting on the 
lap of his mother, and efter some time “quietly got down, went 
round Her once, and got on to her lap egein. So when Ka rti- e 
keys came back he found to his great astonishment that Ganeshe 
wes already sitting on Durgs's leap and hed received the neck- 
lece. Ganesha had realised thet, his Mother being all-pervad- 
ing and omnipresent, it was sufficient to ZO round Her once 
without going round the whole universe as ae bro ther had done. 

4ll these symbo lical Stories and repreden tee ais of 
truths are highly ‘instructive if we but know how tq read them 
2right See Mother in every woman, then you, too, will Sav 
like Ganesha, "How is it possible for me to merry?" Through 
the infinite grace of Mother our whole attitude towards men 2nd women can change, just as it had changed in the case of Ganesha. 

; 
The more we Progress, the more we cease to love our- “ylves and to identify ourselves with our physical form. In aS, Same way we cease loving others as bodies or feeling any “traction for them. In India, Ganesha igs one of the 
t symbols for perfect purity. 
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Self-resalication is a very difficult process, and it 

takes a. long time to attein it. But.as soon as you come to 

feel the tide, you know that you are approaching the ocean. 

4nd then you should be glad that there is any tide at all. The 

ocean may still be distant, but if the tide mkes itself felt, 

you know you have travelled a good wey down the river. The old 

impressions must be attenusted, erased through rubbing and 

rubbing and rubbing, till they have completely disappeared. 

Just 9s the thickness of a cloud in the sky differs; just 

as this cloud may be only a very thin veil or a dark black 

cloud which does not allow the sun's rays to penetrate, similar- 

yay this world of Mays there is 9 thin cost or 2 thick coat 

e 

covering Truth. 

Some mnifestetions of Mother sre to be saluated et a 

very safe distence so long 9s we ourselves re not yet fully 

immune from their influence. The Mother's play hes two aspects, 

one which binds, and one which .frees; but both are within Maya, 

not beyond Mays. Never think thet the freeing aspect is beyond 

aya. It too, is within the ambit of Maya. 

eg at 

"Whenever you come ecross a person who is of a different 

ideal of life, do not speak out your thoughts. "(SRI CHAITANYA). 

First there must be physical control, then mental control, 

and once mental control is attained, thought can never age2in 

come down or be dragged down to the sensual plane. This only 

happens if we have led 9 controlled life, physically and menta- 

lly, for many meny years without any break. Then impure 

thoughts may now and then arise but they are no longer able to 

etain uSe - 

There must be a completely new attitude towards ourselves, 

towards the world, towards all mental pictures 9nd memories in 

our mind. 

we should feel sorry when 2n unclean thought wells up #%*. 

our mind, but thie spur us sy 211 the more and mke us more goa 
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dogged than ever. We should be thankful that we have come to 

know that such unclean things exist in our mind. If we did 

not know this, we could never fight them successfully. The 

greater the trouble, the more manly the fight; the grester 

our determination to remove them, the greater our relentless 

tenscity. 

If really there is dirt and filth in our mind, let us 

know this fact, and know how bed it is. To know an ‘evil as it 

is, is half the bottle won. It is always good for us to know 

the possibilities of our mind to do us great mischief, so that 

we may be on our guard 3nd become fully aware of its wily ) : 

attempts at deception. What a terrible amount of misery man ; 

Creates for himself and others by giving in to the impulses of 2 

lust, anger, greed, violence, etc. ! And 211 these impulses 

lie deeply hidden in our mind too, if we do not come to know 

them and annihilate them. Unless we turn our mind consciously 

to the higher life, it will always remain full of these. 
oo 
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We should always try to give the instructions we receive 
some practical expressions in life. Philosophy is a11 right 
as the beck-groumd, but the application to: life must never be 
lost sight of. p | 

'Through the purity of food comes the purity of senses, 
through the purity of senses comes steady memory of Truth, and 
when one gets this memory one becomes free from 311 bonds.' 
Then the mind thinks of Brehman in an unbroken stream. As T[ ' 
have said many a time, everything that comes in contact with 
the senses is 'food'. We must have pure food for the eye, the €. €ar, the the touch, the smell, etc. Taking pure Physicesl food tor the stomach without Purifying 911 the food thet is tak + €n in 

‘If by taking the purest of Sattvike 1? person does not turn the mind to the 

“the senses is no use. 

Tivine, fie unto . 
able to turn the 

If he takes contaminated food, but is 



“mind to God, blessed is he' - this is what Sri Remakrishna used 
to say. 

aes 

z The Gunss are like lIsdders lesding us to the terrace. The 

indolent person must become active, the active person must be- 

come pure. And Sattva is the topmost rung of the ladder lead- 

ine so the: Truth,. dul not Truth ss it-is. 

Our purity must lead us to God-realisation. Attaining to 

the Divine means going beyond e211 the Gunas. All these Gunes 

are like robbers who do not dare to have aacess to the town. 

Our goal should be the Divine and Divine Realisation, i.e. to 

Seg ee Him within ourselves, and then to realise Him in all 

, others slso. The ideal is the person who is not bound by any 

Gunas, who hes known God, who remains always indifferent to all 

actions of the Gunas. When by getting rid of the evil tenden- 

cies with-the help of purer thoughts one is able to get a 

glimpse of Truth, transcending even Sattva, he comes up to the 

highest rung ofthe ladder in a Settvike state, but he can 

“never again go below that highest rung. : 

ts ei tle ee ad 
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‘Mere ethics does not make 3 man spiritusl. Mere. morals 

are no proof whatever for the spirituslity of 7 person. This 

-is the great mistake of whet is generally called Protestantism. 

“Morals are necesssry, 2nd there can be no spirituality without 

__-~ previously leading 2 perfectly more@l life, but they can lay no 

5 cleim to spirituality which far transcends the plane of morals. 

'‘Heving mastered all the scriptures and having given up 

all learnin&S, be like a child. And then after attaining to 

your spiritual childhood live a life of meditation.' 

) We should all cultivate great simplicity and be free from 

all desires and passions which make us more and more complex 

° and impure. We should minimise 911 personel feeling 9nd all 

personel relationships with others by stressing the Divine 

more gd more and becoming more conscious of the Divine than | 

of others. Never commit the misteke of loving 32 person for (ee 

or her own sake. The felling of love is all right, but the weg 
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very moment its true aim is hidden it turns into side-paths 

and brings us no end of misery and delusion, although many 

people, for a time, call this happiness. 

i. 

We should avoid all forms of austerity that are merely . 

Tamasika. So Sankacharya says, 'Simply by making the body 

dirty, one does not become like a child.' No, certainly not. 

This spiritual’ childhood is characterised by perfect mental | 

purity; sense-control, freedom from lust in all its forms, 

and freedom from passions and desires. One who goes bevond 

all Gunes is no longer bound to any particular mood. 

V e € 

The spiritual aspirant should feel he is an instrument 
in the hands of the Cosmic Power. The best attitude is that 

of an instrument knowing oneself not to be the doer, not to be 
the agent. g 

Let us take an example. There sare different clocks all 
driven by the same electric energy. Hf every clock just 
thinks that it goes by its own strength, this is a serious 
error. We are all parts of a mighty energy thet is working 
through us and with us. We should always try te be cosmo-— 
centric and become as impersonal in everything as possible. 
This body and the,mind are instruments of 3 mighty Power. To 
what extent we are able to become cosmocentric and more and 
more impersonal, to that extent we succeed in giving up all 
ideas of agent-ship and we attain to peace. The more we run 
away from the Divine, the more misersble we become. 

‘Mother, Thou hast created this vast universe, and Thou alone as all being art coming in touch with the outside things, Thou art the only doer, Thou art the only enjoyer.' 

Sri Remekrishna used to say, ‘Mother, I am the machine, Thou art the mechanic. T am the house, Thou art the mistress of the house. I am the chariot. ana Thou art the charioteer. as 4s Thou makest me do. T Speak as Thou makest me spesk,! 
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If at any time dejection comes, etill go on with your 

disciplines. If obstruction comes, it must redouble your 

effort. Rather die than give up. The greater the trouble, 

the greater should be our determination and our will. We should 

not be weaklings. 

fs before we pass away, we are able to know the Truth, 

we attain to the goal of our life. If we fail to do this, 

everything is to no purpose. We mise the object of our life.’ 
o> 

'By realising the same Divine in all beings, the person. 

of steady intellect attains-to the state of immortality.’ 

Tf there be God, what else is there that matters? If 

there be no God, what does life matter?! (Swami Vivekananda ). 

Pirset of sll, the ideal is to be fixed once for all. 

There must be no vacillating - no two ways. Tf we are side- 

tracked, at once let us fix again the ideal. There must be no 

'I may do this or that.' No. 'T can do this only and nothing 

but this.' This slone is the sttitude of the sincere aspirant. 

10 Lord, I have mage Thee the pole-star of my 71 1@.. 420 

this ocean of existence I shall not lose my way if I have ny 

mind fixed on Thee.’ 
; 

The compass, even the best and most modern one, may fail. 

The pole star never fails. 

M Ne 

India does aot believe in arms and ammunitions. She be- 

lieves in knowledge and wisdom. With her, knowledge is power, 

and love ig the one weapon which alone is necessary to conquer 

the whole world, towin over the hearts of the whole of humanity. 

India stands for cultural and not for political conguest. Learn 

to be men. Be men, true men, not animals wallowing in the mire 

of sensuality and greed but men of love and reverence, of wis- 

dom, knowledge, purity, and non-attachment. 

The sum and end of life is freedom am fearlesness, free: . 

dom from the ever recurrent bondage of births and deaths, Pr ee 
PW 

dom of the soyl from the toils, and the ultimate and fina? ~ 
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attainment of peace. The knowledge of the Self is the way to 

freedom and the discovery of Truth and at the very end of the 

journey the reward is peace, thet peace which Christ taught 

that it passeth ell understending. 

wie. 2 

If we find that a11 our life we remain in a certain 

stage, there 1s something scriocusly wrong. We should always 

see whether as a result of our Sadhana we are making spiritual 

progress or not. 

We should not be like the muskdeer. It has the musk in 

its own navel, and in certain seasons it goes mad and runs and 

runs just to find the source of the eweet fragrance, and then 
it finally fells down deed. Similsrly the God we seek dwells 

eternally in our hearts, but we want’ to find Him outside. 
niall 
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wire is the God of the twice-born; to the seer God 
dwelis in his own heart; people of poor understand-— 
ing take up idols as their gods, and one who is 
Same-sighted finds God everywhere.' ~ UTTARA GITA. 

We are always creating eur own God or our own Gods. We 
try to create God Mahadeva, and it turns out to be an ugly 
monkey. We make an image, and then it proves to be the image 
of an ugly monkey. If we do not know the right idea and also 
how to apply it to life, everything becomes an ugly monkey. 
This is the danger. 

Cc 

~*For one who attains to salvation worship of ima ge 
1S 4 hindrance and brings about rebirth. Therefore 
the man of renunciation should worship the God who 
dwelis in his own heart. He shoula five up all ex ternel worship.' - MATTREYYUPANISHAD, IT, 26. 

These higher forms of spiritual practice are only meant 
for advanced souls. It is all just like a staircase. We must 
Proceed step by step. We must find out where we are, other- 
wise progress is not possible, never. ; 

_ So Sankera sevs, 'Rven for learning how to Steal, a 
teacher is necessary, ! 

* 
lhe voice of God, of which So many people speak, can peak, ca ei. ‘ only be heard by those who h=ve 9 completely purified mind J 

. ? 
#5 e 

ver by others. There is very often great self-deception 
. : 

- . 



because there are impulses of the lower mind. Very often we 

take our impulses to be the voice of conscience, but really 

then the ego speaks, not God. When you want to hear the voice 

of God, stand aside as the witness, dissociate yourself from 

your body and your mind. If you do not, you cannot hear the 

voice. 

Above all one must stress morals, purification, and sub- 

limeation. .'The pure in heart shall see God.'! 

tk 
a 

'Let only those works be done by thee that are free from 

blemishes, and not others.'- 

: Nerada says, ‘Shun by every means the company of the 

- wicked for it will only breed in you desires ami anger, aelusion 

and forgetfulness, unreason and death. These grow in the com- 

pany of the wicked as repidly as the ripple ewells into a tide. 

who is the man that frees himself from the name of the world? 

The man who shuns the wicked and seeks the wise, and who is 

free from attachments. The man who loves solitude and snaps 

the bonds of the world. The man who goes beyond the Gunas and 

gives up to God all that he owns. ‘The man who first abandons 

the fruits of his actions and then even the sections themselves, 

for the gake of God, and who passes beyond both good and evil. 

The man who leaves even the scriptures behind and loves God 

without a break, such a man Saves himself, he saves others as 

well.* 2 

Always keep impure people at 2 safe distance during the 

period of your training. Never become intimate with them. There 

are so many different kinds of lust, specially with regard to 

women; impure thoughts, glances, spesking of women, touching 

women. All these must be anihilated in their root-forms in you. 

Throw away all human dolls without mercy. Burn all your desires 

in your heart, but then see that you do not take up new dolls 

again. See only MOTHER and SISTER in every woman you meet, but 

so long as you 9re not yet fully established in dispassion and 

non-attachment, do even that at a distance. The same holds 

good in the case of women with reference to men. ° 

QUESTION: Should they be stressed from the very beginning?, 
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have observed that most people who just begin to be 

4 little interested are scared away at once 38 soon 

as they are told to practise Brahma chagy a. Must one 

reise this demand at once? 

Yes. 4&t the very beginning. None is a child of 

Sri Ramakrishna who is not prepared to pay the 

price of Brahmacharya. Brahmacharya is one of the 

most important and essential points. It does not 

matter if such people are scared away. We do not 

count the number of people, but their quality. We 

only want those who sre prepared to psy the full 

price unconditionally. Others cannot follow spiri- 

tusl life or the seers of Vedanta or any other 

Great One. None is a Christian who is not prepared 

to fulfill all this. Everyone who revolts against 

sense-control and Brahmacharya should not take to ° 

any form of spiritual life. Above all, do not 

soil the holy name of Christ and Sri Ramakrishna 

with such people. And you in the West need Brahma- 

charya even much more then we do. You can never 

separate sex fron brutality. 

4nd whet about householders who feel interested in 

the message? You cannot expect Brehmecherya of a 

householder. 

The householder has to practise control just as 

all the others. Just look at Naga Mshesaga. His 

father forced him to merry even twice, but he | 

never had any msrital relstions in all his life. 

Your idea of marriage is so course. Both the 

wives of Nega Mahasaya become his disciples, lead- 

ing P life of the highest purity and ‘devotion. So 

you see, outwardly, Naga Mshesava was a house- 

holder all his life, but there has never been 3 

monk who was purer and less attached than he. 

4nd if one party revolts? 

None is to be allowed to be prevented from follow- 
ing the spiritusl path by his partner, even if the 
keart of that person breaks. About that we have 
already many talks as you know. A person who bec 
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comes an impediment to another with regard to spiri- 

tusiity, ae 80 low, SO sense—-bound, So egoistic, so 

brutish, in all his emotions and feelings, that he can 

boldly be pushed aside, whatever may nappen- God 

save me from all such emotional people. If you be- 

long to them I should leave this plece tomorrow morn- 

ing. Certainly. Such people are not fit to become 

children of Christ or of Sri Ramakrishna, because 

both represent the: idealofs tne. very highest purity 

eand non-attachmen
t. 

Even in worldly life you need a very strong 

backbone, if you wish to achieve anything; but in 

spiritual life you need, #8 jt were, 4 wor ldly pack- 

bone, 2 moral backbone, and a very strong spiritual 

backbone. ‘You need infinitely more strength and 

manliness than you ever do in ordinary 11 es 

eS. Very essential for the beginner to have 

an outward or 2 mental ideal on which to centre all 

his thoughts and emotions. If you do not have this, 

you are bound to cling to some other human being, 

making it your idol ghd getting entangled in its 

meshes. Then you pelieve that some other human per- 

sonality can ¥i11 you, but this only leads you fur- 

ther away from the goal. 

How, to avoid old associetions rising in the mind? 

First of all learn to avoid all people that may tend 

to rouse them in you. _ You must mercilessly cut your- 

self away from them ell for a long time to come. You 

should 2void as poison anything thet may awaken in- 

pure memories in your mina. ‘is 1 said, the moment 

any body or any thing stands in the way of your Spi- 

ritual progress, push them mercilessly aside. There 

is no other way if you @esire to prog
ress and go 

through the process of purificetion. 
Whose fault is 

4%, af we nave peen careless im our liter Now WE 

have to pay the price, and we shall not go free be- 

fore having paid the very last farthing: 

‘Tn the darkness that surround us on all sides, do Thou, 



O Lord, just rise like the sun and dispel it all with Thy light 

Divine.’ 

‘Shiva is my mother, Shiva is my father, Shiva is my Lord, 

Shiva is my friend, Shiva is my pley-fellow, Shiva is my all 

in.911. I know none else. No, not I.’ 

'O Tord, you have assumed many names and endowed them 

all with your full powers; there is also no particular time 

for wemembering your names, such is your mercy. Yet such is 

my misfortune that I have no love for your names.! 

'The glory of God is best sung by him who is humbler 

than a straw, more forbesring than a tree, and who does not 

honour himself but gives honour to others.! 

e * 4 258 

THE DIVINE QUEST 

iL 

RELIGION, whether you like it or not, is only for the 

chosen few. There can never be any mass religion, however 

beautiful this idesl may seem to you. 

The Bhagavad Gita says that out of thousands of people 

we find one fortunate soul taking to the spiritual life. But 

success or no success, let us at least strive with all our 

heart. Let us all think we are these blessed few that are 

chosen, and strive on and on. 

In the field of religion slso there is a kind of aristo- 
cracy, but they are always willing to share their riches with 

others. Those who are strong, those who have the capacity, 

only succeed; not the others. There is no place for the 

weakling in spiritual life. The great sristocrats in the 
realm of the Spirit alwavs place what they possess, before 

others. You can take = horse to the w2ter; vou c2nnot make 
4 it to drink if it does not want to. This is the mesning of 

, throwing pearls before swine. We must uge discrimination and 
. “ing the right thing to the right person. Others will not be 

Le to understand it, and sre not going to follow it, what- 
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ever you may say and do. There are people who have greater 

capacity and smaller capacity. If milk has been sdulterated 

with water too much, how long shall one heve to boil iu? 

We should look upon it as a great fortune that for some 

reason or other our mind possesses an attraction for the higher 

and eternal things, and should see that we steadily and .gradus- 

lly proceed along the higher path, never flagging till we reach 

the goal. our spiritual fervour is to be maintained, but we 

very often run the risk of becoming slack. Thus spiritual 

striving stops in most people after they have taken to the spi- 

ritual life for a certain time. Their minds ere too restless 

and too outgoing to keep this spiritual fervour and intensity 

up for a very long time and to go on steadily and doggedly with 

their practices and daily readings and studies. So we should 

“be on our guard. Dogged tenacity is the one thing needed for 

spiritual life. All progress can only be had through great 

eteaciness and tenacity, never allowing ourselves to fii or to 

become lukewarm. . 

tee 

tte is the only One thet is stainless, sinless, changeless 

ed unnameable, end thet is pure end Divine. There is no 

eecond. Whoever knows Hin, becomes He Himself." But how to 

know Him, that ig the point. He cannot be known ina dey, just 

after a few practices done in a he phaZaro slovenly way. 

"practise your disciplines and ‘all tht; jt is quite 

right, but you must know how to @ie." (BENGALI PROVERB). 

tet us not die the desth of miserable slaves, being 

slves to ouP impulses and senses till the very end of our life, 

never doing anything. Wordsworth says in his ee ee of 

Thnortality':- "Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.’ 

The one task of our life isto assert this potential 

divinity, to come face to face with the Reality thet is. Man 

easily forgets that his power of comprehension 1S so very 

limited. And little knowledge is always most dangerous. 'Fools 

rush in where angels fear to tread." "The more ITilearn; the 

more I find I do not know." (Bengali Proverb). fe 

é 
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One God hidden in all things pervades all things, and is 

the Inner Life of all things. He is the giver of the fruits 

of Karma. He lives in all things. He is the seul of 211; 

there is nothing like Him, and He is without any Gunes, being 

secondless. He ig the great wise One. He is the one doer 

among the many actionless objects. 

es as 
€ 

Generally, it is not the Truth that we love, but we just 

love ourselves in something. We are in love with 2n ides, be- 

cause it is our idea, not because it represents the Truth at 

sli : 

"God is known to him who really knows Him to be unknown. 
4nd He is unknown to him who things He is known." : 

(KEN4 UPANIS HAD) 

To the true and steady devotee the Lord reveals His 

glory. And the devotee's task is to be in tune with the Divine, 
with the Infinite. 4nd then the Lord manifests His glory to 
him. Just as man tries to approach God, God is ever ready to 
aporosch man. 

If you go on trying to find out the root-cause of things, 
you find it to be an impossible task. A finer and Subtler in- 
strument is needed for that. 

"ne is without mind, ear, hends, feet and ‘light. There 
the worlds are not worlds, the Devas, the Vedas no Vedas, 
Sacrifice no sacrifice, mother no mother, father no father, 
daughter-in-law no daughter-in-law, monks. no monks; so One, 
only Brshman, shines as different." 

It is really very funny - all this manifestation, includ- 
ing the bodv, the thoughts and 411. There is no sense, at least 
so it appears to us. What is the reason for the formless to 
assume form? [It is all without rhyme or reason, nothing but madness... There is no explanation for this diversified and 
multiform play of Maya in the One, and none has ever been able 
to explain it in terms of the relotive. On the relative plsne there is absolutely no explanatian, whether you c#ll it God's & will as the Christian does, or God's sport or play or Lila as Bhe Findu does. Tt can nae be explsined, but it can be ‘anscended. 
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CHAPTER III 

EVEN THE WORLDLY MAN CAN CHANGE 

Our human personality is so full of complexes, and we 

waste so much time in turning round and round without ever mov- 

ing forwards, which is the first thing in spiritual life. For 

years and years we go on turning round and round helplessly 

swayed by our complexes and yet we dare to speak of being free 

men 2nd women! Where is this much-vaunted freedom, I wonder! 

4s long 2s the slave believes himself to be the master, there 

can never be any real progress. Then his case is hopeless. What 

ceense is there in talking’about freedom if one does not even 

realise what freedom means? No man knows anything about free- 

dom who is still swayed. by his psssions and desires, his likes 

and dislikes, his whims and fancies, who still feels aversion, 

who still reacts to the influence of others, who cannot even 

control his thoughts. It is suprising how glibly people talk 

about freedom without knowing what freedom is. 

The human soul very oftén refuses to change, and unless 

we give up the idea of remaining where we are, no progress can 

be made. The energy that a whirlpool wastes in turning round 

and round in a single day, would teke it round the earth. The 

same energy we waste in turning round 9nd round, refusing to 

become frea@.°” Spiritual life means breaking up all these whirl- 

poole in our soul. And of everything we see, we take readings 

according to our complexes, complex of lust, of fear, of jea- 

lousy, of hatred, of aversion, of attachment, etc. etc. 

We always resent being corrected by others. There should 

always be the desire to move onwards. Complexes may be likened 

to mines that lie deep under water. They form a great menace. 

The more worldly we become, the more we give mental and physical 

expression to our desires and lusts, the more complexes we form, 

and the stronger does their hold grow on us. 

Even the worldly man can change if he is ready to give 

up his worldiness and all the complexes he has formed. Other- 

wise never. It is not a question of mere lukewarm piety of x | 
a) 

deyotion, but of actual intense daily practice and firm res. 



tion. Ordinary half-hearted devotion won't do. Something 

more is needed. Wheat people generslly do is they just anchor 
the boat and want it to move. In all our minds there are very 

deep rooted. impressions - SAMSKARAS - and these S4MSK4R4S must 

be completely effected. You must be ready to give up your 

false personality, false identifications. They give us a false 

and distorted outlook. 

Theoretically 911 can be changed, but practically most 

people refuse to change. They cling to their pet desires and 
identify them with life. They gleefully hug their likes and 

dislikes, sre proud of them, and make them their all in all. 
The current of the Divine is strong, but it cannot do anything 
so long as the whirlpool is still there. If you watch 2 river : 
you can see this. There you have both, the current and the - 
whirlpool, but the current, however strong it mey be, cannot 
efface of the water. So the whirlpools of our complexes form 
these obstructions, 9m unless they be removed, the current 
cannot help us. 

The worldly man who is willing to overhaul his whole 
mental structure: and foundations, can be changed, con become 
Spiritual in spite of his past. If we are fullv prep2red to 
lay a new foundation we can become Spiritual, otherwise we 
grow worse 3s the years go on. At the end our complexes have 
become so strong, and we are so helplessly under their sway, 
that we can scarcely be considered normal. : | 

It is terrible weakness to cling to one's own personality, 
€ven when wrong. The weaker the person, the greater the ten- 
dency to cling to his lower self. We are not able to Change 
because of this ‘self-love of our lower self. Unless we become 
merciless critics of ourselves we can never progress. 

There is always an amount of self-justifiestion in our- 
selves. And it is necessary for us to be open to Truth. Some- times Truth will break our heart, but then will come a new awakening. The electric Current thet brings Shocks, brings light‘also. If you want the light, be prepared for the shock also. 

" 

. . 
‘es O Perfect One, I am quite sick of €ratifying the wicked for.by seeking to gratify them, 0 lord, I have come to 
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be in binding darkness." 
2 

" At, the, end of many lives, I have by Thy grace obtained 

Thee as the keen power of vision which can lead one to the other 

chore of that impassable and blinding darkness. 

"Thou art indeed the first end glorious Supreme Being, the 

ruler of #11 Purushas and, like the sun, Thou hast risen as ag 

eye of the world which is blinded by darkness. 

"Therefore, 0 Lord, be Thou pleased to dispel my delusion 

which consists in a strong attachment to this body and its be- 

longings with notions like Apyyhine, and, so ont and which has 

been instituted by-Thy self." — (BHAGAVATAM - Devahuti's prayer). 

ee oe —_— 
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CONDUCT°OF A SPIRITUAL NOVICE 

Too much of human feelings sometimes stand in the way of 

our spirituel progress. It is not a question of heartlessness, 

but 9 question of really purified feelings, of becoming pure 

3 Ar, s 

Pa 

IF YOU WANT TO WORSHIP THE DIVINE, FIRST BS DIVINE 

In many cases it is good first to note down a definite 

set of ideas before we sit for meditetion, otherwige the mind 

ets confused 2nd everything becomes vegue and hazy even when 

g y 

the beginning was good. 
~ 

Spiritual life means developing 9 new sense of conscious— 

ness as distinct from the gnome body, the subtle body and the 

causal body. - 
g 

May this physical body become pure, may my mind become 

pure, may my soul become pure. I am the Spirit free from all 

taints and impurities. 

The best way of attaining reel purity 1s to think we are 

pure by nature, ana never to think of sin, of impurity, of é 

weakness, of imperfection. No. We are all perfect by nature, 

but we have forgotten our eternal perfection and thereby go on 
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_ Too much softness, too much goodness 

committing endless mistakes. But 9S soon 28S we reg2in the 

memnry of our true essence, impurity, sin and imperfection ere 

nothing more than so many dreams, 

This purity wells up from within, because it is ours and 

has been ours from time immemorial. It never comes from out-— 

side. It is not supersdded, nor to be newly created. Spiri- 

tusl. life means this growth from within, though really spesk- 

ingtit is not a growth, but only an uncovering; for unless 

perfection 3nd purity were inside and belonged to our own 

essence, we could never become pure and perfect; we could 

never be saved. 

Bring about a transformation within, then this trensfor- 

mation sutomatically finds expression in the outside world. «< 

Our entire nature must be purified. See that you do not only 

whitewash it, but thet you ley the graund-colour on in the 

proper way- Have daily intense spiritual prectice. That will 
help you to rise above your false, impure personality. Through 
your fs Lse impure personality; your thoughts become impure and 
tained; but if your real personality were impure, you couleé 
never be purified, and there could bé no hope of salvation 
for any of you. Good thoughts, deeds 2nd words ere great aids; 
but they alone, without steady spiritual practice are not 
enough, and they could never transform you inte something which 
you are not. : 

= See 

The Mantream is, 3s it were, the_bodv of God, and it brings 
us nearer to the‘Divine. Shoot. the srrow ana se* thet the 
arrow reaches the right target and becomes fixed in it. With 
a calm, steady mind hit the target; and then, just like the 
arrow, be one with it. Ordinarily we have no target, and then 
everything just becomes aimless bombs rdment. Unless you heave 

Sneceeded in hitting the target, you should. never be satisfied. 
Never tell anybody about your Spiritual practices and 

your Mantram. Never disclase to anybody what you are told te do > 

~ 

Ss, too much kindness, : cea ay 
; 

- 
these are very d=ngerous, especially if one wishes to lesd 
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a perfectly clean, sexless, celibate life. Fatiguing the body 

hes its.use; but it does not go to the reot of the meather ws © - 

does not go to the root of sex. One has to teke special care 

if one finds these thoughts troublesome. During such pericds 

take 9 little less food. All such rules must be followed Cate~ 

fully. T+ is alwys better to be 9 little stiff on the surface 

not toa give expression to onets feelings, alweys to..be reserved 

Se aicvifica in nig etbutude towards the other sex. “or then 

no person of the other sex will ever dare to show wrong feelings 

for him. The aspirant should be polite, but not chilvalreus or 

romantic, but aloof and dignified. Every aspirent must be 3 

gentleman or 4 gent lewoman; but there is no place for chilvalry 

in spiritual life, for ichilvalryy in most cases, has sex as its 

pasis and is an expression ef sex. In such .cases it 1S. fe 

petter tc let the ather sex cay, “Sh, this fellow 18 afraid of 

us. He is rude. He has-nc cheart for.use" Never Pay attention 

to anybody saying such things, but first you must redeem your- 

self from sex, and then you cen shew others the way to do this 

and attain freedom. It. ds always better tr salute the other 

cex at a safe distance, till e person has succeeded in redeeming 

Lo 

es 
himself from his sexual desires 2nd impulses. 7 i 

et — Ty 

ee: Always keep your centre of conscicusness; always watch 

the trend of your thoughts; always prevent impure theughts from 

- teking forn, through concentration 9nd extre meditation. This 

will greatly help you in giving them all the right directicn. 

Alwavs be. careful in. the choice of, your food 100. 

Tn the ease of: A nousehclder, if there re pessionse, the 

passions are satisfied, but in the case of the Brohmacherin the 

struggle becomes tremendous in some cases and 9st certain pericds 

of his Seadhane, and then the denger is very great. Mret> the 

Brahmacharin hes to control the sexual passions and then he hes 

to sublimate them. So the Brahmacherin and the earnest spiri- 

tual aspirent cam never be careful encugh. If we dco not atta 

the ideal «f perfect celibacy, which includes mental celibacie 

not only physical celibacy, if we lower it the least bit,w 2 & 

gre just nowhere AS apiritusal aspirants. 



Plenty of hard exercise is very good. Torturing the body as the Christian mystics used to do, helps a little; for it, too, diverts the superfluous not yet transmuted energtes and inhibits certain sexual centres; bit ®1l these do not etrike at the root of the matter. Thus the Problem just remains in 2beyance and is never really solved. 

Sex-consciousnese is inseparable from body consClousness, and to the extent we think we are not bodies eanq séxless, we attenuate the sex-instinct. 4lwavs shift the consciousness to the eentre of your consciousness. See that you five the whole nervous current, an UPward direction. 

YY 

Some people bécome very ‘aggressive at the time of their Sadhana. The reason is this:” We trv to’ control the se x. thought and some otitside stimuli awoken it. So it finds its expression in ‘sgereesiveness. 
= Be very carefyl about the com— pany you *llow yourself ‘to ‘be in.” ‘Avoid 21l “people that are not leading'a Sexually pure ana Strictly NO¥s 1 .dshe x ATI these People are extremely dangerous, if you really WiSh sto struggle 

ee 
| 

es 7 ) 
‘Truth never comes where lust and fame and greeq f gain reside, No man who thinks of woman As his wife ean ever perfect bes ‘ Nor he who owns the least of things, nor he Yhom anger chains, espn ever pass thro! Mayats gates. 
30, “give these UP, Sannyasin bylgs- Say, "Om Tot, Set, Om" = 

ce 

an advanced aspirant, "My Child;.one who at first 2ccepts al) 
objects of enjoymentes except woman, Cannot by any means resist 
woman for » long time. He cannot but Succumb to this aspect 
Of Maya." 

: 

S unity has not been fully reslised in Precticsa) 



“Lites and one takes the relstive plane to be intensely real, 
one should not fail to mark the differences ain the manifesta— 
tions and act wisely. In the One there is no difference, but 
in the phenomenal world there is always a difference, between 
2 fool and an intelligent person between an unreflective and 

a reflective one, between a spiritual person 2nd 4 worldling. 

As Swamiji very nicely put it, though both are made of 

the same substance, the clay-elephant is not the same as the 

clay—mouse. There is no question of equality on the phenomenal 

Plane. So Sri Remakrishna always used to say, "Give honour 

where honour is due." Those who lose all sense of proportion 

in the phenomenal can never attain to the Absolute plane. 411 

others sre cowards who try to hide their inner weekness with a 

show of strength and independence. It is all self-deception. 

In the West, ell these sexuslly aggressive people one 

meets make it terribly difficult for you and intensify your 

struggle. Avoid all such danger-Zones and all such free people 

who are proud of their so-called freedom which is nothing but 

abject slevery. If you csnnot find cle2n people of your own sex, 

svoid 211 company and stay alone in the company of the Lord. 

This is the only way to ,selvation for the beginner. 4vcid all 

talks sbout the other sex or sex topics. Avoid seeing any 

sexually sttrective picture. Do not read any novels on any 

other book on such topics. Do not see any pleys thet have to 

do withesex.” Avoid the outward sex-stimulus so long 2s the 

tug-of-war is going on-inside you. All reading and any occupa- 

tion that bringgo us in touch with any form of sexstimulus 

must be carefully avoided during the period of our Sadhana. If 

we Go not do this, we shall never attain the necessary purifi- 

cation for tehe higher forms of practices onde we are pound to 

come: to grief, sooner or later. Then there is no freedom and 

no fearlessnees for us. Then we shall never rise to the full 

stature of 3 human being, but 2lways remain animals with more 

or less developed minds. 

++ +++ + 4 | 
ca 



CONCENTRATION AND MEDITATION:—- Without previously heaving atta- 

ined to 2 certain amount of sublimation and purification of 

our feelings and desires, concentration becomes very dangerous 

in the case of persons who have not prepared themselves pro-_ 

perly for the higher life. It msy lead to very bad effects. 

In a way, we all make the mind concentrated, but then we do not 

know how to manipulate it. This concentrated mind will run 

after sensual enjovments and all kinds of worldly distractions 

and objects with 2 greater intensity for having become concen- 

trated. So if we do not know how to handle it in the right 

way, it becomes 3 great danger. It is far better not to have 

concentration if one does not attain sublimation and purifica-— 

tion at the same time. Therefore the necessity of purity, of 

non-injury, truthfulness, continence, etc. in thought, word 

and deed, has to be stressed very much. Without sublimation 

of all our desires and feelings we cannot progress in the 

spiritual path... It is after we have followed a strict code of 

ethics and morals that we should attempt concentrestion and 

meditation.. The concentrated mind, if it is not purified be— 

comes a-veritable demon and crestes untold troubles for the 

spiritual aspirant. 

The concentration of worldly man on his gross material 
gein, profit and enjoyment; the concentration of the scien- 
tist on his experiments, for instance on the structure of the 
atom or the constitution of the plent; the concentration of 
the psychologist on the movements and-laws of thought ; the 
concentration of the Yogi on the analysis of the ego and the 
non-ego -— all<these are but different forme of concentration, 

_ judged from the objective standpoint. But considered from the 
Subjective point of view their contents differ very widely, 
and they lead to altogether different experiences and results ~ @ 

The yogic seeker after Truth, having no faith in God as 
ordinarily understood, may begin with the concentration and 
meditation on gross elements associated with time ana space, 
and then take the elements beyond the limitations of time and 

Space. He may next take up the subtle elements as the objects 
fF his concentration and meditation, at first within time an@ 
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space, ana later on beyond their limits. Proceeding further, 

he may first make the mind the ‘inner orgen’ ‘and. afterwards the 

ego, the object of this concentration and meditation. And know- 

ing the true nature of these objects he ceases to identify hime 

self with these limiting adjuncts, and having come nearer to his 

self he enjoys 9 wonderful state of bliss and illumination. 

The Vedantic aspirant who believes in the existence of 

the Divine,may at the beginning meditate on the physical form 

of some great holy personslity, image or picture or symbolic 

representation of the Divine, first 2ssociated with time end 

space and then without these limitations. Advancing further, 

he may meditate on the theart' of the holy persons lity or on 

the Divine Mind, 2nd gradually imbibe the noble attributes 

associated with it. Latér, he may passe on to Pure Conscious- 

ness, individual or cosmic, and therebv succeed in purifying 

snd expanding his impure, limited consciousness, come in touch 

with the Infinite Being within his self, and even proceed to 

the highest Divine Realisation in which the meditator, like a 

salt-doll coming in contact with the ocean, gets merged into 

the Absolute Divine Principle. Thus beginning with different 

forms of concentration Snd meditation associated with indi- 

vidue lised consciousness, he may reach the highest Super-con- 

sciousness -- the Absolute Reality, the One Undiviced Princi- 

O16 see whith all subject-object reletionshp, nay all rela- 

tivity is completely transcended. 

By themselves concentration and meditation may not have 

any epirituel valye. As already seid, they mey even be dange- 

rous if the person who practices them has not already attained 

9 certain amount of mental purificstion end does not continue 

the process of sublimation at the same time. Concentration and 

meditation become spiritually effective to the extent to which 

the mind is purified of its. dross, of all the dirt, the filth 

and bad inpressions and tendencies it has been allowed to accu- 

mulate through successive evil thoughts and actions. With the é 

attainment of great dispassion and purity alone can the aspi- 

rant take up successfully the higher forms of concentration and 

‘el 
a 

meditation, ultimately leading to the highest Rivine experi ens 
A 

_ 

and freedom. 
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THE GODWARD TURN:- Every average. person has the capacity to 

practise concentration 3nd me@itation, although these are 

usually directed towards persons or objects of gain and enjoy- 

ment presented to us by the world. In order to follow the 

spiritual life, no new faculties need be created all of a 

sudden. To old c»psacities and tendencies are to be given 2 

Godward turn without diminishingtheir intensity, and then the 

worldly man is transformed into a sniritusl mean. So the true 

devotee prays, ‘lord, may I think of Thee with that strong 

love which the ignorant cherish for the things of the world, 

and nay that love never cease to abide in my heart.' 

The ego asserts itself again and again. So says Sri 

Ramakrishna, make it the servant of the Lord. Desires ana 

passions refuse to be controlled...Give a Godward turn to then, 

maintaining their intensity, so advises the spirituel teacher. 

Instead of yearning for the company of men and women, yearn for 

union with the Divine. See Him in all, but take care thet, you 

do not cheat yourself. He alone can satisfy the hunger of the. 

soul. He alone can fill its» void and give it permanent peace 

and joy. 

Instead of being angry with those stending in the way of 

your sense-enjoyment, gross or subtle, be angry with 211 the 

obstecles lying in the peth to the Divine. Learn to be angry 

with your lower desires, with your turbulent passions, with 
your very anger and avoid them all as your great snd relentless 

enemies. Instead of wishing to possess another thuman doll! 

or fleeting worldly wealth, covet the Divine and His inexhsus- 

tible wealth which can- never be lost end is alone able to give 
abiding peace.“ So seys: the BH'GAVAT*’M: "Lust, anger, fear, 
affections, fellowship, and friendship, when directed towards 
the Divine Being, lead to union with the Divine." 

e 

At the touch of the mhilosopher's stone 211 the base 
metals of desires and passions, of greed and anger, lose their 
evil nature end ere transmuted into pure devotion bringing 
Bliss and Immortality to the soul. '®ven if the very wicked 
worships Me - the Divine - with devotion to none else, he should* 
be regarded‘as good, for he has rightly resolved. Soon does he 
hecome righteous end obtain eternal peace.' Boldly canst thou 



Proclsim thet my devotee never comes to grief,says the BHAGS- 

VADGITA. 

Time and agein Sri. Ramakrishna says, ‘Give a Godward turn 

to all your tendencies.' Especially -in the path of devotion 

a1l1 desires and passions should be consciously given a higher ° 

direction without allowing them to decrease in intensity. 

THT PROCESS OF SELS-PURIFICATION:-Let us teke the example, the 

question of anger. Why are we angry” Only because some one or 

somethin is stending in the way of what we think to be the 

object of our enjoyment. This is the only reason for all our 

anger. Always we find that anger is closely connected with the 

overstressed ego or 3 strong sense of personality, and without 

this strong sense of the ego and an inordinate desire for 

enjoyment, physicel and mental, anger could never even rise in 

our hearts. So this ego, this desire for enjoyment, is the 

only cause of our becoming angry. If we do not desire any 

enjoynent, if we do not expect anything from anybody, but just 

give and act without ever expecting any return, there can never 

be any rise of anger. So we should get angry with our anger 

and not with cthers. We should get terribly angry with our 

desires for sense enjoyment and not with the objects as such. 

Theis: tne only practical way to uproot anger and eventually 

eliminate it. Ang without ¢liminating anger 23nd other associa- 

ted evils to a great extent, we can never make any progress in 

spiritual lefe. Luet and anger sare the two greatest enemies in 

the spiritual path. So they should be carefully avoided by all 

aspirants.. 

Thus, whenever there is anger there is some attachment or 

other, some inordinate desire or affection, for, truely epeak- 

ing, without attachment to some person or thing there can never 

rise any form of anger. It is only our thwarted will to enjoy- 

ment that brings about anger. But this should be understood 

more in a subtle sense than in a gross one. It need not en ece- 

essrily be sny craving for the grosser forms of enjoyment that 

lies ot the root-cause of anger. 

It may hapnen thet a person is fully convinced of the , 

evil effects of desire, but still is not able to rid himsell 2 

completely of then. What is such 9 person to do? How cen baa. 



rise above them® He should connect them all, directly or in- 

directly, with the’ Divine, give every desire, every sensual 

impulse, every passion a Godward turn consciously and knowingly, 

with an effort of the will. If he cannot rid himself of the 

inordinate desire for music, let him listen to devotional holy 

music, and 311 the time he is so doing, let him think of the 

Divine. If his artistic sense and his desire to enjoy ert are 

very strong, he should take up some holy form of art and make 

that a stepping stone for rising to the plane of the Divine. 

if be Fe very fond of the sweet fragrance ana besuty of flo- 

wer's snd wishes to enjoy then, let him pluck the flowers, offer 

them to the Divine and decorate the holy altar artistically 

with them. If he desires to love somebocy, feel greatly 

attracted towards somebody, let him love the Divine in that 

person and. be thereby directly drawn towards the Divine. If -«: 

done consciously and knowingly, all this ects as great contro- 

lling factor, as 4 great regulsting agency, helping us in sub- 

limating our desires and in giving them a higher and higher 

turn and attaining = greater and greater purity. But even 

here the ultimate goal to be attained by the agsoirant is per- 

fect control and Divine Realisation. Everything else serves 

only as 9 stepping stone to thet. Following the gradusted 

steps we must be able to rise to the Highest sooner or later. 

‘Unless all the filth and foulness which have gathered 
in the mind sre removed from it, from all nooks and corners, 

our problem is not really solved. If some light just enters 
a Yroom through = chink in the door and the rest of the room re- 
mains shrouded in darkness and. continues to be dirty, nothing 
is actrteved. There is no real spiritual illumination if just 
a tiny bit of light enters our mind and all the dirt and filth 
lying there is pushed awav for the time being into some far- 
off derk corner. In such a case the man remains just what he 
was vefore he had this kind of ‘elimpse,' Mere Bekort ce 2nd 
phi losophies do not help us in anv wav, however wonderful they 
may be. What is essential is the Practical application, the 
Sublimation, the removal of all the dirt lying hidden in the 
dark corners of the mind, not the so-called perfect control of 

» 711 the mental- modifications (VRITTIS) as some people would 
re it, which only lesds to self-induced sleep in the begi- 

»» but not to any form of real illumination. — People talk- 
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ing of the complete stopping of all the mented modificetions 

(Vrittis) at the very beginning of their spiritusl life do not 

know what they mean. tas 

Very often there is in us only a certain amount of exter- 

nal control, but ss distinct from this there should be real in- 

ternal control... If we sre outwardly controlled, but are not 

able to stop the activity in the sense-organ or in the mind, we 

can attain to higher forme of comtrol. If the senses have been 

controlled, but are still eager to come in touch with the sense- 

objects, real centrol has not been =chieved, but only its out- 

ward form. Even then a step has been taken in the right direc- 

tion. 

: One form of control.is to draw oneself away completelv 

from the objects of the senses. Another form is to sallow the 

senses to come in touch with things thet are pure end not likely 

to harm the gsspirant bv rousing fresh desires in him. This is 

the better and essier method for most peonle. | 

'O my mind worship the Mother snd repeat dey 2nd night 

the great MASNTRAM (the mystic word) thst you have received from 

your Guru. When you lie “down, think you sare making prostra- 

tions to the Mother. When you sleep, think you are meditating 

on Her. When you eat, think you are offering food to Her. 

With great joy Ramprasad proclaims, "Mother dwells in all 

bodies. “when you walk in the city, think you are going round 

the Mother Divine." 

The idea of this beautiful song is this: To connect con- 

sciocusly every thought and every single act of our life either 

directly or indirectly with the Divine, to pypctise the Presence 

of God at ell times. | | 

RECOGNITION CF°THE *LL-PERVADING DIVINE PRINCIPLE: The Divine 
ie everywhere ond in everything, but we should learn to discri- 

minate and act accordingly. We shoula learn to become more 

wide-swake snd conscious. We should be more reflective and act 

less on the impulse of the senses and of our instinct, be they 

good or bed. We are so careless and easy-going in all this, , 

thet we follow the opposite course and bring no end of trouble‘. y 

on ourselves. - 



We should fylly recognise this ides of Unity but in the 

right way. 4t present we recognise it go helf-hesrtedly. 4nd 

Properly speaking, without acquiring true disp2ssion and detach-— 
ment we cannot recognise it whole-heartedly ana ect up to it. 
If we were convinced that the One Undivided Principle exists 

in all, we could not have any strong hatred or any strong ani- 
mal love for anybody, separating him from the reset, but would 
only turn our eyes towards the principle at the back of him. 
This does not mean that we are to behave like fools. No. We 
stil! should know the tiger to be 2 tiger, in spite of its be- 
ing 9 manifestation of this One Undivided Principle. So we 
should not go and sheke hends with it. We shoulda know the 
Principles to be present both in man ena women, but this know- 
ledge should not prevent us from discriminsting ana being care 
ful so long as we sre on this phenomenal plane. We should see 
the One Principle at the back of the worldly person leading en 
impure snd immoral life, but we should not £0 and nave inti- 
mate talks with him. This is very, very essentisl. And if we 
do not act up to this rule, our feet will slip one d2y, and we 
Shall seriously come to grief. The aspirant can never be care 
Bul enough in this. Ts. the extent thes we recognise the One 
Undiviced Principle in ell, our hatred, our so-called humen 
love, our attechnent, would be diminished and lose 311 strength 
and influence. Whereever we find in an aspirant. the desire to miX indisc? iminately with worldly-minded people end with mem- 
bers of the Opposite sex, there is something seriously wrong. 
Ris desires for worldly things and enjoyments Rave not yet lost their tenacity and no Purification has been attsined. So spi- ritual progress and realisation are altogether out of question. 

Ordinarily our attechment clouds our whole understanding. We must be able to stress the spirit more than the form, more than the personalities sna sens e-objects, but So long 8s our craving for cense-—en joyment, our clinging to this little per- Sonality of ours, continues to cloud our understanding, we can never reslly think of this Cne Undivided Principle, ané thus we go on conmitting the ssme ole mistakes over and over gin. “9 Gdispassion should be cultiveted 2S much as possible by all 
5 

+23 ed : ‘ +e ie “Lrants. Without it nothing positive can be achieved. 
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. Christ says, 'He who loves father and mother more then 
Me, ig not worthy of Me.' 4nd that te perfectly true. But not 
only that, but also he who allows another to love him more than 
the Divine is not worthy of God. He who allows another to be 
more attracted by him than by the tiivine is not worthy of God 
and cannot attain Him. When we make another person love us in 
euch a way by not being sufficiently reserved, we are not worthy 
of God. So, in this too, we should be very careful and wide- 

awake. Weefeel flettered, no doubt, we like being attractiv 
to others, we like being loved by others as objects of enjoy- 
ment. But we sre too impulsive and too unreflective to know 

that from the spiritual standpoint we create troubles both for 
ourselvee and for others and*prevent our progress. We should 

be dignified and well guarded. We should take such an attitude 
thet others do not dare toeapproach us in 3 wrong wey. In short, 

we should try to possess greater and greater discrimination. 

Dispassion has both ite negative end its positive aspect. 

We should try to disconnect ourselves from others 3¢ much 3g 

possible and then connect ourselves with the Livine, so thet 

later on 211 connection with othere can be done only through 

the Divine, but never 2g9in in a9 direct way. Human love con- 
nected with the Divine cefi be gradually transmuted, but if it 
is not so connected, it dégenerates and always enas in disaster 

and misery, whatever we may think to the contrary. 411 our 

relationships, if they be direct relationships, are only born 

with the body and associated with others through connections of 
the body only. .There is nothing lasting in them that could 

ever bring peace and real.blesesedness to any of us. 

It ig really very strange thst people suffer so much and 

still they are not brought to their senses, but cling to all 

these false identifications. Very often we forget the goal and 

take the me2ns to be the gorl. The whole world igs bound by the 

desire for wealth and by the desire for sex. But we should® 

learn to develop a new attitude towards both. We make money the 

highest goal of our life, and.then we come to grief. We make 

the love of 2 man or 4 woman the ultimate sim of our life, and 

end our life in) misery. ‘We should become introspective and 

know whet is the real gosl of life and then try to* realise it. ,“; 
~ toe Le > 



Ordinarily there is in us such an awful identification 

with our body and our senses and passions that we just brush 

aside God. Whereever there is scepticism with reference to 

‘the Divine, there is some imordinate clinging to the self and 

to the senses and their objects, because of which God is 

pushed out. So long as the individual is full of eense-en joy- 

ment, desire for possession, of egoism and vanity, God has no 

place in his life. The Livine is pushed away by our creature 

-coneciousness. If the mind becones perfectly free from de- 

sires snd psssions, one realises the Divine then and there. 

So'if we do not reslise God, if we do not even get a glimpse 

of the Truth, we need not ask why it is so. We should know 
that in the conscious and in the subconscious mind there are 

still strong desires in us, and we should first rid ourselves , 
of these obstructions. So long as we allow them to reme2in, 
the question of reslisstion does not even srise. 

We should break the sway of our impulses over us. The 
very moment the impulses rise in us, we should try to expand 
ourselves, for them these impulses at once disappesr just as 
the waves disappear in the ocean. The m@2n who knows how to 
eypand his consciousness, how to attaén a higher form of con- 
Clousness, is not affected by such impulses that rise in the 
Mind. ‘One of the most effective means to rise above one's im- 
pulses is to come in touch with the Divine Consciousness, with 
that Infinite Presence which is always in us. 4nd without 
knowing how to rise above our instincts, without knowing how to 
Control snd curb our passions end Cultivating ‘true renuncistion 
and dispassion, without having tried to sttsin to the purity 
of mind am of bedy, there can be no Spiritusl life for anyone. 
So we should becothe more reflective and more discriminsting. 
We are not consistent enough in our thinking end in our 2Cc- 
tions. There should never be any haZiness in thé Vedantic 
aspirant. Vaguenees and inderinitness have no place in true 
Spiritual life. Everything should be cleer. We must have 
definite and right 9ctions. Then 4lone can we proceed to the 
Divine‘Goal and reslise it. 



is HOW TO PRACTISE YOGS ACTUALLY? eileen 

Many people want to begin from the topmost rung of the 

ladder; but thet cannot be done. There sre no long jumps in 

spiritual life; neither can anything be achieved without first 

finding out where one really stands. High philosophical flights 

and wonderful metaphysical dreams do not mean realisation, and 

by themselves they never lead to realisation, but only to abst- 

ract and superfine speculations that have no connection at all 

with reel. or practical life. They do not chenge the life of 

persons who indulge in them in any way. ‘We should know where 

we stend and then proceed from there. We must Legin as begi- 

nners and go on step by step. As én ideal Monism may be “ets 

Yight for us; but when we come down to the yractical ssvects, 

we are dualists and shall remain duslists for 2 long time to 

come. [ am always amused when I hear everybody talking in high 

terms about the Absolute, the Principle, etc. because in our 

case ©ll these ere nothing but empty speculstions and frothy 

words. They do not even mean that thet particular person is 

fit for the Monistic path. No body who stends im Duslism, in 

whatever way this may be, is 2 Monist, whether Monisa apperls 

to him or not. Very often the mind of the modern man revolts 

against the idea of any particular discipline. It says, "Why 

should we busy ourselves with thet? Haven't we got enough 

drudgery in the worla? So why should we follow practices which 

do not appesl to us? We went the Absolute, so what is the use 

of Japam, of attributes, of personal forms? Let us reach the 

AWeolute. let <ws worship the Divine tin spirit end In truth!" 

All this, no doubt, sounds very grand end highly spiritual, but 

as soon 2s we come down to realities we find out it does not 

mean anything st all. Mostly such people aye convinced dualists 

as fer as their own actions in daily life go- To worship God 

'in spirit 3nd in truth' is all right. This is the point. For 

most people it means just haziness vagueness, — hazy feelang 

and hazy thinking end acting in a way that has no connection 

at all with the Divine. 

Our mind is slways out to deceive us and play tricks on ; 

us. Therefore we need strict daily discipline in everything wf 99 

we do. 
fA 



How to begin? - That is the point. How to get the nece- 

ssary mentsl training? - Thet is the problem before us. Miff- 

erent thoughts constantly keep cropping un in our minds. When 

we wish to make the mind calm, the mind becomes most disturbed. 
It revolts the very moment we try to concentrate. I[t cuddenly 
takes the form of a mighty ocean in which we ®re in danger of 
being drowned. The whole surface of the mind is disturbed by 
mighty thought-waves, and the more we try to calm it, the ° 
mighter these become. So meditation mskes us very tired in 
the beginning instead of soothing us and bringing us light as 
it should. 

As in the cage of 2 horse-trainer, who hes to teke great 
trouble to break the horse, similarly we shall have to follow 
a certain definite system of discipline, from which we should ° 
not deviate, to break the mind. In our spiritual discipline 
there must be great definiteness regarding everything. It 
won't do for us to put two legs in two different boats. we 
must lesrn to follow one course definitely without vacillating, 
to proceed step by pe to reach the goal one day. 

Pa 
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What ere the Conditions for meditation? For meditetion 
and for 311 forms of Spiritual practice the first point is a 
steady posture (asans), usually a sitting postures Sq Patan- 
jali says, "Any posture thet is steady and pleasant.” Squatt 
ing, no doubt, is very helpful, because the weight of the body 
is perfectly balanced in thet posture, but it must be easy, 
otherwise it disturbs the mind of the person trying to at ten pt spiritual practices. DOTS a Bp iets natural, but for ma ny Western people it may take quite a lot of practice, and some may not even be able to do it at all. Anyway, for those who can, it is the~-best Posture for spiritual practice. 

The second most importent point is continence. Without Brahma cherya (continence), there is no real spiritusl life. When you allow the water to flow out through the rat-holes of the body by wasting it through sex ana sensual desires, there ‘ill be no energy left for the higher forms of Spiritusl pra ce €- No use rowing a boat while it is tight ly -anchorea@ near 



the shore. Sri Ramakrishna said, "Whst we want is communion 

with the Divine." If there is any obstruction in the form of 

sexual desire communion is not possible. It is just like the 

case of the broken telegraph wire. Phe electricity may be 

there, the operator mev be there, but the communication will 

never reach its destination as long as the broken wire is not 

repaired, or as long as some obstructing non-conductor is not 

removed. "In heaven there ig no marriage nor giving in marri- 

age." 

Our cravings of the flesh, our desires, usually stand in 

the way of real religion. The sham thing you ordinarily see in 

life, going to pleces of worship and hearing religious instruc-— 

tion and doing es one pleases is not true religion. This kind 

,of thing my have proved highly profitable for the Church, but 

it is not Christ's tesching. The right mood is essentisl for 

all forms of spiritual practice, and without spiritu2l practice 

thers never can be anything like spiritual life. The early 

Christians knew this perfectly well. ‘So did many of the great 

mystics of the Middle Ages. But now the whole tradition seems 

to be lost in the West; and that is why the West is-sinking to 

the level of the brute. 

Without ethical culture we can never come in close touch 

with the Divine. If, after cresting 2 perfect void, we are 

‘able to have the right thought, well and good. Then this kind 

of practice is very useful. But it is very dangerous for the 

beginner, becsuse he does not succeed in having the right 

thought after cresting the ‘void, but just falls asleep or isi _ 

dominated by his subconscious mind. In the case of the beginner 

there is always the great danger of bis mind felling below the 

threshold of consciousness. | ry 

As hes been mentioned above, the mind is very much like 

an unruly horse which has to be broken. The horse acts’ in two 

ways: When we went to drive it, it either becomes dreadfully 

restive or it simply lies down 92nd refuses to move. It does 

not wish tc be stesdv. %o in order to bresk this unruly horse 

of our mind a certain amount of ethic>l culture is necessary. 

So long 2s the thought of sex and money is sllowed to dominate: 

it, it cannot be broken. 
hy 



Wheat are the virtues to be practised in epirituel life? 

First comes, as Manu says, 4himea ox not harbouring any ill- 

feeling towards others whether they are good or bad. hKemove 

these ill-feelings as they arise in. the mind. With a dis- 

turbed mind it is not possible to have any form of concentra- 

tion. It is not possible for us to have 3 concentrated mind 

end at the same time to cherish 9n evil thought against any- 
‘ * * body. I am speaking of higher concentration. 
a 

Next comes Non-steraling. This must never be token in 

t the the gross sense only. Anything thst we wish to possess 3 

Cost of anvbody else, anything thet we get by unfsir mesns, .is 

Stealing. 

Third ~ Purity. Physical as ORT as mental purity is 

absolutely necessary. Sometimes we commit the micteke of 

stressing only physical purity, because it is so much more 

difficult to achieve true mentsl purity. There are many who 

satisfy themselves by taking beths, but who do not trouble 

themselves to have 9 pure mind. It is, however, impossible 
to concentrate a dirty mind on higher things. So long as there 
is the impure thought of s woman in man or of a man in woman, 
real higher concentration is out of the question. There may 
not be sny gross physical relations, but it is sex all the 
same, and so long 3g there is any form of S€x, purity has not 
been schieved, and without purity hevineg been achieved the 
higher spiritusl life remains very far off. 

“ourth - Sense-control. One who abandons himself to any 
form of sense-enjoyment cannot have any calmness or pesce of 
mind. So he cannot do his prectices well, howevér herd he may 
try. 4nd there is this great point to note: Before the aspi- 
rant tskes up the practice of asana (posture ) he must already 
have gone through the whole of this ethicel culture. Go highly 
do the tescherse of Spiritual life value vuritv and non-attach— 
ment. 

—_——_—-—- © 



Now let us sum up what we have to do and what we have to 

Sractise 1% spiritusl life. 

1) We must practise a stesy posture (asans )3 

2) We must calm the mind; : 

3) We should make saluations to sll the teachers 

of the world or to one particular teacher if 

this appeels to us more. 

And what is necessary for really calming the rm bes 

already been told. The mind canbe calmed only by zood and 

perfectly pure thoughts - only by holy thoughts, not eo enecyes 

with the body or the world. 

The Upanishads say, "we must worship the Lord witha pale 

mind." So this calming of the mind is most important for all 

aspirants. In spirituel life especially we chould follow the 

footsteps of the Great Ones 

we generally finda it helpful to pray not only for our. own 

spiritual welfare but also for thet of others. Pray intensely 

for calmness, for singleness of purpose, end 

for your own spiritus 1° welfare as well as that of all other. -be- 

they too may become pure and calm and concentra- 

for concentration, 

ings, so that 

ted and given to the higher life. 
° 

Thateis woy Swami ji (Vivekananda) taught, "Immediately 

after sitting for meditetion eend thoughts of love South; East, 

North, West, to. ell creatures. You will find this immensely 

helpful." Z 

as I seid, during all our prayers we should also pray for 

This sort of prayer, if done with 9 cer- 

the good of others. 
in a general way 4 

toin amount of concentration, brings to us 

beings who 27re etruggling for 

feeling of ‘love for our fellow- 

eh and djfficul- 

the Higher Tife 2nd passing through great angul 

ties. The expansion of the soul is very egsentiel for truly 

calming the m 

There are some people who find rhythmic breathing very A 

helpful. Mimi and breath are always interrelated and always, 

act on each other. 

be 124:2, but mere breath ig not enough. 
While doing Prenayam the’ proportion shy 

If it were so, ts 

{nd and concentrating it on Divine things. (| 



football bladder would be the grestest of 211 Yogis of the 

world. Along with this breath we must have the intense thought 

of overwhelming purity. "Everything is purity. I myself am 

purity, I am purity." Give strong suggestions to your mim. 

Inhale purity, exhale purity, fill yourself with purity. [n- 

hale calmness, exhale colmness, fill yourself wholly with calm- 

nese. JInhele peace, exhale peace, fill yourself. wholly with 

peace. Inhsle peace, exhale all mente2l disturbance. © Inh2le 

aispaseten end renunciation, exhale all att*chnent, psssion 

and desire. Inh-le purity, exhale 911 .thet is impure in your 

body end your mind. Inhale strength, exhele all wézkness and 

fesr. Go on giving these intense suggestions to your mind 

again and sgain before coming to your real practices. 

V 

What next? After this the thought of the Divine must 

be taken up. Where to think of the Divine? ‘Shere to heve 

the centre of one's consciousness? Hither in the heed or in 

“the hesrt. These two centres are safe for everybody. Never 
should a centre below the heart should be taken. Here instruc- 

tions can be imperted only to individuals, because they differ 

from ome another, but both head and heart are always sefe. 

If. we do not consciously raise the nervous current at least 

-up the level corresponding, more or-lessy te the place of the 
physical hesrt, no spiritusl meditetion becomes possible. 

This conscious raising of one's nervous currents lesds one 
. beyond a1] sensual temptations and establishes one firmly in 
morals ana ethicel culture.: For very dry and over--intellec- 
tu21 people it igs <sdvissble to teke the heart. Tar emotional 
people the’ Neart- centEe is.very deangerous.and should be 2voi- 
deg. 

e 

Think intensely of the particular centre and imsgine it 
to be a centre of Livine Consciousness. Hsve the thought that 
the Divine Consciousness which is within you is also outside, 
part and parcel of a mighty Consciousness which is undivided 
and indivisible. 

mt 

In the beginning you may think of it as light, but 
rily speaking wh=t is meant is the light of Intelligence, 



1.e., the Divine Light; and this Divine Light, which is in me, 

pervades at the same time the whole universe and is one and 

eternally indivisible. This body of.ours is like a temple of 

Brahman; remember, each body is like a temple of Brahmen:! : 

Having done all this, try to merge your consciousness in 

the Divine Consciousness as in the case of the salt-doll gett- 

ing merged in the cea. You know the parable of Sri Ramakrishna. 

This body-consciousness stands in the way, and as soon 3s we try 

to merge it in Divine Consciousness we get the idea that the 

soul is not the body. : 

Meditations should not be focussed on the void. There 

should be no creating of a void in the beginner. This is very 

, dangerous. Meditations must have some definite, positive, spi- 

ritual content. Those who find meditation on the formless too 

abdstract should centre their feelings on sone holy form. This 

is very effective in two ways: It leads them away from their 

too personal affections and eversions and, st the same time, in- 

tensifieS their feelings: in 9 good sense, makes them more defi- 

nite and leads them on to the light of the epirit. Ef.ever any 

picture of any person you used to luve or to hate troubles you, 

set a very vivid picture of the holy form you have chosen as 

your Ishtam, sgsinst thet picture and the feeling you have for 

. your Ishtam ageinst the feeling you have for thst person, be it 

affection oreversion. Vivid pictures and memories must be 

counteracted by vivid pictures, strong feelings by stronger am 

purer feelings. 

- There is tooelittle attempt at sublimation. We must learn 

to think in terms of the soul. Never stress the body aspect. 

Never think *f yourself 94s 2 man or 32 woman.® It is very nece- 

esary and very helpful to deny the body as much as possible. 

Sublimation ie of the greatest importance. Think intensely, "I 
a 

am not a man, I am not a woman. eI an not even a human being." 

Repeat 911 these grand pessages from Sankara's works. He 

says: 

"T am neither a human being, nor 9 God, nor a demi-God. 
I 9m neither 9 Brehmin, nor a Kshtriys, nor 9 Vaisva, , 

nor 9 Sudra. I am neither 9 student nor a house-hol- “4a. 

der nor 9 forest-dweller nor 2 monk. I am the Self, 
the Infinite Consciousness. 

——— 



"T am neither the mind nor the intellect, nor the : 
ego, nor the mindstuff. I am neither the senses 
of hearing, taste, smell, touch or sight, nor am 
I earth, fire or gir. I am Existence sosolute, 
Knowledge Absolute, Bliss 4bsolute. I am the Self, 
Il am the Selr.* 

"I am neither male nor female nor neuter. I am the 
Beneficent Being, the Tight Supreme." 

Just blast this rotten personality with these grand 

passages from Sankara by bombarding it with them at the time 

of meditation. It must be blasted, sand if it does not go,. 

“nothing can be achieved. 

Go on repeating sincerely "I am He, I 2m He." 

"I am neither the body nor the senses, neither the mini, 

nor the ego, neither the vital energy.nor the intellect. Hus- 

bend, wife, child, weelth or prosperity are free from me. TI 

am the Witness, the Eternal Tndwelling Spirit, the Being Bene- 

ficient." 

"I.am the light of the Atman, the Light that is inside, 
the Light.that is outside, the Tight thet is the inner Self. 

I am the Supreme Being, the light of lights, the light self- 
existent - : 

All these idees are always associated with Mahadeva 
(Shiva) the Great ‘White God/Renunciation, of Purity ef Dis. 
passion, who has always been the Ultimate Tdesl of: spiritual 
men in India. - 

"T am the Being Resplendent, and none else. TI am Brshmen, 
not subject to misery. TI am Existence bso kute, Knowledge 
Absolute, Bliss Absolute,eternolly free by nature." (Sankara ) 

And there is the beautiful praver in the Upsnishsds: 
"May my mind become pure. May I be free from impurity and evil. Mav my sould become pure. May I+ be free ~ from impurity end evil. <~ Mev. 2: yea lice myself as the Light Divine." 

bake * 

Different forms of meditation without human form may 
lso be practised: > : 

1) The aspirant imsgines he is 9 fish Ewimming in the 
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% one undivided and eternally indivisible ocean of 
Existence-Knowledge-Bliss, without any obstruc- 
tion whatsoever. 

2) The aspirant imagines he is 4 bird flying in the 
infinite sky without anything to stend in its 

way anywhere. 

3) The aspirent is like a full pot immersed in water. 
Water inside end outside. 

4) The aspirant is like an empty pot floating in 

ether, ether inside and outside. 

5) The aspirant imagines himself to be a point of 

self-conscious light immersed in the one indi- 

visible Ocean of Light. 

You identify yourself with the point of light, then you 

feel it to be pert of an infinite sphere of light, and after 

e 

thet everything becomes just light everywhere. Nothing but 

light is left. Either make this point of light expand or merge 

it or let it. move whereever it goes, because whereever it goes, 

there ig the one infinite light. Try to expend duringthe time 

of meditation. Keep your body-consciousness hanging on 9 peg, 

as it were, 9t least for 2 time. Thus you raise “‘counter- 

currents agzins* all vovr false conceptions end feelings which 

i7e@ e% the root of. add your troubles. All such ideas as "JT-am 

So-end—-So, [ ama husbend, a wife, ‘a child, a lover,etc.” come 

from this mistsken identification with whet is non-self. Really 

speaking, woridly love is nothing very grand. Associ: tion with 

others in bosxdes is nothing véry fine. Learn to be realistic. 

If one follows such a path, it is just like being a yeast- 

cell which goes on dividing and dividing itself, but never be- 

come big. The impulse of creation remains. .It is the same inm- 

pulse which leads to sex and physical creation on the animal 

plane thet leeds us to’ the highest on the spiritual -plene. The 

man, forgetting the real beckground of his manhood, goes and 

associates with the bubble of 9 woman-form, feeling himself 

to be 2 man-bubble. So bubbles merrily associete with bubbles. 

Yea st-celle go on dividing themselves eternally and never be- 

come big. 

All these relations based on the body are bosh and non-= 

sense. "O, I have been longing for you all my life. You are <# <9 

the estar of my life." ‘ll nonsense! Afterwards, when all is; ™ 

over, when your body is satiated with enjoyment, each goes 



again in his own way. Inwardly we all remain strangers, how- 

ever hard we may try to deceive ourselves on this point. Never 

can our void be filled by 3 man-bubble or 2 woman-bubble, nor 

by any bubble-star, by anyone who hes always been "my tere." 

All this sounds very grend 9nd romantic, but there is no ulti- 

mate truth in it. To the child, the dolls are something very 

real. It loves them and caresses them and for a time feels 

very happy in the company of its Golls. Then, one day, it has 

lost 911 interest in them and sees them merely as absured- 

looking, shabby dolls, herdly being able to understand how it 

could have cared for them so much. This happens to the grown- 

up man-child or woman-child also, sooner or later, after many 

lives, or in this life. But to all this awakening comes one 

day, and in the beginning this means terrible pain and misery. 

The mind should be stilled, no doubt, but then we should 

see that Divine Consciousness takes its plece with new thoughts, 

otherwise the merely stilled mind is of no use. It becomes a 

state of dullness or lethsrgy, but never a state of illumina-— 
tion. Unless we are able to remain wide-awake, to ke€p our 
Consciousness when the mind is cslmed, there is évery.chance 

of the mind falling below the level of consciousness to the 
subliminal plene. Yhat the Yogi really wante- is the higher 
plene of consciousness, not = state of inertness like stones 
or stocks. 

Yog? means restraining the mind-stuff, not allowing it 
to burst into waves. . : 

Even in the state of deep sleep, there is no absolute 
unconsciousness. All the so-called unconscious processes go 
on, only very rhythmically, but for all practical purposes it 
is an unconscious state in which the soul even forgets self- 

| Consciousness. The self-conscious principle is shrouded in a 
\, Kind of ignorance. We do not get wiser in any way because of 

‘eep sleep. We do not attain illumination. Only the brsin 
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and the body feel a little invigorated by it» 

In the lower states of Samadhi the bresth and the heart- 

beats may continue, but in the higher state both stop. * 

Out of the Causal cones the subconscious aspect of mind, 

and out of this the conscious sspect. The mind is like an 

ocean, 9nd in this the conscious mind is at the mas like a small 

islend. -In the lower leyers of the mind there is alwavs move- 

ment, but in the really deeper lsyers there is no movement at 

all. 

ee 

Sankaracherya says, 'Being is everything, becoming is 

nothing.' And in Gaudapada's KARIKAS on the mANDUKY’ UPANISHAD 

we find, ‘4s belicf in the unreal attaches the minc to the un- 

real, knowledge of absolute non-evolution frees it from rela- 

tivity and turns it awey from the unreal." 

In Sat, 'being,'! there can be no question of evolution or 

involution et 21l, and becoming is only true on the re letive 

plane, end even then ell becoming must heve an end somewhere, 

and it must, one day, end in Being. Seen from the highest stand- 

point, evolution is a myth, but the idea of evolution serves its 

purpose for 3 time on the relative plene. Our great thinkers 

were very thofough-going in everything thev taught. They were 

not efraid-ef Truth and what it imolies. 

The Vedentin of the ‘dvaite Schools knows there is nos: 

evolution in reslity. ‘het is real cannot evolve. What is per- 

manent 2nd unchanging, cavinot evolve. ‘%o being slone is real, 

snd nothingethet pertains to change or to eydlution is real. 

There is never 4 break in the Soults conscioveness. It may be 

clouded by Svidve and by imegining ell sorts of untrutns. 

9 

bas Cae 

The state of spiritual experience is not unconsciousness. 

It is something positive. It must have 4 vofitive content. It 

must never be negative, and it is the very opposite of inert-<~ 

ness. Falling below the level of consciousness, to the sublt 

minel plane, ie not spiritual experience. In-the West, verye 

tos 



often, this point is misunderstood and hopelessly distorted, 

especially by the missionaries who do not know whst they ere 

talking 2bout. F 

In the state of spiritusl experience the Soul becomes 

Conscious of itself 9s it is. 4t other times it is identified 

with all the different modificstions of the mind. 4nd it is 

the task in Yoga to separate oneself from these modific2tions. 

The self is something thet is utterly distinct from the body 
end the mind; and the Self, 2s such, knows neither evolution 

nor involution, nor any becoming or development. It if 9 wrong 

notion that the resl cen evolve; bécause evolution means change 

and. enything thst cen undergo any develooment cs#n never be 

real. F 

ok 

Whet we have to attain is Brahman-consciousness 2S dis- 
tinct from Jive-consciousness. But in the peth there are some 
dangers which we have to meet, and one of them is to identify 
ourselves with the causal state of our person2lity, the ine nde 
meye~Koshs, the shesth of Bliss, ss its¢is called, which is not 
the ultimate reslity, but which mkes us feel very h=ppy and 
elated.” 

'Brehmen is the self-conscious Principle thet animetes 
everything. It is the esr of the ear, the eye of the eye, the 
mind of the mind, the source of 311 vitel energy+ Knowing thus 
the wise give up all false identification of the Self with the 
senses and the mind etc. and becone imnortel.! 

I% 1s never «perceived by the eye,-nor by speech, nor by 
the mind. We know it not; nor do we see It. How to te=ch 
one *bout it? It is different from ell thet sre manifest end 
knowr,and is beyond even °-11 thet sre unmanifest snd unknown. 
Thus have we heard from the ancient seers who exnlseined this 
to us.! 

'Yhat none can Comprehend by the mind, but by which the 
PERS An be comprehended, what none can see with eyes, but by 
© ich the functions of the eye can be seen, know that a lone 9s 

aman and not that which people worship here.'. 
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People who still have some attachments, who are not com- 

paratively free from attachment, cannot really care for Vedanta, 

nor can they really care for the teaching of Christ. Such 

people do not like it, because all the Great Ones have preached 

renunciation es the only wsy- For people wno do not lead a 

moral, pure, controlled, and non-attached life the teaching of 

Christ 9s well as ot vedanta is absolutely useless ana cannot 

have any place in their lives and such people can never realize 

their gorl. Without purity, non-attachment, non-violence and. 

dispassion in thought, word, 9nd deed, there can be no form of 

spiritual life; whatever other name you my choose to give it. 

People who are not prepared to renounce their attach- 

ments, who permit themselves to he governed and influenced by 

lust, anger, end greed, cennot take to spiritual life and can 

never be Vedentins or followers of Christ. I do not say Chri- 

stians, because most of the so-called Christians have nothing 

to do with Christ. : 
: 

vi 

While doing Japa you should give very strong suggestions 

to your mind so that at eech repetition of the Holy Name or 

sound your mind becomes purer and purer, that your whole being 

becomes cleanéed by the purity of the Holy Name of sound, that 

gia the encrustations s shrouding your reality brought about by 

your post pass sons and impurities ere plested, that all the 

superimpositions removed, snd thet your trve being is thus libe- 

3 

dead and brought to light. 

ind fan, all the preliminary conditions of Yema and 

Niy2ma must be strictly fulfilled; ena this not in a gross way 

only. Before thet you cannot attain anything. How could this 

be possible? Nothing will change, nothing will come, if these 

have not been fulfilled bv you. Mret their fulfilment means 

strain end effort. Tater on it becomes natural and easy; but 2 

you will have to pass through this period of, great eur ‘uggle, 

or have to go away, sad at heert, like the youth who came tga 
4 

Christ to ask Him what he should do. That youth was not a 
£ 



to renounce; so he could not do anything; could not follow 

Christ's words aud had to go away in sadness. — 

V-Eel 

In the spiritual realm Vedanta means allopethy and not 

homeopathy at all. Vedanta is out-and-out allopathy. Strong 

injections and lerge doses of medicine are required. There is 

no such thing as homeopathy in Vedanta. Homeopathic treatment 

won't ao in the case of the Vedantin, because Vedanta must 

never be diluted if it is to be at all effective. You see 

what hes become of Christ's teaching by endlessly diluting ats 

Desires and the senses are our constant enemies, he nce 

the absolute necessity of leading a disciplined and controlled‘ , 

life. There is no limit to the all-consuming power of desire, . 

and so long as this is permitted to hold sway over us we shall 

not be able to follow any of the spiritusl teachings given us 

by the Great Ones. There should be no conscious oF unconciocus 

veiling of this fact. 

No one who constantly stimulates those centres in the 

brain which sct on the sexual nervescentre in the bedy can 

even think of leading 2 spiritual life. It all becomes sham 

and hypocritical, e counterfeit of the real thing. In modern 

life very often things are being done to stimulate sexual 

‘desires — through the cinema, through literature, through 

dancing; through music, through conversation, through drugs 

end intoxicants eto.. and so long aS a person does not realize 

this fact, does not become fully awake to it - he is not able 

to lead 9 spiritual life, neither is he able to be a follower 

of Christ. 3 ° 

This is really the Kali-Yuga. Everything hes become 

body, animal brutish.» You can clearly see why the great Ones 

like Budchs; Christ,and Sri Ramakrishna, why the great messen- 
gers of humsnity like Mshatma Gandhi in our days, have to fight 

everything thet in anyway pertains to sex. For sex brings i 

struction, and whereever there is sex, there you shall find the 

manifestotions of brutality, because they are closely inter- ; 

connected. ind modern civilization has raised sex to the posi- 



tion of a God and constantly sings praises of sexuel love in 1%s 

literature, cinemas, theaters, and general conduct of life- It 

is just pandering to the lowest animal propensities in men- 

For spiritual culture the most essential thing is a heal- 

thy mind, a pure Mina, & mind thet hag not become perverted, - 

thet still has the capacity to strive after realization. 

V Paes 

Tt is not possible for us to take up each jndividual® han- 

kering and rid ourselves of ya eereeeek, h - eam | general pitiless massa-. 

cre is necessary. when we turn to the Divine, allow Him to 

light the Tivine Light in Ge, ell darkness will vanish at once. 

Then He Himself appears on the battle-field snd fights for us- 

The Lord does His work, but we must also do our part so long as 

we have our sndividuality.-or are ctill conscious of being in- 

dividuals. We have to give up our clinging to this world of 

manifestation. we have to give up all bodily ana worldly de- 

sires. We have to renounce all attachments ana all ‘duties! 

pertaining to these attachments. That igs the only way by which 

we can rid ourselves of the troubles and miseries of life and 

the darkness thet is shrouding us from the “ight. Allow “im to 

bring ebout our traneformetion, 
to give Us the capacity to 

fo Llow thee “igher Tr ipl Gs “et uc pay no more need to the world 

than is absolutely necessary. We are always in the world, 

whether we liwe in the monastery ofr outside the monastery. We 

cannot run away from the world. But we nust never allow the 

world to absorb our attention. 

The energy at our aisposal, physical as well as mental, 

is so very limited that we have to use it for spiritual purpo- 

ses and not waste ee Ws ule world and for the world. This, no 

doubt, mens tremendous etruggle, but we have to pass through 

it. There ie no other comforts ble chort—cut. Het us try to be 

in tune with the Cosmic Hower and then this Cosmic tower works 

through us. This process is to be 2 conscious one, not an une 

conscious one 458 4t usually 1s. 

We have been caught in the net of “ahemove and we mus’ ,” 

get out of ib ‘Tlow the +ord to be the, *erry-man that ts 
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you across the turbulent ocean of Maya to the shore of Imuor- 

tality. 
‘ 

'O my Shiva, O my Ferryman, do Thou take me to the other 

shore beyond this ocean of Life 2nd Death.’ 

TX 

‘It is necessary for us to surrender ourselves whole-hear- 

tedfy to this Perryman. But self-surrender can only come after 

long end desperate struggle. Real self—surrender is not an 

easy thing. | : , 

When doubts arise in the mind, you must brush them aside 

with an effort of the will. Our word:SHR ‘DUH’ means much more « 

than mere faith. SHRADDH’ always brings to the aspirant an 

amount of faith in himself. So Nachiketas in the K  “THOP4NI- 

SH4D says, 'I am not 9 worthless person.' Never think you are 

a worthless person. Be ever ready to face even death for the 

Sake of spiritual life. ‘ 

Having a faith thet is not dynamic, that has no trans- 

/ forming power, a faith thet does not make us intensely active 

in 9, higher sense, is no use. It must make us tremendously 

strong in the pursuit of spiritual life. 
e 

The man who constantly entertains in his heert destruce 

tive doubte comes'to grief. He cen never attain enything in 

Spiritual life. | < 

"One who is ignorant and at the same time does not poss- 
ess SHR’DD4, one who possesses en eternally doubting heo-rt, 

7 

comes to destruction,' says the Bhagavad’ Cite, : 

Unshakeble faith comes only when f-ith merges into ex- 
perience, not before. 

- 

X 

Divine knowledge transforms life altogether. Attaining 
to this knowledge there are souls that transform ‘other lives 
\jltogether, not only their own lives. If we do not see Him it 

Owing to the impurities of our mine. But this is no reason 
our saying thst God does not really exist. If God gen we ’ ~—- 



must be able to see Fim some day, sooner or leter. But first 

we must develop our own inner power of vision and purify our 

mind. To-day our mind is gross, and with 7 gross mind we can 

only see the external world, but never anything cubtler: then . 

the grossest forms of manifestations. 

we must get » mental telescope. This capacity lies dor- 

ment in everyone of us. Tt does not come from outside, nor can 

it ever be suneradded to our true nature. But then it is some- 

thing that we do not care to develop. When the mind becomes 

pure to some extent, we begin to feel the presence of sqnething 

more permnent end vaster.within us. Spiritusl life means ma king 

this mind subtler ana subtler. It does not mean making this 

mind more end more fein spilitting: we chould always be on our 

guard against too abstract flights of thought which are not 

given any reality inthe expressions of our own lives .2 Busts 

better to be a Bhakta than a hair-splitting make-believe Jnani. 

And none can become true dnani without having almost com— 

pletely purified: his mind. So these shan Jnanis we meet should 

not be taken ceriously. There is always 9 danger for certain 

minds to reise wonderful philosophic etructures ond revel an. 

them which do not transform their lives, and for most people 

the safer and quicker path is the path of Bhektl tempered with 

a certain amount of Inene. This te whet Swami Vivekananda 

really wented. There sre some very clever and highly intellec- 

tual minds which even split hairs which nobody wenteda them to 

epiit. I meet so many -cople talking in glowing terms of 

igs ond or the Sosciute thot Tam pecomre afreid of them 

snd their wonderful knowledge. They do not even know wh at they 

are talking about. | i ~ 

Yat 

The mental world is infinitely vaster than this gross 

world. when we catch 4 glimpse of the glory of this inner worl 

of thoughts, the external world #nd all its attachments lose al. 

charm for us. But firet we must prepare ourselves throughly to 

get access tothis inner world of ours. 
L 

Mhyan? (meditetion) is oan unbroken flow of homogeneo” 4. 

thought like the-flow et oil which is beiné poured from on 



vessel into another. 4nd when this Dhy-n2 is continued for 2 
longer time it merges into Samadhi. 

'Meditation is consciousness solidified, Concentrated, a 
sense of existence solidified, intensifiea. 

'If ever you heve a Flinpse of the pesceful st2te, call 
up the memory of thet. It Will alwave heve 3 soothing influence on your mind. Dwell on that. Very often we dwell on 911 sorts of useless memories. Why not dwell on this kind of PERO ES 

"Being steadfast in Yogs, © Dhenen nje2va, perform actions, abandoning attachments, remaining unconcerned as regards success and failure. This evenness of mind is known as Yogs. 
'Sattva, Rajes and Tamas — these Gunas, 0 mighty-armea . born of Prakriti, -hind fast in the body the indestructible em bodied one.! 

'Of these, Sattve, being steinless, luminous, and free from evil, binds, © sinless one, by attachnent to he ppinecs ana ~ attachment to knowledge.! ? 

‘Know Rajas to be of the nature of passion, Ziving rise to thiret and attachment. It binds fast, O son of Kunti.the embodied one by atts chment to action. | 

"4nd know Tamas to be born of ignorance, Stupefying all embodied beings; 1t binds fast, 0 descendant of Bharata by Misco omprehension, indolence, and sleep ! 
(BHAGAVAD GiTs ~eITT45,XTV:5-98) Ordinarily we sare the creatures of our moods. But if we Sincerely wish to follow the Path, we must stop being Crestures . of our moods. Ve must goin perfect mesterv over them. 

Guna means 'rope' or thst which binds the Soul. The say] 1S Caught in the meshes’ qe these Cume, . & 

Spiritual life should not be abstract thought ; neither Shoulc it be €€9-centric, but Cosmocentric. Wve Should not be 
COnsCious of the Point only, but of the whole Circle, 

"he task of the spirituel *Spirant should ve to attsin 
the balsanceg state end at the seme time, to have his eyes en 
het which is beyond the balsnced sto ate. 



'That which is like poison at first, but like nectar 9% 

the end; that hseppiness is declared to be Sattvika, born of 

the translucence of intellect due to.Self-realisation (Tere, 
XVIII: 37)" 

The secret lies in making ourselves cosmo-centric. All 

are part. of the vast Consciousness. Hold on to the anchor. 

zt you do not, you will be tos sed again by the waves of delu- 

sion. if you do, then in the very depths of your ming there 

will always be this calmness and balence. The storms and battl- 

ing waves will only touch the uppermost leyers of your mind, 

but never again disturb it completely. 

If we are not able to bring about 4 trensformation in the 

whole orgenisem, even Sattvike food is of no use to” US. same 

" body of Sri Renakrishnsa was too Sattviksa to be able to assimi- 

late eny impure or gross food. But mere physical food will 

never treneform us This is a very erroneous idea T find in 

some people.» They ae to their impure minds, allow their 

senses to take in shheorts of filth, bur their - ongeee food 

their stamech must be pure. Wh'st nonsense. If the food I take 

through my eves, my ears, My touch, etc., be not pure, the 

purity of material, physical food for my stomach is unessénti?l. 

Spiritual lite is not to be found-in the kitcnen-pot. 

e 
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'The fourth j¢ thet which is capable of destroying all 

evils, ever changeless, of all beings the One without @ second, 

effulgent,and all pervading! (GAUDAFADA). 

This is the coel, 2nd we should know it, but once having 

known it, we should busy ourselves with the path and not so 

much with speculation 4s to the wonderful nature of Truth. if 

it. is to have. any effect, Vedanta must be made practical. -Theo- 

ries, wonderful thought-structures, 4° such, have not value in 

life, and just from one more of the innumerable delusions we 

cherish so much. 

7] 
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Sri Ramakrishna used to say, ‘It dces not matter if one 
goes into the ocean of nectar oneself or is thrown into it.! 

There are some people who are thrown into it by forces, 
as it were. They themselves would not have gone. 

Man's necessity is God's opportunity; for He as the 
Soul “’*- .of our soul is always anxious tc reveal Himself. 
Time end again He stands as 9 begger before our door, but we 
do not take any heed of Him. His love is infinitely grest if 
only the devotee were equally prepared to follow Hin. 

Judged from 9 higher standpoint, all are distressed. 
The man vearning after 211 sorts of enjoyments, he also feels 
a sense of want, he also is distressed. The seeker of know- 
ledge feels 4 ywoid which he wants to fill. 

Judged from the standpoint of higher psychology, itis 
9ll 2 sense of want. Ye all feel we sare lacking Something, we are ye>-rning for something, no mtter what this Something be. The distressed person also feels in himself €reat pain, and this great pain is Similar to the genere] feeling of want all have. 

It is just this goad of misery of some Sort or other that drives people towards God. It is the sense of want, of void, which sannot be Setisfied by any human n€ ans, thet gives God the Opportunity to reveal Himself. Firsé there must be tremendous discontent, then there LS 9 chance of our awakening to Truth. 

AO es or tees 5 ae ea |: STS IVSHSEC Ur felt <r apterSrorn (Bao 
* CA PETE: ic ) From one standpoint all the persons mentioned in this Sloks ere seekers, and 911 these are in misery:- seekers of » ‘Succour, seekers of knowledge, seekers of enjoyment. . 

“This misery is not due to any outside cause, but is born of what is called soul-hunger. 
, 

The love of the wise slone is Something that is net tor ‘lshed by desires. 411 other loves are teinted by desire and 



selfishness, by some form of self-seeking oF other. But desire 

Sn itsel?® is not bead if-it takes us to God. Misery in itself 

is not bad if it takes us tc God. Bassion in itself is not 

bad if it takes us to God. Slavery in itself is not Bote ie k% 
scl AER 

tskes ‘to God. So God's standpoint is ver, very different from 

ours. How Christ treated the so-called sinners with the grea- 

test sympathy! How the Budéhe accepted the invitation of the 

public women, the courtesan: 

So those whom the hypocritical society brands as lost 

are sometimes saved not because of the grace of the Lord alone, 

but by some intrinisic worth of their own. Side by side with 

their lower nature, they have got their higher neture, which 

asserts itself. 

To the life of Sri Ram=krishna we find how he treated 

Girish Chandra Ghosh, the great Bengsli Drematist, who was 

given up 2s lost by society. 

You see, sometimes very, very pessionate, glowing souls 

with tremendous will-power re changed all of 2 sudden, and it 

is really this kind of intensitv thet is needed by “you all if 

vou want to make real “headway. 
# 

En the Miter ori Bnei tanga we find how he used to 

choose the worst ecoundrels who were transformed by him and led 

moet wonderful lives. 

In some cases this tginning' was only temporery, some 

Lemporary obstacle, and as soon #s this was removed, the whole 

intensity and the glowing ye arning of their soul turned to God. 

There ere some souls who sim mply rush to God as soon as the 

obstacle #s removed? 
3 

God judges such things by a different standard. We see 

only one link in the chsin. He sees the whole chain. He looks 

within and sees the inner erowth. 

And those who for some reason or other turn to God alone 

have pot every chance to attain to the Higher Life, net others. 

Half—heertedness 2nd half-hearted attempts at Sedhana do not 

leod us anywhere. Intensity and unflinching one-pointedness ~% 

are slwavs needed. Uninterrupted daily spiritual practice. ; 

one who is half-h earted will be able to progress consider: ,: 
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When people turn to God and remain devoted to Him, they 

‘lose alltheir desires for enjoyment, 2m even obtsin the vision 

of God. 

There is no harm in cur being passionate if we know how 

to turn our passionateness to God 2lone. The passional in- 

stinct, too, can be made use of if it is given an out-anoa-out 

Godward direction and entirely concentrated on God. 

There are many people who love their misery. They would 

never give it up even if they were shown the way. There are 

also people who lave to show their. eompassion for others. They 

want 'to do! something for others, 'to live’ for them. Every- 

one must come to know the greathess of their heart and under- 

standing. ‘gein there are others who wish to be angry all 

their life, or who wish to hate all their life. There must 

always be something to hate, violently so, if they are to be 

happy. No one can make them abandon this attitude because 

they would be so terribly unheppy if ever they would get out 

of this state. I have had to deal with many such cases. 4nd 

the more people I see and study, the more I see the whole fun 

of it. Human nature is so perverse! There are so many people 

who go on gathering filth and filth and filth, just like cer- 

tein worms that can only live in dirt. And if these people 

cennot find enough filth outside, they go and oreate some more 

inside, in order to be better sable to dig themselves in nicely. 

Once someone asked me, 'How is it possible that you are able 

to maintain such s quiet mind, ‘when you gee 311 this misery?! 

I replied, ‘Just becouse I feel this misery and suffering more 

than you all, I have such a quiet mind.' Sentimentslity is no 

soluticn, but positive help is. Not simply to show the other 

person some form of sentimental leve, but to help him in his 

misery. If you cannot do that, do not gs on wasting your 

energy with outward things, with outwerd compassion, but pray 

and meditate in deep silence 9ne retire into selitude, for 

yourselves anc others. This you can alwsvs do. But mostly 

you find only sentimental psrasites evervwhere, wallowing in 

sentimentality ani never doing anything really helpful for 

.others. 

The stories of Tulsidas 3nd Vilvamangal are g008. @xani- 
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ples for the grest importance of intensity in eniritual life 

Once Tulsidas was shameless enough to run efter his wife when 

she went en 9 visit to her father. So the wife said to him: 

"Are you not ashamed of yourself to run erter me? If you had. 

turned your mind to God with the seme intensity, you would al- 

ready heve become 9 ssint." -Then the veil dropped fram the 

eyes of Tulsides and he renounced his wife ond everything else 

and became a great saint. 

Vilvemangel was terribly in love with his mistress, so 

terribly thet he even wanted to see her on the night cof the 

shreddha-ceremony of his father, which 1s considered to be a 

great sin. 41s it was late he could not find any ferryman to 

take him across the river. So he jumped in and began toswim; 

but seeing something floating by he took hold of it and crossed 

the river with its help, thinking it was 8 piece of wood. Eut 

when he had reached the bank he found it was a corpre. Then 

he went to the house of his mistress and knocked and knocked, 

but nobody opened the door. Suddenly he saw a thick rope hang- 

ing from the roof and taking hold of this he climbed up and 

eeated the- wall with its help. But when he had dore so, he 

diecovered thet the apparent rope was © great serpent. Wonen 

his mistress neked him which wav he had come, he replied, «Er 

found something floating on the river. It was a human corpse. 

I sew e thiek rope hanging down. It was 2 great serpent.' Then 

eHe said, ‘Had you given this intense love to God, you would 

already be .2 s2int now.! rom thet moment his whole life. was 

changed, and both he and his mistress became great saints. 

Here you see marvellous intensity end one-vointedness of 

feeling. If there 1s real intensity ane sincerity -— readiness 

over crifice everything for the goal and-entirely turn towards 

the goal - there is 4 chance for you, otherwise not, never. 

Nothing can be 2 chieved by deme cy anc lukewarm practi- 

CES. 

Ordinarily we find sin leads to sin. In rare cases this 

sinning exisusts all the accumulated bad kerna, am then a néw 

dey dawis for that person. God is mightily glsd thst all such 

eouls have come to Him. Intensity of love turned in the rig 

direction slways bears fruit. Because His devotees love Goy 
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He feels 9 great obligation towards them, because God is the 

slave of the love of His devotees. This ig the attitude of the 

Vaishnaves. 

Sri Ramakrishna used to say, ‘If you put your trust in 

a great man, will he not lock after your welfere?' Se God 

looks efter our welfare if we put our trust solely in Him. 

Just 2s the devotees become bound tc God, so #lso does 
4 

God become bound to them. 

You do not know the infinite love of the Great Ones. 

We ourselves have seen some of the children of Sri Ramekrishne 

getting up in the early morning busy with our problems, haw 

to help us, how to put us cn the right way. There is ng re- 

turn for such love. itis marvellous. No one can ever repay 

them. It must ever remain unpeid. Only this is love, love 

thet knows no bergeining, thet asks nothing for itself, that 

only gives »nd gives, that never tekes. In Sri Ramekrishne 

Blea titles was the wace.7- One day he esked the others to help 

Neren (Vivekananda) because he wes in such difficulties 2nd 

his femily had nothing te eat. Then Neren became cross and 

said, "Why do you talk about my personal affairs to others?! 

Then Sri Ramakrishna burst into tears and ssid, 'My boy, de 

you not see that I whuld go begging for you from door to door?' 

‘This is genuine love, and this we curselves have.seen many 2 

time during our Sadhan2 in 211 the Master's children. Blessed 

in such.love! There ig an infinite difference “between such 

love end sentimentalism or crdinesry worldly reletions given 

the name of love, but being only self-—seeking in some form or 

other. Real love is quite different. 

© 
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CH SPTER IV 

lis — PON = Vs 0 LENCE 
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If you practise 4Shimsa (non-violence) out of cowardice it 

is no merit at all. Real non-violence means the greatest stre- 

ngth and power af endurance a human being can attain to. It 

means the greatest coursze coupled with the greatest love. If 

there is the slightest trace of aversion or hatred it is not 

non-violence. 

1 when you lead the higher life, do not ‘stand in any body's 

ways do not preach hatred oF aversion ageinst anybody, sinner... 

er saint; do not trample under foot anyvody, whoever he be. 

Do not elbow out euners; dosnétssgerifice. ths interests of 

others for the sake of your interests or the interests of those 

who ere dear to you. In the aningal kingdom struggle (the so- 

caljed curvival of the fittest) is necessary; but if we wish 

to be men, we must go beyond the lews prevailing in the animal 

kingdom and in nature. We must hve the idea of love 2nd non- 

injury in thought, word, and deed. we must not be swayed by 

our impulses; We must rise gbove attraction and aversion, and 

earn to be and remain 2¢ the witness of everything. 

The iaeal of the spiritual man should he, not how to stand 

in anybody's way; not how to enslave anybody; for his is not 

the idesl of anime 1 existence. 
He has to rise above sit. the 

laws of the animal kingdom. If he does not Co £0, he will never 

become 2 man. He must 2lwayvs be prepared to help others, even 

at the greatest eserifice. ‘He must never allow himself to be 

used by others Por their selfish interests. 

Ahimsa 4¢ the highest goal. We must proceed step by step. 

Physically as well as mentally “himsa is. to. be practised. The 

mind must be cleansed of 211 impure impulses ano thoughts. We 

con heve real Ahimsa only if we really advance. The. iaeal of 

Ahimess and the full realisation of thimsa in our own life are 

very widely apart. ‘%o we must conscious ly pro ceed. in the right 

direction; and leavn to analyse 911 our motives ana impulses 

in whatever gery the, come. 



4t » higher etege you develop such a soul-force that | 

people dare not take advantage of you. Do not be soft or sen- 

timentsl when the Principle is involved. Do not yield, what- 

ever happens. We must learn to compromise lese end less. The 

higher goal should never’be lost sight of. Ye do not want to 

"make » virtue of softness or bonelessnecs; but we heve to 

fight all ideas of violence, in our nature. ‘4himsa does not 

mean softness. The world i¢ so impure and so bad thet you can- 

not live in.it if you do not go on hiésing. But the limit.of 

— hissing should never be passed. 
| 

i i be 

Until your power of discrimination increases, never lose 

your balance. At least, do so only mentally, never give ex- 

pression to it. : ) 

Whenever any tempting thought arises with reference to 

lust, anger, passion, etc. do not give it 2ny physical expre- 

ssion and carefully evoid coming in touch with the object thet 
makes it rise in your mind. Try to calm the mind, withdraw 

the mind stesdily from all sense-objects. If you give such 2 
thought or impulse a phvsicel expression, it. becomes very 

difficult for you to erase it 2¢g9in. “verything remains re- 
corded in your mind, 2nd so it crestes no end of troubles for 
the aspirent who has to efface 211 such impregsions before he 
cen reslly progress in the spiritual peth. You ‘will be ssto- 
nished to find how menv bed impressions will rise during your 
prectices, impressions you have never been even awere of be-* 
fore. : 

c 

'Whstever desires and passions, anger and hatred, snd 
other feelings trouble you, sit down quietly withont peying 
any heed to them.! 

If some wish arises in your mina which you Know to be 
wrong as it stands in the way of your mental purification, 
annihilate it by &lving your mind a different direction. Do 
not fulfil that wish. If you do, new impressions will be 
created which will make it 911 the more difficult to effsace 
even the old ones. ‘Freedom does not. nean following one's 
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trouble one. None who follows his wishes and impulses 4m 

desires and impulses, but freedom means being’ the master in 

one's own house, physical and mentel, end teeching ell such 

desires s good lesson, so that they dare not come again ano 
~ 

desires and gives in to them is free. But most people do not 

even realise the state of slavery they live in. 

| oon gla & 

To not heve useless discussion. Do not have useless read- 

ing. for;not see useless things. Do not meet others uselessly. 

Discuesions very rerely sre of any use unless the: people you 

sre discussing with reslly wart to change their ways of think- 

ine,  ‘hiy..thet kind of discussion that helns us to arrive at 

the Truth can be had recourse to, but not others.' +-- this was 

Gri Pamekrishna's sdvice in this respect. 

Tf you sre careless in a11 this, one dey you will find 

that you must nay 3 heavy orice for your Gare lessness: But! ther 

it wet be too Pete to escape paving. it to tHe--Tull. *S pies! 

life without mentsl' control without curbing one's desires and 

wishes and pasSions, becomés an inpossibility. Spiritual life 

without becoming free fron the trammels of all such desires, of 

attraction and aversion, of violence em hatred, ana of posses- 

ive perfonsal love, Yuet remains an enpty dream. Nothing more. 

wer est ae a 

PURITY IS STPENGTH 

You c#n never divide the world ‘tintoZest and West as far t, 

ag the essentials of life are concerned. All problems are 

cosmic problems. You cannot say, Pere the East begins; here 

the West begins. Thies if A very very. erroneous anc mis¢ leading 

jaesa and has been the cauce of many fatel mist*kes in the his- 

tory of humanity.) There ie no eastern truth or western Wutun, 

but only Truth #s such, which is neither eastern nor western, 

nor anything else but the one and only Truth. 111 problems 

of the human mind sre the seme oroblems. The re is no such 



thing %s West or NYest in thie reerect. There is no eastern 

end western mind in so far °s the essentials are concerned, 

but only the humah mind. There sre differences in customs, in 

the non-essentisls of life; but the human mind 2lways remains 

the same ana its problems are always those of the human ming, 

not eestern or western problems. 

Eee § 

qmere is this first and a very essential péint to be re- 

membered in the course of one's spiritu3l striving. We should 

all hsve a short break after dinner i.e. , in the middle of the 
day, say et two o'cigek or co. This is very useful, but very 

difficult for many people to practice. For many it is’ so 
difficult to heve just ° little break of consciousness, or 
just 2 little break in the hectid and feverish activities 6f « 
one’s mind, to fill it again with the holy name end the hermo- 
nising vibrations of the holy seund. We should slso make it a 
polnt never to read anything worldly - no novels, no fiction, 
no stories - before going to bea or before falling asleep. At 
thet time we ought to heave°scme holy thought and some holy 
sound to dwell. on._ It may be that we are going to sleep in 
the ‘lap of God, or some other such ides. It would fill our 
whole mind before falling asleep - the divine idea and the 
feeling of the Divine. If we permit ourselves to resd s ome- 
thing worldly, this Boes on working in our Subconscious mina 
during the hours of our sleep and has very bed effects. In 
the evening we should be very careful as to what we allow our, 
minds to busy itself with, or 9s to how to get our mind absor- 
bed. There should be concentrated and peaceful dwelling on the 
Divine - either the Divine forn or the Divine rene, or the 
Divine Sound, or on all three combined, which is the most 
efficacious way. Only thus canyin tine succeed in trensform- 
ing the contents of our Subconscious mind. It ls very, very 
harmful to read wor ldly books before felling asleep; but we 
generelly do not realise the extent of the harm we do to our— 
selves by being careless in this respect. The workings of the 
subconscious mind during the time of our sleep are very im- 
portant and should not be lost Sight of. 



There igs one mgre point which should be mentioned; if 

vou awake at might, at once begin doing your J 3 DS. das eA quiet 

peaceful way, without eny unnecessary stretn. But during the 

tiene of your practices Jopam and sleep should never become co n- ; 

Hected. This is very bed.. Before going to bed, do 100 to 1000 

times Japem; fill your self with holy sound; and make it 2 

point never to stor doing Jepam before having resched the num- 

ber you intended to do. 

Habits are to be formed and strengthenea. Then spiritual 

life becones easier snd loses much of its initial strain. Stri c=. 

tly preserve your fixyea hours. Then meditation slowly becomes 

possible even when the mine is very restless. There should be 

‘perfect regularity in the hours of your spiritual practice, be- 

ceuse only thus does the mind ETOW accustomed to then. 4nd. 

under all cireumstences a certein ninimum is to be kept up in 

one's daily practices. The time of the practices should be 

slowly and steadily incressed in fage Oe 5° of -thewbeeinner. «In 

the case of the sdvenced student, there will Doss under-current 

of ‘devotion in the mind woich enables hin to keep part of Lhe 

mind busy with the devotions) practi ces ‘at all times, whatever 

one may heppen to do sutwate me Before that etate is resched 

the greatest regularity concerning the hours and the fixed round 

of spdiritu? l evercises 
are to be observed by all aspirants most 

@ 

scrunuloucly. ° 

. | 
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Pellow-travellers can help each other. That is why holy 

° 

compeny is of such great importence. There ghould, be mutue L 

itd e 
- ee . . ad : 

help, mutual sympathy; becuse these help us in sustaining our 

energy and our SEraving. ve should never try to be teachers, 

but only stuaents' anongst fellow-students, giving Gthers = help- 

ing hand if we can, but never aséeuming the role of the teacher. 

This is always safe if we know how to remain within recsonable 

limits. Then we do not become dangerous to ourselves and: to 

others. Then the teachers" mentolity cannot sprout ug in us 

and harn us and others. 

"Thou ert the mechanic, and I 7m the mechine." This is 

the settitude we should adopt, 2n0 never that of superiority. 



Before you lead others, learn to serve with dedication #nd 

self-surrender. Very often we want to lead without proper 

tre‘ining. We went to heve the fruits without paying the pro- 

per price. List | 

The advantage of a small group of devotecs is that in’ 

small group 311 these direct instructions #re appliceble. It 

is essier to heave a true spirit of sympethy and no«bbeckbiting 

in . sn31l groux, even if thev be beginners. It is 3]ways 

better to have firgt intensive work 9nd then, later on, ex- 

tensive works 

E AF 
e 

We should always act in such 3 way that we may equip our-<« 

selves fully to bé able to meet desth with a smile. Death 

should be our greatest heppinese. It shoulda be the gateway to 

Immortality, to be welcomed, never to be feared. This life is 

nothing but = passing shadow, 2 phese, a life in > world of 

unrealities and shadows. Our future depends on whet we think 

in this life, on what we are, never on what we sppeer or pre- 

tend to be. | { 

Wastever be the “truth, follow it. ‘nHa@inplesssnt true 

is =tweys infinitely better th-n 2 pleasant fe leehood. Even 

if this truth breckse our hesrts, even if it shetters once for 

all our fondest hoves end illusions, let us face it’ undeuntedly. 

Vedant® is not for cowards or emotional we2klings. No use 

Clinging to fslsehood. No use covering the decaying c»rcase 

with besutiful fregrant flowers and doting over it! Let the 

light come unden °11 circumstsnces, noe matter whether the 

heart bresks or not.. Do not care so much for bresking of 

hearts end shattering of hones 22 for Truth and Light. Some- 

times necessary operstions are verv painful; but if the sure 
geon should refuse to operste on the petient, the petient would 
die. Wothing is truer than the fect that Some dev the body 
will fell off. ‘nd we should so conduct ourselves thet we have 
no occasion to repent for heaving wested our precious time 2nd 

our vrecious*shuman birth. 

Our greet poet-ssinst Tulsides Sings+ “When I was born, —_ 

P71 Od : S a xhe > ; ~)} : } cried 9nd others laughed. ‘ct in such » wsy that when you 



die, you _lough smd others cry." This,ie the real-task of .our 

life. .So we have 9 proverb in Bengali that ssys: “Do whetever - 

Spiritusl practices you mey be doing; but you must know ho w 

te oie,” 

meeth eS eeweye Of the body. never of the Spirit or the 

Self. So why fear desth® Death should neither be courted nor 

meet, “Weer osiorld life beso, The bier 1s“always quite 

ee reat os the eredile, the burning-ghet 2s resl as the nursery; 

Bae Weebejoite atithe- one. .and:recoilsfrom the other.js Why?.- Why 

this desperate clinging to physical enjoyment sna physical re- 

Tationships? I neither went life nor do-I want desth,- because 

ji fe is something infinitely greater than this shadow of Lad 

‘the RBhenomenal life. We cling, to our bodies amd to those of oth- 

ers, to our own minds/ to those of others 2nd think we have got 

Mold.of life. We have not. -We heve got hold of the mirage, 

the reflection of ‘the reflection of the reflection, and nothing 

Mere then thet, ane go.on hugging ft to our breast. Whet terri- 

Ble fools we are! Whet -n inordinste attachment to all thet is 

not tute! .The-wrie scpirsnt, he whe has true spifiteiad ye2rn- 

Meee, Ncither clinge to life, yor does he ever yearn for derth, 

because to Di@ewe oer of then nas ony -reelity. We must learn 

So be wholly indifferent to our life and wholly indifferent to 

our desatn, but act Bu, tbe right wayue meke spirituel progress, 

so thet we nay be *sble to nake the very best use of the short 

span of life given to us. We need not be afraid of death, 

neither of our own no¥.of anvbody else, if we just minimise the 

attachments of life and our personal' relationships with the 

phantoms of others, with the men vhantome none of which hes any 

ultimate reality. Pe ibns hips based on the mira @e always 

prove to be nothing but 3 mirage in the end. You~cannot have 

real relationship with whet is unreal ana which has no ultimate 

being. “ 

° The deaths of our Great Ones have taught us grand less- 

ons. How wonderful was the passing swey of Swenl Femakrish- 

nenda, Premanands, Turiy7ne ma, Breahmenandat The worldly ; 

minded and those who cling to their personal attachments alone 

should be afreid of desth. The Spiritual ones ao not loge any- 

thing. It te-guev like passing from one room to eanother. ». One 

day, efter the Master's death, Holy Mother wantec to put on the 
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and 
widow's dress. But the Master eopeared to her said, "Vhet are 

you doing? 4m I deed? Tesath is just like psssing fron one 

room to another." So she gave up her intentien. It ig the 

body thet dies, not the Self. We must be prepsred to die for 

a righteous cause without anv hesitetion: and we must be fully 

prepared to see others die for it. So our motto is: "To work 
for our own salvation 3s well se for the s2lvation of others." 

This is what Swamiji wanted us to do, and this is.the guicing 
motto of the Order. | 

‘ . . . aia! . - . “ed 30, Swami Vivekansnds saic, "This body that we nourish 
with food, let it be secrificed for the good of hume nity, God 
in man. This mind of ours that we nourish or develop through 
Studies, let it be made use of algo in the service of the God 
in man. The soul, too, let it be utilised for the service of a4 
the Lord in man." Thue slone our mortal desth le=de us to 
our -spiritual birthday. 

V 

_, Follow the higher .law.. Care neither for optimism nor 
for pessimicm. Develop this Sttitude of indifference to every-, 
thing except to the ideal; le-rn to be perfect. Ly indifferent 
to °ll other concerns, especially thése of meterial life and 
sll personel sttachments and affections — to sll things thet 
bind us,thet st-nd in the wav of our spiritusl progress. We 
muSt be able to msaintsin a perfect mentsl b2lsace without 
allowing ourselves to be ruffled :by anything. we muet alweys 
hold our mind fixed on the one duty, our heart slwavs set on 
the Lord,our henés ever busy in His service alone. _ 

The glorious lives of many sages and seinte are before 
us; they show us how to live and how to die. We have only to mould ourselves according to the pattern they have given us 
agein.and again. ven if we fall in this battle of life, 
tnok¥ough newer ana newer lives we shall work with renewed vigour. Step by step we shel] rise until we attain to our lives' only goal. 

The conception of the Self is’ the peculisrity of the true Arysn.. It ig net to be found smong Semitic religions. This is why Sri Yrishna up-reids Arjune for his "un= \ryen” 



attitude. No Semitic. religion.has ever risen to the true Aryan 

conception of the Self and the higher life. 
* 

Generally we ourselves create all thé obstacles that stand 

i” the way of our spiritual: progress or self-realisation. Wwe 

think of ourselves in terms of the body and of the mind and do 

the same with reference to others. Then we go and take up 

direct relations with them es men or women, and then all the 

rest naturally follows in due course. On what does this whole 

life of the body and of the mind depend? On consciousness and 

not on man-form. or women-form or child-form. The moment (0: om 

Self leaves the body, it becomes lifeless... All its charm veni- 

ches. Nobody feels attracted. by » Gead form be it ever so beau- 

‘vial; but what really sttracts us in the man-form or in the 

Weretorn is consciousness which we mistakenly identify with 

thet particular body.or mind. There is such a lot of blind in- 

fatuation in the world owing to this super-inposition on the 

Pealitv: and without undermining all these wrong notions 3na 

conceptions, sll these bodv and mind-bound likes anc diclii kes, 

attractions and repulsions, we shall’ never be sble to make any 

progress.*. If I love the life of the body so greatly, why a) ie 

not look. to that on which it depends? IT should learn to love 

the life of the Self, because only owing to its presence is 

there any life in the body anc in the mind at all. The:ce use 

is greater then the” effect; and the cause of the life of my 

body and my mind and that of 211 others is the Self alone, not 

my man-form or women-fora or child-form.° If I want life that 

is permanent ano unchanging, I must look to the Self ana never 

to any of the Upedhis (limiting adjuncts). But it takes people 

many, “Many lives to see this and realize their Himalayan -mis- 

take. «Sweni Brahmenanda once told me, "My boyy if you give your- 

self to the world, your youth, beeuty, health, everything will 

be gone. If you give yourself to the Lord, you will retain 

{hen sil." 

ee 

Gri Ramektishns alweys used to say to the wonen who came 

to him for instruction, "Beware of the efharés. of mang even : Hon 

he is 9 very nesr relative." One cannot attain anything in 



spiritual life without perfect ch>stity in thought, word ano 

deed. The amount of real chastity sttained Getermines the 

whole progrees of the sspireant. Everyone should be on his 

gusrd with every person of the other sex, be he 4 men or a 

woman. Real chastity ig infinitelv more then the mere 2voi- 

dance of sexusl intercourse. 

There is a nice story of Tan Sen, one of India's greatest 

musicians. One day when he was singing 21l1.alone in the forest 

the emperor ‘kbar happened to. pess by and heard hin. The 

enperor was enchsnted, because he had never heard him singing 

in such 9 ~erfect wey snd in such 2» besutiful setrein -t his 

court. He felt » little displeased sna said, "How is it thet 
vou never sing te me so beautifully?" Tan.Sen snswered, "Sir a 

how covld I° Just now I was. singing for ,some-one who is in= 

finitely greater than you, and who ig ny Beloved. ‘hen I sing : 

to you, I just sing to-order and 2m paid fer it... But I cannes 

open my heart.: When I sing: to-Him who is the ‘4uthor of the 

universe, 1 give: wy whole heart to ay song." You see, good 
| music plays a great part in she. life of the a8eirant end 

cevotee. 

Inmor™2lity does not mesn impurity acquired by extra- 
meritel relations only. Oven if One 1S. warried. Carnal rela= 

4 tion with one's wife i Seen kiy immoral. One can be es immorel 
with one's own wife as with any outsider. If one leads 2 
sexually impure life with one's own wife, wherefrom is he to 
get the energy and intensity so 2bsolutely necesssry for all 
real spiritual etrivine? We should clearly sn: dispsssionately 
recognise this fact. Ye need tremendous energy for le-ding 2 
higher life; end this energy of ours, which is really one, 

| Cannot be wasted through sexual channels, Le we mant to progress 
and to really attein sonething. Ssirituel life is not to be 
hed as cheaply as the Protestants think. It-ie something wore 
then mere morsls sna ordinary life, although mor-ls sre the 
very basis on which it must rest. No, whoever desires to lesq ~ ? 

the higher life must pey the price fully. There can be no berg°ining in this. 
~ 

0 Srl Renakrishns was salwave sable to tell the character of 
10 Se Dro ueht into his j re SeéE nce " Cnece 5 young m9 n wo S brought 



to him while he was in ecstasv. He said, "If this young man 

touches a woman in > weak tmietent, ne is done fon this) life, as 

far as his spirituslity goes.’ Unfortunately, this very thing 

heanpened a short time afterwards. ‘All beginners, no matter who. 

they are, have to avoid the company of persons of the other 

sex (men or women) and always consciously to think thoughts 

which are opposed to the idess of sex and their own 2nd others! 

man or wonan-forn. Bspecielly in the beginning the sex instinct 

grows: in strength in meny people. When water and. manure the 

soil nicely, the weeds will grow nicely too, slong. with the 

olents you really jwich to grow. >-So we have tO dmeroot these 

weeds afterwords. And this we ‘c=n do on ky aifipwe are very. very 

careful as to tive comp > ny we ‘sllow ourselves ‘to be in for tne 

first few years of our striving. Never believe yourself to be 

too strong to be 2bove listening to such advice. 4void spend- 

ing time in the conpany of persons of other sex, no matter how 

pure they may be, for before you have ettained real sublinztion, 

culminzting in the tranefornation of your whole being, concen-— 

tration influences your sexusl imagination also and mekes even 

such pictures more vivid 9nd living as soon as you allow your 

sexu2l instinct to be stinulsted in 2ny wey. This need not be 

in eny gross way at all. Subtle attractions, subtle forms of 

etimulation, are even worse then grosser forms, because the 

latter are nore easily recognised by the beginner than the - 

subtler ones. Me ny many times I have found greet carelessness 

in aspirents °-s to these points, and meny have come to grief 

© 

beesuse of thet. : 

When vou feel any tenptation, always say, "Mother, come 

uo. Why stey in the lower centres?" Alwavs try to persuade 

c? jol- . 
a) 

“our @ind. Never use violence. . Spe2k to your wind in 

Lng WAY, "My mind, what fool you #re to run after enjoyments 

and sex! nye't you =shamed to do it® You relly should know 

better," ote. The ic verveiticacicus nd leesens the strein.° 

Try to address your own mind 7s 9 witness, not identifying youtr- 

self with it in any way but siweys trying to stend apart 2nd 

eurvey 311 i1¢é movements 2nd desires. 

There is 9 funny story which very optly illustrates the 

effects of our carelessness regsraing company etc. Onee 4 

cemel just pushed its noce through the door of some body 'S 



house. The owner first objected to this, but it seid, "CJ 

only put my nose in your roon, just for 9 moment. Nothing 
more." But in fact, it slowly pushed its whole bodv through 
the door 4nd then said when the owner objected to its »resence 
in his roo, "If you do not like my presence in your house you 
get out. I do not!" Lust sometines comes in 2 verv noble 

dress, in the form of 'duty' in the form of "comp-ssion,' in 
the forn of'self-abnegsation,' 2 our mind is always out to ae 
ceive us 9s to i te/mot tae. Without chestity in thought, word 
and deed nothing cen be achieved in spiritual life. The mind, 
as I grid,’ always wants to do herm to us, but it patiently 
waite for sn opportunity to do go effectively. So you should 
ive your mnind ea good -scolding now and then and curb it nicely. 
After ©1l it is you who is the master, not the mind. Do not 
allow the camel to come in. If you do vou will h=ve great F 
difficulty in meking it fO agein. 

©“O my mind, thou dost not know now to cultivate the lena, 
WOSShenee-fine plot ieaying fallow. ° hog eadldet raise crops 
of gold on it if thou wouldst but till ce Sh say "Why . 
remain down, Mother (Cosmic Snergy) do come up. There should 
be 9 deliberste Shifting of consciousness. The Cosmic Energy 
ucuslly ales ' coiled. uptaat the lowest Chekr® or Yogic centre 
near the sexual parts. So it should be’ made to move up higher. 
Somegimes it is very helpful if the sspirant just touches the 
higher centres of Coneciousness, (hed, heart, etc.) with his” 
Pudraksha-beade while doing Jspam.. feeling the centre physi- 
cally makes it easier for him to fix his consCicusness there, 

If the thought of any women comes, aesociste it at once 
with the form of the Holy Mother or with that of your own 
mother. Kill the sexyyal thought at once. Do not permit your- 
self to be in the company of women. In Tentrs there is an in- 
struction which Says thet 911 women-forme should be associated with Uma and 311 man- forms with Chive 4nd this is of great value in spirituel liteae Gare. the beginner cannot do it effec tively; so he should be careful sbout TNOoVing in the company of persons of the other sex and talking to them. 

There is another effective means of Counveracting the 0 influence of some Sexue 1 thought. Just think of some women 

“hey Le¢ 



who never knew what cex-life was. or some of man who never knew 
what sex-life was. “Thies is'most important. Think of some Great 
One, nan or women, who fron his or her very: DETUR was. 6 per so- 
HiTiCo Lenses sexual purity tin all its ASPpeCts pe lwuweLdaon that 

“thought daily, making it form 2 pert of your svirituel prec- 
tices. | 3 

pits. eda 

Cur object in life should be to tranecend the m2 le-princi- 

ple ss well ss the fenale-principle and to go where there is 

absolutely no sex. Cn lower planes of life we see male and 

fenale, on higher planes, no sex end no form et aiiy So -there 

‘Is 9 verse which says, ‘"lervati is ny mother. The Grest Lord 
Shiva is ny father. All devdtees sre my frienas ami reletions, 

2 

the whole world igs my native land." 

sankarecharya,sevsc, "0 Shiva, Thou art my Atmen. . The 

Divine Mother is mv minc. My pransas are Thy attendants, and 

this my body is Thy abode. 411 these sense-contacts sre part 
Se 

of Thy worship. My sleep is like remsining in Samadhi in Thee." 

And elsewhere he ssys: "Whereever I go, I an just going 

round: Thee. “lle the words’ th-t?I spe>k are’ like hymns to Thee. 

‘nd 2711: forms-of- *ctivities I-eng>ge'myself in, 0: Lord,. are Thy 

worshin." © 

Another instruction says,"Keep the eye distant whenyou 

gee 2 women.” The ssme holds good in the csse of 3 woman 

natures lly when she sees 9 men. 

, Girish Babu once ssid, "Naren became so wist thet, he could 

not be caught itm Mavete neat, and Nag Mahashava became go very 

syall tnet he dropped through the meshes of Mave." So our task 

ig sonehow or other to get outsor this, to trehscend, to. go 

beyond this Maye, this whole phenomenal world, ana reach the - 

Reality. Kno this can never be done without chastity in thcu- 

“ght, word and deed. Unity, ultimate oneness, cannot be rea- 

ched, so long 3s one remains physic®lly anc mentally tied to 

duality. There ste sone who sey,"Lord I an Thine." OQthers 

Se°in' Say,0 gore 1 én thyseif.” There is 9 difference in ex- 

pression, but the ultimate goal.is one and the same, when one 



work. No revolution, but evolution is what we need. It must 

be work that wosdé your mind into higher, constructive, positive 

channels. Annihilate all morbid imeginsation about people and 

things. Annihilate allromantic brooding on others. ~ Never care 

what others say or think of you. Do not pay any attention to 

them. Wie have to follow your path whether they like it or 

not, whether they approve of it or not, whether they find it 

good or bad,right or wrong. Thet is:-nothing.-to yop. If the 
heart breaks, let it break.” For mony it is good if their 
heart breaks; - for then there is a chence that one day they 

are, PeueedG Gone to theie uenses ana give up 911 personal 

“ 

romantic attachments and aversions. Never care for the opinion 

3/There is a funny story. There was a certain house where , 
people living on the second floor were wont to use a sewing 
machine. -Now when the incedte went down, a person living on the 
first floor always lowered his head. His friend watched him 
for a time. Then he asked, ‘But what are you Soret’ ‘oh; 
but dont you see, replied this friend, ‘don't you see how 
the necdle hurts ny head?! This is an exemple of morbid imegi- 
nation. .We Constantly busv oursclv®s with what othere may 
think.or .say.of gsc hy quite useless. The opinions of babies 
do not count. We heve to follow the path. Let them think or 
say or. do whatever they like. ‘het do they know? It is no 7 
concern of ours. What does blame'or preise of éthérs mean? 
\lmost 911 our enxicties, our fears, all our unpleasant feel- 
ings. and uncertaintics be long ™to" the category of morbid imagi- 
nation. <Rey OF 

\lways rémember that the body must be congured, the mind 
and) the senses Subdued, and that this holds good for 4ll types 
of spiritual aspirants. 

be, 

The central theme of @ll1the Yogas is the purification of 
the heart for cutting off all the bonds of attachment. $ 

Tn Karma-Yoge one great danger is that we may think too much of the fruits, but if we know, thet the goal is perfect 
non-attechment and Purity, we shall not bother about. the fruits and this restlessness will not overpower us. It igs 9 great haa Os _ wae privilege to work fox @¥ purity without caring for the fruits. 9-4 gs 
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The fruits of all’ your ‘efforts do, not..regard you in the 

at PET Y OPE eb. AS a Karma Yogin .you. ha ve:--to work for your 

Path; but the fruits: belong.to;the Lord alone. 

' 
ee ee ee eee ee eet eee 

RENUNCIATION -. ‘( FUND’ MENT AT, NEED. OF SPIFITUAL LIFE 
— —_ —_ _ _ —_— — _~ _ — — — 

® 

-dJivahood or the consciousness of being 9 self separate 

from God always mesns pein, bonda ge and limitation. Without 

getting. a oe Jivehood. br, attsining Brehman or realising the 

Divine, none can become free... Jivahood ‘brings attachment and 

oa lt. the Gifferent forms of, so- called human love and hatred, 

which only mean pain and misery. "The Jiva has Go undergo the 

; enmiless cycle of births and deaths so. long as he does not rea- 

lige Nig true eternal neture. ~ Ve want freedom and fearlessness. 

yh want to break the. linitetions of the ‘body and. the mind and 

to be free. This we can never attein, so long Ag we cling to 

our different desires and ‘passions ena animal cravings. Self 

‘realization cennot be obtained without the renuncistion ofsll 

our clinging to body and mind = 160 our own bodies and minds, 

as well as to those of others. es a | 

Our great sage Sankaracharya Says "A human birth, desire 

fox emancipation «ana contact with e holy man — these ‘three are 

very Tare and are stteained only through the grace of the Lord. 

But then even these three advantages do not suffice. We must 

be eager to profit vy these three and be willing to sacrifice 

everything for the higher life. Without paying the full price 

we cannot beceme free or fesrless; and without fearlessness 

and freedom there igs no h»ppiness for us neither in this life 

‘nor in any future life. 411 our petty human affections and 

aversions, all our desires for name ona fame, all our clinging 

to the phenomenon, mean slavery and pain; and so long as we do 

not realise this clesrly, we shell certainly rem2in the bond- 

slaves Of our senses 4nd passions. Think of Swami Vivekananda 's 

wonderful spirit of renumeciation!: Try to follow him. Think of 

him ana of all the struggles he hed to undergo while his life 

wes being moulded by his Guru, Sri Remakrishns.” AL1. this. cane | 

not be grined for nothing... You must be esger to rea lise SOme~ ai 
< 
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thing. You must be prepared to sacrifice 211 your petty feel- 

ings and personal desires for the Highest; then alone, one day, 

the Highest will be yours. Struggle, struggle, struggle. This 

is the only way. Remember, salvetion can be had only in this 

human birth. In no other birth is it possible to attein salve-, 
vi "Tt not. even desirable tion. t8e SBEREL? oF ORE OEY a for ever tle ‘Devae are slaves to for man_ to attain: to/ tek desires Therefore, the human birth 

is the best of 211 births." — | j 

co a there is 9 fine passage that 
says, "Know thet the Self is the m=ster of the chariot - he 
who sits in it. The body is. the chariot. Consider the in- _ 
tellect as the cherioteer aed the mind as the reins. The senses 

they say, are the horses. The roads are the sense objects. 

The wise ell him the edjoyer when he is united with the body, 
senses and the mind. " VHe Who iis always of unrestreined mind 5 
and. devoid of ‘right understanding, .his senses ga uncontro- 
llable ‘like the wicked horses of the. charioteer. 

Without, practicing étrict ‘continence in thought, word 
and. deed, -.without trying to purify your whole mind, Fee tings. 
thoughts and actions, nothing will be of any avail. Even the 
Christian mystics put. this period of what they called 'purga- 
ee first. Furi ty in body and mind is the STWE QU4 NON of 
all spiritual life, and: whoever is not prepared to pay. that 
Brice to the full, will fel} sway: from the ideal, sooner or 
later. ‘This is *he relentless lew, and i-t thas a So 
in all countries. : ae 3 | 

cq THE. who is slweys of restrained mind‘and hag right under- 
standing, ‘his Senses Are controllable like the good horses of 
the charioteer. 

j < : 7 G 
‘nd he who is devoid of proper understanding, thought— 

less and always impure, never attsins thot goal, and gets into 
themund of births. nd desthe." ae 

tA 

“But he who igs intelligent, ever pure and. with the pip 
controlled, reeches that ‘goal whence none 1S.born 2g9in. 

"The man who has intelligence for his charioteer and the 
mind ss the well-controlled rein — he attains the em-of.-the 
journey, that® Supreme Place of the Divine." (Katha Upd. ) 



Ravine tren: and chain a0 © necessary, | Without these, 

there is no spirituel life. tna. renuncittion means not only. 
eoutward renunciation, but mental renunciation too. We must re- 

nounce all our clinging to our own bodies and minds and to those 

of others,: becoming truly dispsssionsate and non-sttached in 

every way. It is not enough if we do this with reference to 

certain things and persons, while trying to cling to others all 

the more. Why is renuncistion necessary? Wry should we.have so 

much renunciation and non-ettschment? Spiritual practice can 

never be successfully performed without giving up all.old asso- 

Clations which are hot helpful to the aspirants with reference 

to eaEnee and - kbO people. Only to the extent to which we are 

prepared to renounce our desires snd passions end our clinging 

to others, either in affection or in aversion, can we practise 

true religion with profit and can sny progress be made. Never 

allow your mind to delude you on this point. The mind always 

tries to bring forward some plausible reason erin other, - why we 

eannot renounce this or that thing,® why we should be in the 

compeny of such ana such 9 person, why it is our duty to talk 

to him or her etc. Never bélieve your mind in such cases. ‘It 

is slways out to deceive you and to become the spokesman for 

your subconscious or helf-conscious desires. So we need not 

only do Japem and “preyer and meditation and other spiritual 

practices but also heave renunciation; and only to the extent 

fo which we succeed in heaving more and more true renunciation 

and nonlatbeehaeht: dan all these have any effect. When these 

,two Fre combined, spirituel practices 3M renunciation, it be- 

comes possible for us to control the mind amd begin cleaning 

all its Shey books and crannies, where we have allowed all 

kinds of filth to Accumulate for ages and sges, through count- 

less births. : , , . 
e 

Things or persons whom we love, draw the mind, bring 

attachment, hetred and aversion ~ love and aversion are only 

the obverse 9nd the reverse of the self-same coin. Never qake 

any mistake as toe’ this. So they come under the same catefory. 

Hatred or aversion is love or attechnent turned. upside down. 

It is not something essentislly different. We must get rid of 
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all forms of attachment and of all forms of fear by becoming 
dispassionate, and free from personal likes and dislikes. We 
must be kind without. ever becoming personal, and .there should 
never be any personal claim on anybody or anybody's love; nor 
should we under any circumstances ever sllow anybody to have 
any personal claim on us or on our affection. Christ says, 
"He who loves father and mother more than Me is not worthy of 
Me," and there is nothing truer than thet. But he who allows 
any other person to love him more than the Divine, is not 
worthy of the Divine either, and will never attain the Divine, 
nowever hard he may try. We get only what we Sow, and so long 
as we go on sowing 211 these likes and dislikes, fretting our- 
selves and others with the chains of so called love etc., we 
shall remain bondslaves, eternally bringing misery on ourselves 
and on others, Misery will 2lways come. In some cases it 
comes soon, in others late; but all have to pay for their folly. eee 

Learn to develop the spirit of true non-attachnent. Free 
the mind from BLT Old associations Connected with purely human forms of love and aversion, connected with attachment and sex; for only then will Spiritual practices become Possible. Every thing before that is just an attempt at spiritual practice, and nothing more. | 

Hatred is as bad as attachment. Hatred is as bad as love or personal affection, in fact the same thing. Love amd hatred are but thie two sides of the same coin, as I said be- fore. Never delude yourself into thinking that one is better than the other. Bo th are fetters and degrade the human being, preventing 14 fron rising to: its true stature. 
ind this is the secret which all who desires to lead a Spiritual life should know. There is both love and hatred, and we cannot get rid of them sll at once. .So what to do? We may keep our love ana we mey keep our hatred, but we Should ConsCiously direct our love only to the Highest, to the Divine; never to any person or any thing; and our hatred should be directed towards everything that prevents us from realising our true nature and towards 41] obstacles, everything that Stands in the way of our Progress. ind there may be an amount 
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of healthy and manly self-condemnation, but it should never be- 

come destructive or end in negative emotionalism: "0 what a 
Sinner, what a despicable sinner I am!" If I have done wrong in 

the past, it is over. Let me know that I have done wrong, but 

“let me not brood over it. let me turn over = new leaf and do. 

better in future; let me be more wide-awake in future and learn 

to be a human being instead of an animal. That is the proper 

way. Whether we are young or old, we must all be reborn in the 

world of the spirit and begin our march towards Truth. 

In the beginning spiritual practices produce both, good 

results and bad results. When you go am water the garden 

nicely you will get fine fragrant roses, but at the same time 

#11 the weeds will grow in great abundance. So you will have 

,vo do 4 lot of cleaning and eutting and uprooting. 

Too much worldliness is like fire. It burns the humen 

heart. It makes it callous and unable to sppreciate spiritual 

life or even come to know what real spiritual life means. The 

fe culty of intuition becomes so dulled in the worldly person 

that he is no longer sensitive to Higher vibrations 2nd higher 

truths, but just goes on wallowing in’ the mire of his desires 

and sex-bound and sex-conditioned affections. 

A Meat cial 
eo 

All earnest aspirants should observe strict chastity in 

thought, word snd deed. True chastity can never be observed if 

we are careless in 6ur company or allow old associations to 

come up in our mind through lack of discretion regarding our 

“talks and the people we meet. It takes a long time to eradicate 

impure impressiéns, even When there is 9 sincer® attempt to do 

So; and it can never be done if they do not avoid each others! 

company for 2 very long time. There should be no self-decep- 

t70n 48 to this. 

Christ ssys: "For there sre some eunuchs, which were born 

so from their mothers' wombs; there are some eunches, which 

were made eunchs of men; and there/ be eunchs, which have made 

themselves eunchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake., He that 

4g able to receive, let him receive." This was the passage Sri 
was a, 
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Remakrishna told the two boys, Sasi snd Sarat, (whowere ls oF, 
known 98 Swami Sarsdenands and Swami Ramakrieshnonend2 ) when 

they first went to see him. He remarked thet merriage is the 

root of allbondage. All the Great Ones have been unanimous 

98°to this fect, but wor laly people are always so anxious to 

do something for God's creation, as if God needed their help! 
\1l hypocrisy snd cent. God does not need anybody's help; 
God does not need anybody to help Him in His creation; neither 
do these people really cere. . What they want is their enjoy- 
ment, not God's creation. People who are able fully to control 
the sex-impulse for many years and to observe strict continence 
in thought, word and deed, g9in incredible creative strength 
on 2 higher plene. They alone really enjoy life, even physi- 
colly, because. they alone.are masters over ee eet and over, 
their moods, 2nd can direct them 2s they like. 1 good horse 
man has great pleasure in riding his horse and in making it 
follow his wishes. Worldly people do not know ‘the amount of 
enjoyment 3 berfectly ls ag person Geved even out of his body, 
not to speak of his mind. 

te think ot cue S own encestors is out-and-out materis— ~ 
lism. We 2lone. are-our ancestors, .not our parents or ‘fo re- 
fathers. They hove €iven us the instrument, but-.whet we age 
we owe to ourselves. It is very wrong and very low to conceive 
life*°in terms of biological heredity. 

Really spesking, the taskof spiritusl Wre is to find 
the radius that leads one to the centre. 4nd here the same 
coat cannot fit ell, as Swami Vivek ananda used to Ssy.. 4t tie. 
be ginning there must be faith and strict obedience to the in- 
structions given us by our teecher. But faith must never end in faith, but in actual living experience. ‘nd then, if you 
want signs, - Signs there ware Qany, if you only open your eyes snd think. ' 

yey 

There should be faite. Shreddhe -~ in the words of the 
Seers, faith in the words of the teachers and prophets, faith in one's own potentie-1] strength and purity. Without a work ing ideal spirituesl life cannot begin. . Le we put this work- 
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ing ideal too high nothing Gan be achieved, but, at the 

Same time, we should never Lower the ides1 as such, but 

rise to it step. by step by taking higher «end. higher ideals 

: Faith 4s such, is not enough. You must strive your ut- 

MOet.  funtceg, culture mesns chestity; purity in: food; purity 

in thought, word snd deed; .purity in one's company and 23Sssocia- 

tions; purity My: what one listens to, Indiupuriay of a eha ste 

life is more ‘Lmportant than any other of the spiritual prec- 

tices. Without these, as 4 matter of fect, spiritual practice 

is useless 9nd becomes 9 mockery. 

First comes physical purity. Then the mind must be 

tackled ang ponerol ied. Then comes the control of speech which 

is most essentiel. «We should ever listen to anything thet is 

not perfectly pure and ‘should behave in such 9 manner thet 

others will not dare to discuss 2nything impure in our presence. 

This is the first step. ‘fter that 2 new attitude has to be 

developed with regard to 911 things or objects that, tempt us in 

any way, till perfect indifference with reference to them sll 

is reached. So we should keep strict watch over all the “move- 

ments of our mind so #s to become more and more conscious, more 

and more wide-awake and definitc, in everything. There should 

not be any eee 00'S Won ie our life. e 

You see,thiwis very, very, essentiel, because in the 

first. period of tvitued life -— and the first period may €x- - 

fend over many, ma ny . years - body- cons ciousness becomes stronger 

and the mind tends td wonder more than it used to do before any 

practices were taken up. st the same time, affections 2nd © 
“ 3 

aversions become more bi Ona pee and more eee 2 if we do nowt 

scrupulously avoid coming “into touch with their “objects, either 

mentally or physically, or both. ‘11 who sre not careful in 

this will one day have 9 nasty fall. Aas : 

For aitime the body. becomes in 4 special way the centre 

of consciousness in the beginner 9s. soon *S he begins to. try 

to draw the mind away. So we should not allow ourselves to 

be hoodwinked by *the subtle desires of our body and our mind 

thet may crop up and try to drag us away to their pmarticular 

objects which they wish to enjoy. The aspirant can never be 

too careful in his sssocistions snd the company he keeps dur- 
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ing the first years of his trades for the higher life. Many 

do not realise this and then come ,to grief. Go we should 
lesrn fo be conscious, to be aware of our, motives, and stop 

all. forms:of drifting end all expressions of a 1 eieis instinc- 
tive life. 

Your ‘prayer shoulda never be sinleas like balls Juetre oa, 
thrown into the sir without hitting, any merk. You must heave. 
a definite goal snd direct your prayer to that. If you shoot 
with blank: catridges and your. whole shooting is, at the same 
lime, simlessg, nothing will come of oo. We” may prey. or pretend 
to pray, but.in most cases the Lord can ask us, "To. whom heve 
you. hee a Certainly not to Me. 

with 2 ca Im and stesdy mind just aim at the target ana 
<7 ee A Baers tote ) 

& 
I I 

Sometimes we eat in our. heart a little Pine of renuncis— 
tion; but then we again pour the waters of the world on : 
until this fire becomes. extinguished, The love for the world 
and everything that the world holds dear ext inguishes the 
little love for the Divine we have. This fire of renunciation and. dispsssion must be constently increased as there is every chance of i ts being extingui shed by . bad physical and ‘mental 
2ssociations and llthe outgoing tencencie es of our impure mind. 
in.the beginning, dispassion is a very tendér plant which must” be hedged round and protected from a 11 strong gusts of wind 2nd frost; otherwise it can never grow into a sturdy tree which > no storm can ¢hike. Ve must alweve be careful not to put wet wood on it instesq of oil or clsrified butter.'* To the extent we become freer’ from all personel relations and reactions and attachments we make 4 greater fire and thus become freer from 
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iF spiritual lite renunci stion end dispassion are the .two 
*» most important factors witout which nothing can be achieved. 

Nivine Love fulfils ‘everything; | so really spesking there is no 
giving up, but fulfilment. - Real love for God finds its éxpre- 

ssion in love for man without loving anybody »s such. If we 

develop this new outlook our life changes 2ltogether, because 
this new outlook bresks down all the barriers 2nd snaps all 

bonds. It ic’ the tendency of work always to bind ana fetter 
the soul in every way; but if we offer,all the fruits of our 

work to the Lord slone, this very work breaks down all the | 

- “barriers, destroys 311 bondege; because then we become only 

* instruments in His hands an@ know. ourselves not to be the agents. 

We must find room for the Divine in the monastery, in the world, 

and sbove all, in our heart. | | 

: see : 

veually- we find our mind is Pirdenkd with desires’ and 

passione, sand to the extent we sre able to rid ourselves of this 

lord we *eel: more and more light-headed in the higheg sense. We 

Should try to shift our centre of conscicusness from ourselves 

; to God, and then awe find we and everyone heave a place in God. 

ty 

pee You must never permit yourselves to be indefinite on 

vague. _¥verything must be clesr-cut. You must pass through 311 

the different stages being fully conscious of everything. 

Very often we chooee the wrong path owing to our false : 

conceptions of life, and ultimately come to grief. 

{ V ‘, ° 

Mest-esating, 98 such, is not so bad as its effects on 

others. . Ve dehumanize 2 certain class of people because we wish 

to est meat. The butchers gre not at fault, but we. The decei- 

vers are not at*feult, but we who allow ourselves to be deceived 

by then. ind we heave to reap the consequences of dehumanizing 

others for our sake. 
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-_ 
There is sn adage that seys, 'Like Guru, like disciple. 

Vir gouge 
You should read the story of the pigeons in Sri Krishna 

and Uddhava. It is so very instructive. we should profit by 
* the experience of others. It is not necessary for us to pass 
through the sme experience. It is not necessary for us to 
put our hand in the fire to know that it burns. But we do it 
and then, 98 soon 2s the pain is over, we put the hend again in 
the fire. 

VET ee 

Sweni Brshmanands used to te9¢ch us, '4t the time of medf— 
tation -you must think thet desires and pessions heave no exis- 
tence, that they sre-unreal. Gradually this impression will 
Sink into your mind.'! 

15 Wa ee necessary for us to build=up 2 new thought-life, 2 
new worla of thought and a new and: better way of looking at 
things. Thie can be brought about only by conscious effort, 
by banishing 211 bad thoughts and. bringing in newones. 

If you meditete on some form, you should do so thinking it to be bright #nd instinct with lite. tf you meditate in- °* tensely on some holy form, you become holier. If you meditate 
on some pure form, you become purer. Buddh= says in one of his 
beautiful instructions, ‘Look upon the world 4s 4 bubble. Whet- ever is subject to the lew of origination,-is subject to the lew of dissolution.! 

The sage seeks the Divine when he wants to have perfect security, when he wants to have Something thet knows no change. *nd in Him 911 this world-play takes plece, but He ever remsins the same eternelly. ‘ 

There is the Sky, 9nd there are Clouds, but however much Clouds. may pss over the Sky ~ the sky, as such, remains un- changed, ever the Same, and never becomes identtfied with or diversified into the Clouds. 
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The only ultimate proof for everything is direct percep- 

tion. If there be. a God at all, He must? be seen. He must be 

etelt. Mere theorizing will never do. We have to believe in 

the words of those who have seen Him; we have to follow their 

footsteps and then verify their experience. “ere feith won't 

do, although faith is necessary in the beginning. 4nd, as 

Swami Vivekahsnde used to say, if anybody tells you 'I have 

seen God, but you cannot do so,' never believe such a person. 

411 can see Mim, although it may take years ami years till wé 

get the vision of God. 

X 

o '© Lord, when will Thy” name cause streans of tears to 

flow from my eyes, and my voice to be ohoked. with emotion and 

my heir to stand on end!'. | 

| oe a COE See | : 

"One moment to me is like an 9ge; my eyes are flooded 

with tears; the whole world is 9 void to me, -- 2#1lthis be- 

cause of the separation from Thee.! | 

OS eh 
; eo 

| 'The Atman is one. +t is absolutely motionless, yet 

swifter than the mi nd in Its movements. 4t transcends all and 

hence the senses cahnot reach tie It is perfectly steady and 

Berk. . lt outstrips 711 that run. In it does the vital energy : 

“sustain all the activity or living beings. It is ever moving 

and yet immutable. 4tis*fer and It is at the ‘same time near. 

It dwells within 211 and vet lt exists also outside everything. 

The wise one who ‘perceives 211 objects 3s existing in the Atman 

his own Self, and the ‘tman in every being, does not. hate any- 

e one for this reason. When to the seer 9411 things appear as 

nothing but the Atman, then what delusion, what sorrow. can 

come to the sage who beholds that Oneness?! i 

eee , 

'The Self ig all-pervading, self-resplendent, formless, 
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scatheless, muscleless, pure, uneffected by ignorance. He is 
the Great ‘nower, “mniscient, Transcendent. and Uncreated.' 

A ia 

'It is He Who hes alloted their respective functions to 
the powers that govern the universe.! 

X V 

Under the cover of a golden brilliance the fece of Truth 
lies hidden. Do Thou, © Protector, remove this cover so that 
I who am devoted toTruth may realize it.' ee | 

Xvi Pe? a 
We must rouse 9 tremendous Divine discontent, the dis- Content which the nystice of all sges epeak of. This is what Swami Brahmanands mesns. Unless we are able to rouse in the Soul this Divine discontent thet drives us towards God, spiri- tual life cannot begin. This discontent destroyes all our attachments to worldly things and all our desires. 

AMV TET 

“Peace with the worla i€ no real peace.. There can never be any real peace with the worle. There must ‘never be e kind of Slackness in our Striving, nor any kind of satisfection with things as they ere. * Such forms of satisfaction are very very dangerous for sll .spiritual aspirations. There must be tremendous discontent and tremendous restlesness for not hav- ing advanced sufficiently in our moral and spiritual life. We must Consciously ‘keep up the fire | | tent for the Higher Life. we must never waste our energies for anything lower. Ve must never prefer the peace of lethargy to this higher restlessness. 

of restlessness and discon 

‘ 

There can be no Security unless very far towards the Ultimate goal; 
8rief or have a nasty fa 

we have already proceeded 
‘ny devotee may come to 

ll at any moment, beforé he has atteined to self-resligzstion. So we shoulda never risk too much relying On our own strength before having sAvanced considerably. 
} ‘abe Fas 

\ 4 i 
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Spiritual practice and. prayer sre needed. Constant prayer 

dey 9nd. ‘ai ght, constant meditation, constant thinking of higher 

thoughts, if we ‘can do so. The mind of the beginner must be . 

“kept constantly busy with the Divine idea so as to create ‘the 

habit. ‘i1fter heaving created the right habit, the path becomes 

smoother, and there is less strain in the life of the aspirant. 

 ~ Never allow any break in your practices and daily routine. 

This is very bad and should.be avoided by all. Try to develop 

great doggedness and unshakable determinetion. Then everything 

will become easy and pleasant in the end. 

ae | xI X4 

. 10 Thou, king of kings, pray bless me with 2 vision of 

Thee. I beg of Thee Thy grace. Do Thou cast Thy nércoiful 

glance on me. I am offering to Thee this soul of mine, scor- 

ched in the burning flames of the world. My heart is covered 

with dirt and stains. The spell of ignorance hag-made me al- 

mo st dead. Do Thou C Lord, purify,and revive me with the 

shower of Thy vivifying grace.' 

2 7 ee ? | 

'0 Thou, © Lord of the miserable, please pour the nectar 

of° Thy Love into my soul. Then alone will my burning heart be 

soothed, and nore c#n prevent this. \t the touch of the waters 

of Thy love the dry plant sgain blossoms forth,and springs | 

bubble up in the desert and in the sandy places. Having come. 

moe near of Thee, tHe wedee ming stream, of Thy Immortai Love, l 

“crave for a drop of it for my heart scorched by sorrow. Being 

blessed with Thy Love, 0 Thou Greatest Friend, may I go out of 

the derkness of the world, rid myself of the miseries of life 

and thus find comfort for my troubled soul.' © 

pee age 6 

Slowly, steadily, but with great perseverance and energy, 

train the body. Train the mind relentlessly. Make then both 

fit. This '‘slowkby and steadily' does not mern thet we. should 

be cereless. We should do no violence to either body or mind, 

but we should never become slack. 
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As it is a new life, a new course, the rule for all is:- 

Strengthen your nerves. Spiritusl life, in tne beginning, al- 

ways brings tremendous tension and tremendous reactions. $0 the 

nerves nust be made strong to bear it and tension must be mini- 

mised. The mind must be calmed and, at times relaxed. 

XK ere 

Food is not the most important thing; I mean, physical 

food or nourishment. So Sri Ram ek rishna used to say, 'Meat or 

no meat, fish or no fish, the mind should be kept pure.' The 

best instruction is to avoid 211 these who are not necessary 

for your spiritual life, and to do away with 211 things which 
are not needed for it. The food must be pure; the food of 
the eyes, the ears, of 911 the senses. Physical food alone is 
not enough. This is very important, as I have said mny a time’ 

XX de ee 

It-is always necessary for the aspirant not to keep the 
nerves highly-strung. 

€ 

There is a little piece of poetry by Baward Markham which 
is very nice. He ssys:- : 

eat "Por all thy days: prepare 
| 4nd meet them ever slike; 

Lf you're the anvil, bear, 

If you're the hammer, strike." 

This little piece Miss MacLeod used to like ‘very much. So she 
sent it to me one day. 3 . 

Holy company you find stressed Everywhere. And truly 
Speaking it is very essential for the €rowth of the aspirant. 
It is one of the most essential factors in the life of the neophyte. But the aspirant must know how to m@ke use of it. 

Such grace has been Showered on you, and that grace may be taken Sway any day and perhe ps for ever. Some of you my 



ee Sh ven a second chance. 

If we cannot get the company of the good and the 

pure during the period of our sadhana L.e. the: company 

of truly, deeply spiritual people, we n eed not seek fools, 

i. e., wor Idly-minded people, and be in their company. : : 
* Their impure immoral vibrations effect us in our present iia ha 

even if we do not feel it, if we are too eallous to feel it and 

think nothing has happened. When some young boy-disciples of 

Sri Ramakrishna complained to Swamiji (Swami Vivekananda) at the 
Barangore Math that they had not yet realised God and hed better 
Zo awe y back to their families and family-life, to their life in 

the world, Swamiji replied: '!f I do not find a person, do I go 
to some other person for thet-reason? If I do not realise God, 

gloes that mean that I go back to the world? No, never!" 1.8 

_iSe the attitude everyone heg to follow. But, ordinarily, people 

“want somebody or somebody's conpany, either good or bad. They 

do not want to be alone. That is the whole trouble. : 

Fools sre all worldly-minded people, though they may be 

very clever and intellectually developed;: and the spiritual 

aspirant should see that he does nbt pass his time in the com- 

pany.of sich fools, This is very very essential. 1 KROW aby | 

I'am telling Some of you this again ant again. 

: Many: people.talk’glrbly ofisacrifice, but by taking up the 

* hpgher life and BXERPLNE the lower, I cdo not sacrifice anything 

pt ell. This te no secrifice, and the sacrifice really lies with | 

the "fool" the worldly minded person, not with the spiritual | 

easpirant. If I get, something higher and lasting, dropping: the . 

lower does not mean any sacrifice at all. This is a very erro- 

«neous notion of worldly people. | . | 

Cisapotation with fools..brings sorrow for E long time, 

dwelling with fools brings sorrow like dwelling with an enemy. 

Life: with a wise*man is like living with relations. It brings 

happiness.'! : 

ieee The question of right association is 2 very important 

point closely relatea with right mindfulness, and csnnot be 

left out of accoynt either in Buddhism or in Vedante.. It is 

not 2 question of heughty 2loofness, of insensitiveness, of 



compassionlessness. On the contrary it can be 9n *ct of per- 
fect compassion, though outwardly I my not mix with certain 

people and just stend aside. Buddhism is.4 religion of the 

purest compassion towards ell life. 

'Monk! Monk!. On him who is corrupt 2nd reeks with the ; 
stench of carrion, the flies willysure ly settle and atteck hin, 
they cannot f2il to do so.! 

"Greed,Monks, ig 'corrupt'. Malice is the ‘stench of 
carrion'. Evil, unpracticable ways of thought are‘ 'flies'. On 
him who is corrupt and reeks with the stench of csrrion the 
flies will surely settle snd attack hin. They cennot fail to 
do so." : Bee). | 

On him who gue rds no eye and ear, whose sense 
Is uncontrolled, his thoughts, on passion centred, Like flies will swarm. With stench of csrrion reeking The monk corrupt, who is 4 thing defiled, 
Far. from Nibbanna hath his lot in woe. , 
In village or in forest roams thet monk, Foo lish, bewildered, getting him no. mate : like to himself, swarmed only-round by passions' flies. But they who, blessed with virtue and composed. In wisdom's calm rejoice, live happily, 
In them the flies of passion are destroyed. 

-: iNGUIT‘R’ NIKTYA 

TET THE DIVINE BU THY CENTRE 
The great point to note is to heave one's own thought 

centred in the Divine at all. times, and not*to sallow the mind 
to dwell on sense objects and sense-attractions in their gross and subtle forms. Without doing this, no Purification is Possible. Withdut purification no nifher life fs possible ana no problem of life can ever be really solved by any body. No. -- without purification there can be no spiritusl life for us. Without it we can never reslly help our fellow-beings without creating misery and greater darkness in snite of sll our good intensions. 

. 

No single thought thet rises in our mind,no single im- Pulse, no Single idea is to be considered lightly and -super- 

‘ee 
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Picislly. as yea did not matter, as if it were of no consequence 
for our life 9 rd spiritual unfoldment. Thought .is the one potent 
power in man that bring him either Godwerd or changes him into 
an animel. Te either mekes hit stand one his own legs: and rid 
finselt. of all superimposi tions, “E-tree being, so: that he can 

Tow, or it drags him into the ale Meet? ite ss to the anima l-plane 

where he remains a slave life after life and makes others slaves. 

But people like doing this. They evén go so far as to call it 
love or dutyy etc. If you are not Careful, you will not be able_ 
to make sny considerable progress. You are often so thoughtless 
in everything. I know these things by experience. They are “no 

more theories to me, you see. 

there can be no spiritual progress so long 2s there is any 

form of hatred or aversion left-in our hearts. ‘4nd hatred and 

eversion are just as bed as lust. Do not deceive yourself on 

that point at all. So long aS we-go on hugging our hatred and 

aversion to our heart's content, Spiritual life is not for us..We 
should not be hypocrities. 

The mind is the ceuse. We 07,0 never do anything without 

being impelled to do it by our mind. Therefore great stress 

has to be laid by 411 of yoy on the purification of mind. 

We must be able to. bore 4:hole through this entire perso- 

nality of ours from both ends, and then both the holes meet and 

the .passage is cleer. 

We become all the more steady and balanced if we approach 

the Divine through our feelings, through our will 9nd through 

our intellect at the same time. All the three must be coordina- 

ed in everybody, then there will come more am more balance, 

more and more ee 88: Bnd. ‘strength and greater clarity of 

vision. 3 

People who get 9 nonnestic training °s you do must be very, 

very careful in every restect. Try to curb the restlessness of 

your mind and always use your discrimination before mixing with 

others. ! 

In, the very depths ef our soul there is this ‘union, this 

communion with the Divir:, but it is unconscious. Qn the 

thought-plane we try to tuink in a definite way of that which 

i 

& 

is hidden in the véry depths of our soul. 
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“It’is all's question of cinceri ty and intensity. If. there 
is any real sincérity and real one- pointedness, real singleness 
of purpuse, all defects, will drop off. If ® person really 
practises, if he makes any Sincere effort at controlling his 
mind, if he reo lly tries. to feel the eternsl Presence, then he 
is sure to advance. ' But real sincerity, real Singleness of 
purpose, is ¢ omethi ng very rare. People mostly do not really 
follow the Path, saat cee i 

: ale a person really. and peat oteneie btgeei ade the Pre- 
sence of the Divine, the world comes to appear to him more and 
more unreal, so that he. does not attach any great value to things 
seen. Phenomena comes to have a secondary importance. WNot 
that the phenomenon is not there, but it does not belong to 
primary reality; ana solutions, et they are to be real Solu- «. 

€ 

tions to the problems of Life can only be found when we take 
our stand on the basis of: prima ry reality, never if we remain 
enmeshed: in ‘the phantasmagoria of secondary reality of Maya. 
The phenomenon »Maya, is like Something seen in a dream, and must 
never be .given the place of Reality. Everything then gets 
secondary reality and you yourself become the only perm nent 
point in this. phentasmagoria. ‘fter’ such an experience the 
bite of the wo rld wilt never again appear. perfectly real to 
you, and you will never again.attach any great importance to 
them. 

oe 

The Tealisation of the Divine Presence in one' S own ‘con- Sclousness must be practised under all ci roumstences. This is ° exactly the instructions of my own teacher, Swami Brahmenanda, the instruction he used to give us youngsters, agein and again. especially to myself when I found it so heard to. conbine my duties with my Spiritual practices. ifter a time, this Pree sence of the Divine becomes a fully natural ctate 9s there is the union of our soul and IT in the very depths of our being. But in our Case it is still all unconscious, covered up by all sorts of noxious weeds, of old impressions, and hidden through the outgoing movement anc restlessness of our non- Purified mind. Here you must learn how God 1s ‘to be made the centre of the life of the devotee. of 211 his thoughts ‘and feelings, and of his whole will. Mostlv we do not train our mind properly,we do not think correctly, end if “we do, we do 
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not feel correctly; and even if we succeed in doing both, will 
power is lacking to act rightly. 4nd so there is no considera ble 

progress. And all this can be changed by steadiness, by making 

ne Divine our all-in-all, by thinking of it, by meditating on ‘ 

‘IT, by making IT alone the centre of our whole being and. inspira- 

tion, consciously, intensely. But this requires a steady disci- 

pline, both physical and mental, and great sincerity of purpose. 

'He is "indeed the most beloved One, the Atman from whom 

there is no fear whatever — he who knows this is in truth the 

*- learned man; he who is such a learned man is the Precepter, ° 

and he is Hari Himself.' - (SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM). 

<4 - + + + + + 

The mind cannot but think, so it should think slong con- 

structive, definite lines. Everything should be précise and 

clear-cut. It should always be cre&Stive in 2 higher sense. 

The novice should never be allowed to follow the path of 

* exclusive meditation. We never allow this. So long as you are 

not-yet a perfect master of your own thoughts, this is very, 

* veny dangerous for, you, because when you sit quietly, alone, 

forbidden, impure thoughts begin to rise in your mind, create 

Gonfusion an your..brsin-and finally over power yous “The life of | 

exclusive meditation may begin only after your purification: 

Before that meditation. and sctivity must always be combined. 

7 Sri Ramakrishna ano Swamiji were not Karma-Yogins. This 

error is often dcommitteed.* Neither the activity of Sri Rama- 

‘krishna nor that of Swami Vivekananda is the activity of ex- 

, Clusive karma-yog4. In both cases we find the activity of the 

perfect, not the activity of the aspfrant or the Karma-Yogin 

on his way to the goal. 

You see, 911 the Yoga-paths are still a struggle, an 

effort, no matter. which path you follow. In the case of a 

Ramakrishna, 9 Vivekananda, there is no longer any such thing 

as a struggle. You must struggle. You must go in for a4 tre- 

mendous tug-of-war, you must still try to conform to the Great 
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Ones, to imitete then, but they, the Great Onee are always absor- 
bed in the Highest, but, at the seme time, tremendously sctive. 
But this is a state entirely different from that of the aspi- 
rant who tries to follow one of the paths of Yogs. You still 
have a bodv, that means, body-consciousness. ‘But a Swamiji, a 
Ramakrishna no lo nger has 4 body in your sense. Their state is 
different. Their consciousness is the expanded consciousness 
of the Divine realisation. 

; “We do not say that everyone must become a Siok. This 
depends on the stage of evolution one has attained. It is 
better to. become 9 householder than becoming a monk who breaks 
his great vows. Outwirc renunciation must always be followed 
by inner renuncis tion, otherwise it has no value. The monk 
must have both, but only outward renunciation won't do. So. for those who c7nnot renounce _inwerdly because of their weak ness, who keep themselves busy with worldly ideas and hopes and 
thoughts ott is. better to. follow the householder's life ang not be hypocrites. \ tan who Teally rénounces both inwerdly and outwardly, cen also live in the world and yet fulfil the con- dition of sbsolute Bra hme che ry2 weell: the ethicsl conditions, lead «4 Se xu lly. perfect life, ‘8 life of hon- violence end non- hatred and non- -attachment without becoming: a fetter to himself or to any other human being through personal relationship. But this is very, very difficult ang Quite impes erble without the Preliminary spiritual training and long years of Spiritual | practice. Cnly vou must know that there ig such 94 thing, though it is rere and for most people, quite impossible. ; 

‘nd there is ‘9 grest Point to note "which Swami ji exp 12am very well in one of his letters >. te Says, 'We ae all our energies. to conéentrate end get attached to one thing - but the other part, though equally ditt: cult, we seldon P2y any atten— tion to - the faculty of detsching ourselves at a moment's notice from anything. 
| 

‘Both attachment and detachment perfectly developed 9 man grest ang happy.! 
make 

Concentration has its dengers if we have not Sublimated Our feelings, and we very easily get cs -ugeht in the Our Concentrated, but impure mind. 
meshes of 

“or many it is better to 

i i ge 
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make no attempts at concentration before they have attained 

purity. It may plsy the devil with them if they do. 

KHEKHEKKKEKK ° 

THE PROBLEM OF SEX IN SPIRITUAL Litt 

In the Bha geved-Gite Ay june says very touchingly to 5ri 

Krishna: | 

"You speak of Yoga which ig characterised by eveness - 

Gh tana. but.L-do-not see. the possibility. its 

being made steady owing to the restlessness of the 

mind. Varily the nind, °O Krishna, is restless, tur- 

aa  pbulent, strong and unyielding. I; regard it quite .ss 

ha rd - to achieve its control 4s to | the con- 

ee - trol of the wi nd . °° 

And then the Blessed Lora in His infinite kindness and. 

love for all beings said reas ‘suringly to Arjun: 

: "Without doubt, the nnd is restless and difficult 

) to control, but through practice end renuncistion 

° it my be brought under. restraint. -Yog9 is hard to 

be atteined by one of uncontrolled self; such is 
‘My conviction; but the self-—controlled mn, striv- : 

ing by right mesns, obtains dete: 

. Here Sri Krishna holds out Hie helving hand toeverybody 

whic -iL8-S4atigere, oa ee does when He savs: "I am the Way, 

the Truth and thee Cia, oe. But the mind can be controlled only 

if we follow the right a unconditions lly. = There 1s no .e- 

di gious life without previously attaining control of mind. e | 

Mental control, in the case of the beginner, 1S a regular war- : 

el ave 5 and, this we can carry on only if we observe strict con- | 

tinence and wisely follow.#1l the lews of warfare. Making use 

of the wrong methods, we may strive eternally without any succ— 

ese. Religious life without mental control is -not possible, 

except the populer religion of the unthinking crowd. which, ‘ 

after 311, amounts to nothing more than certain outward obser- 

vances. 

4nd there is 9 general rule to be observed by everybody. 

Wever give the enemy e frontal attack, unless you have already 

become very etrong and very well established in, purity. 
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Do you know the story of the monk who was ruined by a 
rat? There ine a monk who wes continually disturbed in his 
meditation by a rat. .So some kind people, meaning well, 
brought him a cat to catch the rat. Now, naturally, the poor ; 
monk had to feed the cat and needed milk, and as it was rather 
difficult for him to get it always, he decided on” getting a 
Cow.- He did so, but another difficulty offerred itself to him. 
The cow had to be fed, so people told him: "Why not buy a 
ield?" Finding this advice very reasonable he bought a field, 
but after 9 short time he found out that the field had to be 
tilled. And this meant quite a lot of work which he could not do alone. So he married, and wes gone. This presents allego- rically what generally happens in human life. One desire juss breeds another, till in the end tkey have become innumerable and can no longer be controlled. 

If any temptation comes, raise just the opposite current of thought. But if you can, you Should avoid temptations by being very ‘careful in your company. . And temptation is mental. Tt is 0% whet you ‘doi, but Shee you think., So be aware of how People's vi brations affect you and develop more and more % very high sensibility, Do not: say: "I Have not done anything im- pure," but realise what you feel and what you think in the com- pany of others, whether they attract you.or not. The moment there is any attraction or aversion, be on yéur guerd.. Salute @ll such People from a safe distance. No attraction is harn- less in 4a finer sense, neither 18 aversion so. Never deceive. yourself on that Point. You should not allow old impure asso- 

thought, you will be able to efface the impure impressions in time, those impressions which you have allowed to sink into your mind by your life, and then your spiritual life will be made safe to a Certain extent. By raising Opposite thought Currents, temptation, in time, becomes weaker, and finslly the new thought Completely replsces old associstigns and memories, but only if you Strictiy follow the advice. Q vaccum in your “ining: So new thoughts must the old ones away... CC ‘ 
w LX 

Theré :can never -be 

come in if you drive 

ees i. eee | 
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Control of the mind comes step by step through practice 

and circunspection, but never hope to attain it if you are care- 

less-in your ways. If you allow the attraction of any. other ees 

eon to gain influence on you, you will never be able-to attain 

control of mind, whatever you may be doing at‘other times. Then 

you are bound to have a nasty fell a after some time. if you allow 

any woman to meet you 2s 4 man, if you allow any woman to attract 

you or see the man in you, control of mind is out of question. 

You should slways behave in. such a way that no woman will dare 

> to speak..to you ss a man, and that every woman will feel thate 

she cannot meet you on the plane of sex, thet you doa, not. see the 

. woman in, her and sre not interésted in the women. But for the 

. beginner .the only way is to avoid the company of the other sex 

as fhuch as possible and. never‘to have intimate talks with any 

person be longing . to the. other sex. We should ‘be dignified and 

reserved, though polite, but never allow 2 person of the other 

sex to. become friendly: with us. If others want to stand in our 

way, we must just brush them aside, even if their héarts break. 

There must be 2 parting of the ways§ however intimate we may 

have been before. 4 love thet is dangerous hes to be avoided 

. at any cost. Do not grow séntimental. We have to. pay the prEege 

for our folly and egoism, and why should we not? If I have made 

2 mis take by loving the man or the woman, let me suffer for it, 

and-let him or her suffer also. If someone wants to embrace’ 

me, L must just avoid Hin o* tt 3 person of the other sex offers 

me kind words, I must just leave him or her. ‘Otherwise he or. 

she kills me,i. e. kikls the only thing that has any value iw me. 

Even BF ‘such a person Yells you that you make him or her misera- 

"ble for lite, there must be a parting of the ways. ‘Once having 7 : 

committed the greet mistake, you suffer and he or she suffers | 

too. And very often sex hides under the cloak of arty. "eae 

my Guty to be kind to him or her.™: ‘No thing but sex, coming in 

some nice garb-and finding: some nice excuses for my clinging to 

°> certsin- person. Never allow yourself to be caught in the 

snares of your own mind. "Oh, my heart will bresk if you leave | 

me." Are you responsible for the other person? Thos who have : 

conmitted the folly must, pay the price. We should be sympa thetic ; 

and pray for such people, but there must be a parting of the 

ways. We must hove great patience because the mind always 
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wants to run away and deceive us, because we are fot fully sin- cere in our spiritual Struggle. We succeed only after a long time, but the struggle must be carried on unceasingly and dog- gedly. Medicine is So unpleasant, but it has to be taken if the patient wishes to be cured. : 
The new opposite thoughts must be allowed to break our hearts and thet of the other person completely, Never be afraid of truth, even if truth means death. If truth breaks your heart, well and good. Tf truth breaks other people's heafts, well and good. Allow your heart’ to be broken. Yhat is the use of clinging to your petty affections? At the beginn- ing truth destroyes everything we used to hola dear. First there comes 8 new foundation and on this new founda tion the ! 

poe Gees te to Be! tui ee ane carefully, with great circumspection. The levine’ ot 2 new foundation nstura lly always meansdestruction, but in the end, this alone brings peace a nd happiness and freedom to ourselves and to others. tree plantea by Our thoughtlessness and desire must Tuthlessdy. Heving reared the poisonc . ) 

The poison- 

be cut down > 
nous tree we find it very hard to cut it down, but it Dat be eet down. aes 

How to bring in the better thought ? -This is a great task to be performed by the beginner. 
Lord. But there must be a 
difficult, but. without ES, 

The rest can. be.left to the 
parting of the ways It is very 
YOu will never be able to control your thoughts or your emotions, | it is this: If you rear a Poisnous tree with -great love and.care, you haven't the heart to cut it down.after it has grown So nicely. Yoy €et caught in YOur own snares,. Never listen to the voice oj Clothed in the garb of pity, - 

other person,or both. 

of sex coming 
erther self-pity or pity for the 

The whole thought-struct 
formed. We have been living . desires, ‘and when the whole 
left standing in the road wi 

ure must be Overhauled and re- 
n  enp ty dreams, created by our 

edifice cones toppling down, we are thout any Support. 
Filling the brain with all gor thoughts, making the Mind 94 chaos, instead of making it pure 

and SyStamatic, we have lost 41] capacity to think in a dis- 
Passionate snd Consistent manner Without Considering our own 

ts of useless and impure 

im) CY 

. 
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satisfaction. We have very many ideas, even good ideas, but we 
have not the capacity of thinking them in 2 definite order and 
in a detached and disnvassionate way. vers often we go /thinking 
and thinking the same thought time and again, but all this is- 
useless. If you. wont the mind to be pacified, you must go 
through a series of meditations. 1t the beginning, have fixed 

hours and lead a Very Retired life as far BS V Ou: CON. .0o.. Doe no. 

mix with other people if you can avoid it in any Way pip esa ritchie k 

yourself of the too many different thought-currents which are 

neutralising each other in your mind. Otherwise you can never 

maintain a balanced and dispassionate state of mind. Dispassion, 

true dispassion, is so very necessary for *ll spiritual progress 

+ facing things as they sre, not as we would have them to be. 

e Through meditation the mjnd becomes stronger and clearer. 

Le slowly develops a kind of very strong non-attachment to every- 

thing. The will is also to be strengthened systematically. In- 

telligence is to be developed, the mind must be purified and our 

sentiments and feelings must be chastened. We must have a defi- 

nite Svstem, whereas most of us haveéeno ‘system at all. They just 

drift through life on ‘their ‘emotions and impulses. In spiritual 

life everything has to be systema tised. 

"Gurus my be had by nundreds of thousands, but it is very 

very hara to find 4 disciple." Nobody really cares to follow 

the Path. Nobody ig really sincere. Nobody wishes to be on his 
guard and to avoid contect with others,“-whig? 1s harntul. ae 

even find pleasure in such contact, instead of avoiding it. So 

for us, there is no rel Spiritual life. Qut of thousands of 

people Beene may be-one ‘or two who really care to lead the higher 

life. The others are not Sincere. It does not matter whether 

we attain to the goal in this Lie of NGG, “une principle thing 

is to struggle, to fight, to become a man, to sacrifice every- 

thing for our goal. 7 tote 

Meet of uc ere worse than animals and more impure than 

animals. Most of us lead an impulsive life which is far lower 

than that of any animal. Men just go on whetting their sensyal 

appetites in the name of sffection and love, a thing which an 

animal would never do. Men artificially create sensual appe- 

tites and even seek stimulents. We must work hard, but unfortu- 
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nately we have nei ther patience nor the will to rid ourselves 
of our impure impressions and old associations with people, 
nor do we care to follow the advice that we are given. We have 
neither the will -ner the patience to wait. We must work hard, 
as I said; and have great dogged perseverance; but, in fact, 
we have neither patience for the on€, nor the inclination to 
have the ather. $0 our Spiritual life just remins‘a va gue 
and idle dream, while we merrily goon following our impulses 
aqd trying to Cling to our Connections with others, or ‘even, 
what is worse, ‘trying to: -form ‘new ones. This’ is not spiritual 
life, ptiath ire Smee 4 be. | | 

& ae eae, 
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“FETA ALIS _ IN SF TRITU AL PR \CTICE 
; a 

"We See the play of life everywhere, pPlents li've, animals live and birds 'sls6 live, just as men do; but he alone really > lives, who lives’ a higher life, ati lives for a higher ideal." 
Sankaracharys says, "Both nen snd Shine is eat, drank, Sleep Procreate, follow the impulses of the senses; Dharms the path of the ‘higher life, alone differentiates men. from other beings; Without Dharma man falls to the level of the snihal or behaves worse than the animal." 

FSS ; 

_ Our ideal.should be not eo much externa 1 solitude, but the inward soli tude that we sre able to create in our mind whereever we axe. This inward So 
in Spiritual Lite. Make the mina more and more indrawn, give ye Pepe of the real solitude and practise thst at all times. 

: | 

litude is of erent importance 

Prepare the mind through great purity and deed, and then begin to lead an intense Splfitusl life. - Selitude is not some thing negative, neither is dispassion or We want to be left 4] one with God amd not with 

ot thought, word 

renunciation. 

te . 

‘Se 
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anybody else. We do not wish to be in the company of other 

beings, but in the company of the Divine, at all‘times.. Merge 

yourself in God, and then there will only be one, wher~éver you 
be. | , : | ; 

Narads ssys, "Realizing God, the devotee is full of bliss. 

He gets the taste of the highest immortality. He attains to the 

goal of his life. He himself is saved and he himself becomes a 

Saviour to others." ag 

In a way we tain the mind concentrated, but then we do not : 

know how to manipulate it. This concentrated mind will run after : 

sensual enjoyment and 911 sorts of worldly distractions and | 

objects with all the greater intensity for having become concen- 

, v¥ated; so if we do not know how to manipulate it in the right 

way,° it becomes 9 grest danges: It is better not: to have con- | 

centration if one does not attain sublimation snd. purification | 

at the same time. Therefore, the aspect of purity, of non- 

attachment and absolute continence in thought, word and deed, | 

h4s to be stressed so much. I an repeating this time and again, | 

so, that there may be no misunderstamding as to this fact., With- 

out sublim= tion of 211 our desires and feelings we cannot pro- 

gress in the spiritual psth;°: and if we do not follow 4 strict 

code of ethics and morals we: Should never even attempt at con- 

centrs tion. The concent rated mind thet is not purified becomes 

a veritable demon. * The fulfilment of 311 these ethical and 

moral conditions ‘ig absclutely necessary, and without it all 

forms | Of spiritual, practice become extremely dangerous and hern- 

ful and leed to insan#ty or 9 nervous collapse. If you do not 

follow this code strictly and go in for spiritual practice ai 

Spite of thet, you will go mad. That is all. Never underrate 

the danger. If certein ottachments and certein associations are 

not resolutely given up once for 211 with an effort of the will, 

no spiritual practice leads anywhere. 

o 4 t inl 

The genersl rule is this: If you have some worldly desire 

to fulfil, never pray for its fulfilment efter you have begun 

your spiritusl practices 9nd meditetion. Pirst the desire must 



be renounced or fulfilled. Then spiritual practice may be be- 
gun. It is very troublesome to have a concentrated mind and not 
to be able to make proper use of it. It is good to have 2 devil's 
strength ard will power; but it is not good to use these as a 
devil. We must know how to manipulate the concentrated mind. ‘ 
I do not even like people to practise. concentration before they 
have slready attained to 9 certain. degree of mentel-and physi- 
cal purity. It is so very dangerous and very often people just 
play with fire eather turn deaf ears to what they are told and then suffer the consequences. 

T: aS 

Through leading a life which is sexually perfectly con- _ trolled we store up a tremendous amount of energy and if’ we do ; ‘not’ allow this energy to find expression along physical*lines, it finds its expression along other lines. Hence we get psy- chic powers ete. ‘Never spend your capital. Increase it stea_. dily, but never spend more than the interest. You-must in. Cresse your fund ‘of énergy and avid all unnecessary friction, - So as’to minimise the wastage of energy. There may be fricticn' -on the other Side, in the other person, but it does: not concern you. You cannot deo anything without perfect. srahms che rya. ; 
e 

‘There is a very fine. song by Fa bindransth Tagore, our Bee moet: ns 
S “o "Tord: 

Thou hast been plessed to <1Vve Ste to. beer the great pein thet is unevoidable jn Thy ser- : 
vice. Theyw mayest fill my heart with the great pain." 

"I do not want even to get rid of this gift of Suffering 
thet Thou art Giving me with Thine own hands. This 

-,° Misery will be my crést-jewel if with it Thou givest me also devotion tes Thee.*.Give-me work 4s. muchas Thou ivkest if Thou doest not sllow me to forget Thee, nor my 
heart to get itself in the entanglements cof the world." : "If Thou wishest, do Thou bina me @S much as Thoy likest, 
but keen my heart open to Thee. Da Thou not allow me to 
forget Thee on any account." : 

\ ix 
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ALIS thie! terrible ee Bae LS, Our training.:. The will-is 

to. be subjugeted, to. be controlled, to be burnt, as it were, in. 

the furnace. “If. you want to do this, take: to this life. If. 

you do not, if there is the very least idea of bargaining in 

you, if you.do not wish tO give everything, do not go even near 

it, but do 2s you please and live as you please. There Ee N10. 

half-way house in Spiritual life. Fora time you will be bet- 

ween the anvid. and the hammer. When the iron has become crooked, 

it needs hammering 911 the more. Only then can it teke shape. : 

The general rule is: Never to beacoward. Let us has troubles: 

Let us have untold misery. Let us have unspeakable sufferi rm, 

out let us..face all these and remain unaffected. Let us learn 

: te be the witness in everything. | 

Voor 

"O Lord, if the doors of this heart of mine be kept closed 

to Thee, do Thou bresk them open and come to me. Pray do not go 

away from me." : | 

sweet Fee Paws FEO Nae Wear 6 tA 00) ne»: Due gmt got away from: me." 

NTT any day I place someone else on Thy seat in my heart, 

7D Thou, my eternel eens do not go away from me. 

ot ie any dey ou sleep does not break at Thy call, do Thou 

awake- me with the blast and pain of the thunderbolt, but pray, 

de not go away from ie " 

feet Vode El 

The devotees should slways compare notes anong themselves. 

This is very, very essential. But then we must be really eager 

to help one another. We must be really and truly sympathetic. 

Learn to judge yourselves mercilessly without any destructive ° 

self—condemnation. Just stend aside 2g the witness and look at 
& 

things as, the witness, not »s the agent. . There should. be 

absolutely no sense of. agentship left... :' apis: . 

; Evid 

Very often we find thet those whe are not dhle to, Gontrol 

"If any day. the strings of. my. soul:do. not vibrate with. Thy 
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their good feelings and impulses, are not able to control their 
bad feelings and impulses also. We should try to have perfect 
control in both cases. Even the good feelings, the good senti- 
ments, the noble impulses heve to be controlled and we should 
try to become fully conscious 2nd definite. 

If we are able to drive » good sentiment into our very 
being, it colours it. If we give it expression too Soon, itis 
all gone in no time. The driving power of the engine comes 
from the tremendous steam-pressure. If the steam be let out 
too soon, there won't be any driving power left and the engine 
refuses to move. The steam has to be kept under pressure, 
otherwise there won't be any transforming power; and if life 
is not tronsformed, Si) these teachings and suggestions ‘have 
no value whatever. We might much better busv ourselves with | 
other things. But generally people just €o on listening and ; 
creating some nice feelings for the time being. This, too, is nothing but a form of enjoyment, but not spirituelity. 

eff you.are not able to control the noble sentiment thet suddently rises in your mind,, you will succumb to the bad or 
impure sentiment the very moment it rises in et. rirst create the Capital with great’doggeaness. Then spend the intérest. But. first you must possess a.large amount of accumulsted’ capi- tal, etherwice if you spend out of -your capital, you will end in benkruptcy. | Boe cara 

Have tremendous feeling, but be a ma ster of your feeling. Ind if a Peeling brings about a sort of nervousness you may be Sure that there is something s€riously wrong with that particu lar feeling or with its object. - Swami Br shmanands had tremen- dous feeling, but the greater the pressure of the: feeling, the more he controlled ii the calmer his mind used to become. 

. 

4 
. 

e 

Tenacity is wanted. bs lanced mind is wanted. 4lways. There should be tremendous intensity Coupled with great co lm ness and steadiness. There should be tremendous will-power and. determinstion Coupled with great peace and self-assurance. 
Those who are hasty or careless cannot €0 in for -spiri- tusl practice, Tremendous doggedness is needed. Even if He ‘a 



should tear me to-pieces, I am going to cling to:Him and to Him 

alone. I do not care’ what happens, but I shall not: give. up. 

clinging to Him. That is the proper attitude. 

| “Whether He embraces me and mkes me His slave, or crushes 

me down or chooses to keep company with others, discarding me, 

- He is ever the Lord of my heart and none else." 

"OQ Lord, I have no desire for wealth, for men, for beauti- 

ful women, for the flights of poetry. But I pray that from 

=: birth: to- birth my motiveless devotion to Thee may continue.” 
y : 

ae I 

(ae -@° ; : 

*as it brings tremendous sexual reactions. Therefore first have 

: 

mo § partisl awakening of the Kunde2lini is very dangerous, . : 

' ethical culture. 

Swami Brehmananda says, "Swamiji used to say that 9 little 

swakening of the Kundalini is very dangerous. Untjl She rises 

up higher, lust, anger and other lower passicns become.very ais- 

“tur bing. The Vaishnavite Sadhana of Madhur Bhave or Sakhi Bhava 

is exceedingly dangerous. ,In trying to remember constantly the 

story of Sri Krishne's Divine pley with Sri Radha, the Vaishna- 

vities cannot control their lust and they do 211 sorts of .leche- 

* réus acts. Hence. the restriction for the beginner in reading 

Rasa-Lila and Such wor ks . Meditation is not an easy thing. Eat 

9 bit more and your mind will not’settle thst day. When lust, 

"anger, greed and tke whole host of evil passions are kept under 

control, then and then elone does meditation become possible. 

° If any one of these asserts itself, meditation will be impossi- 

Dre," ® r | ) 

. 

| 
} 
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All thoughts 9nd impulses that flow in a contrary direc- 

© tion sre impediments tc meditation. So they must be controlled 

and slowly minimised. and annihilated. External penance is far 

e é€asier then control and purity of the mind. 

Loar : 

There are 9 good many people who think they can leave 

religion for their old »sge sfter having enjoyed all the fruits 

of life. But for them the time never comes, because after he v- 
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ing: wasted the greater part of their energy in physical enjoy- 
) menw, they begin spiritual life ‘much too late to be able to 
| . achieve anything. Their whole life hed been in vain, 2nd they 

all suffer for it. 

| Never say, "0, my mind is so restless. How is it possible 
| for me to meditate?" Just beceuse your mind is so restless you 

must meditate, all the more. 4 perfectly calm mind. does not 
need So much meditation. 

| ~The really thirsty man always needs water, but those who 
' are not thirsty can do without it for a long time. The really 

sincere aspirant will do all he is told, but we are so half- 
| hearted and so little. sincere, thet we are in no greet hurry = ' 
| to follow the advice we are given.‘ ; 
f : _ And then, we want the purest water, not adulterated water, 
7 or water that has. become terribly dirty. We should rather feel 

really thirsty than go in for anything. that is not good and ee pure. : 

Sri Cheitanya said, "Even if You trample me underfoot, 
even'ifYou break my heart, I would know that You and You 

-alone are my Beloveq." °.. 

Sever if T cm to ege through various lives and through the greatest of miseries » O lord, let my mind ‘be turned to Thee and Thee alone." 

. ind then there is the beautiful prayer.of Kunti: : 
"lord, give me misery ana yet greeter misery, for when we are in the midst of misery, we are made,.to . think of Thee more and more," 

e « 

ered 

« Divine Love can never be judged by the standard of our worldly Prosperity. Whereever the Lord Himself becomes the charioteer, success iS assured. When the devotee allows him- 7 self to be guided by the Lora Slone, 
assured. This is the real meaning 
Bhsgeved-Gite. 

then alone success is 

and significance of the 
Nothing short of thet will do, but it takes 9 long’ time ta attein rea] self—surrender and renuncistion. 

There can be no security in cur life unless we have 
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attsined the ultimate’ goal i.e. self-realisation. Any devotee 

may tumble down *t any moment before he has attained the ulti- 

mate goal.- So we should 911 be very careful 3nd strictly fellow 

the advice we have been given. Do not heve worldly or useless 

discussion either amongst yourselves or- with others. "Only that 

kind of discussion thst helps us in arriving at the Truth can 

be taken recourse to, not others." Sri Remakrishne used to dis- 

like allempty discussicns very much and warned all his disci- 

ples of their danger. 

xr V Z 

"Speca fort, O° Soul! > upon thy star-stream path; 
“ft Sp CSG, blissful onel. «where thought is .ever free, 

Where time and space no longer mist the view, 
r Eternal peace and blessings be wi th thee! 

Thy service true complete thy sacrifice, 

Thy home the heart of love: transcendent find; 

Remembrance sweet, thet kills 311 space and time, 
like altar— roses fill thy place behind: ; 

Thy bonds sre broke, they quest in. bliss is found, 

: And one with Thet which comes as Desth am life; : 
Thou helpful one! unselfish e'er. on earth, 

Shead! still help wieth love this world “of eurrfet” 

, ate | =: SWAMI VEVER™N DS. 
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CHAPTER ‘ V 

~~ 

I 

Faith ¢ most essentia a before taking up Japs or repeti- 
tion of Divine Name. It does not matter even if it becomes 
mechanical tx some extent. The beginner will find thet his 
centre of conscicusness is continuslly shifting, going up or 
coming down. This is a mst difficult Situation for a11 aspi- 

f rents. You must never allow yourselves to get into a drowsy 
State during your attempts at meditation or during Japa. This 
ip most: Gangerous. Sleep, drowsiness, and meditation should 
never be connected in any way. I¢ you feel very drowsy while 
you are dcing Japs, just get up and pace the room till this , 
drowsiness leaves you... 

ihe the beginner there are mostly two states cf mind. In 
one the mind becomes awfully restless, in the other it falls 
down to the subliminal plene. Both are ta be avcided if you 
want to make some real progress. a 

. ; = 
€ 

When the mind is awfully restless and out-going, you 
should doggedly persist in ‘your Japa, even do at mechanically, 
without giving wey to this restlessness. In thet way part of 
your mind is always eng*ged in Japs. Thus the whole mind can- 
not become or remain restless. 

The other state, thet of drowsiness, is mest dangerous, 
and Should be avoided sat all costs. There are pecple for whom 
Sitting for meitaticn is an invitation toa s‘leep. 4 restless, : terribly cut-going mind is even better. Gne is Rajzs, the ; other Tamas; and Tamas ig Even lower then Rajas, Hence it can‘ have no place in*spiritual life or striving. : 

Imagine that along with each repetition of the name of your Ishtam or your Mantra your who 
senses, etc., are purified. 

ile body, your whe le mina, 
This faith must be mede very firm 

the ideas underlying Jap2. The name e of the Ishtam soothes one's nerves, 
the body. When the mind is in 3 

because in a wey, this is 

Calms the mind, changes 
State of great tension or is depressed, begin 2t once humming the Neme, and imagine. thst 

ae | a 



through he bit, the right mood justicomes and makes everything 
© 
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thi? is bringing about a balanced state, a new sort of rhy thn, 

in the body and in the mind. Actually -youwill feel how it sco- 

thes the .whole nervous system, how it. stops the sutgcing tendency 

Oi Une mind mcre and more. Rhythmic breathing brings about calm- 

cess and a certain rhythm in the nervous system, and this again 

fecilitates spiritual practices. The Holy Thought brings about 

2 certein rhythm in body snd mind. Think with esch repetition : 

of the name of your Ishtam or of Your Mantra thet you are becom- | 

ing purer ang purer. You cannot know, the effect edt at once; 

but if you go ‘on for some time steadily and do gged ly you will. + é 

feel it; and then after some years, you will be astonished. to 

‘find what 4 great change hes come over you. | There is great 

_ scope for experiments. This body is to be po larised ‘and made 

poksarised and mede rhythmic.e-Thrcugh practice, we must make the 

: 
whythmic, at least to some extent; and the nerves too are to be 4 

| | 
body. the senses, the mind 9nd the breath rhythmic; then only | 

we come to, heave the proper mocd for spiritual practices and * | 

meditaticn, and we can begin them in right earnest. Everything 

else belongs’ to the pre liminary steps. | 

I 1: 

whi le doing your breathing exercises, , try tq give the 

following CO to your mind: 

I am ae in purity, breathing out all impurity. I 

am breathing in strength, breathing out all weakness. I. am 

breathing in earmiess , breathing cut all restlessness. I am 

breathing in freedom, breathing out rial bondage. - wae sugges— 

evions may be ee aren while doing your Japs. They are very 

helpful in prepring the groun@ Tor the, reat practices. 

Strict regularity 2nd 4 fixed daily routine fer all spiris 

tual practices are very much wanted; deep thinking is very 

essential in the aspirant's life. Then in the fullness of tie 

else easier. .Once this ‘habit is formed, you will make greater 

progress and feel the strain of all these practices much léss. 

Everything is difficult in this path. Visualisation 1s 

difficult, Control of the mind is difficult, meditation is 

® 
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de Thou come nesr me and accept 

~3 1350 te 

diffitult. Japa is difficult, "but if done properly 9 little « 
less so.' So new strength must be gained. ‘nd for thie t he 
sughestdione I mentioned. are very helpful. Make use of the 
great power of sound ana Sound-symbols. Man is 4 psychological , 
animal; weimust: know how to calm cur mind and body. Just as this mind: of ours is ever ready to deceive us, we must be ever ready to deceive the mind, taking the help of something higher: 

You must’ try: to feel that the Holy name, the “Holy Mantra, purifies you. ‘tf you just try’ for some time, this feeling is sure to tome. © Wake’ the experiment yourself. Verify every thing that is being told you. If you do not realise these truths your- self, it would be ever’ $6 much- better to burn 411 the books on religion,to throw all the ho ly scriptures over board. 
€ 

You cannot reelise the great effect of Japa now. This rhythmic repetition of the gage of the Ishtam has a great effect and is one of the most essential practices in the life of the beginner. OM is § very fine rhythmic syllable. So we -, should take its help. “i | 

Immediately arter. Sitting: down for meditaticn with folded hends, one says "Whether impure ‘or ‘pure, under all conditions. whoever remembers the Lord, becomes purified inwrdly and out- werdly." 

” The *Spirant thinks thet aleng the Sushumna—canel the Jiva (individueliseq Scoul)‘is taken to the centre in the head anda . is connected with the Universal Spirit. ‘nd then he thinks F that the gross and the subtle bodies are burnt away, and he himself becomes one with the Absclute. I am He, I am He! "Do Thou appear here, deo Thou stay here, do Thou be Steady, 
my worship." 

Right Prayer requires first grest intensity, great ccncen. ~ 
tration and °N€-pointedness, Wi thout these, no prayer will be of any avail. 

. 

. 

eid 
Do Thew save me, O Lord, Thay who hest teken this form of the Universe. 

b- 
v 

- 
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wot tke, Ghat S Mantra we remember the ‘ll-Pervading Being, 

the Being with thes® thousands of heeds, thousands of eyes and 

thousands of feet, who envelopes and permeates this whole untae s 

VET Se. neve aver exists beyond. : Ne) ; | 

"Being subject to the limitaticns. <Ce Ee of the vital 

Lene rey, - intellect and the boay, whatever sin has been committed 

by me in the states cf waking, dream and deep sleep, in thought 

word and deed, by means cf the different organs «f senses — may ae 

Bli thst be @ffered to Brahman. I surrender myself, with all ; 

whom I Opie my own st the feet of the Tord.” (| ° 

Ai Bh om aed eee. 4 Re Seether 2. F 4 

e ©. . Transcend both good 2nd evil; for whereever there is good 

3 there you unavoidebly get bad “toc. Happiness and misery eae 

go together. The-.moment you accept he ppinegs you must take 

misery toon. ei. the: p2eirs er s pposites Zo together, sc you oan : i 

never have one without getting the other also. The only so lu- ‘ 

tion is to transcend them and reach a plane beyond ell re lative 

good and evil, 211 relative happiness and misery. There £8 us ° 

such thing 2s absolute good or abselute evil, absolute happiness 

> ar absolute misery, on this phenomenal plene. 

> Gheerfulnese is 2 sign of great progress, but many peaple 

°do not understand this. Spiritusl life eases s1l1.heart-burn,’ so 

it makes people cheerful. 

"Let us meditate on the excellent glory of that bivine | 

Being who illuminate “everything. May He guide our understa nd— 

ties (Gsyatri)). : 

Alweys take the help of the sound-symbol, for sound and 

thought are inter-related. Thoughts manifest themselves in. . 

different sounds. Is there any eternal relstion between the | 

thought and the sound? : Take for instance the word cow. We e@Xs 

press this 'thing' 'cow' with the help of different sound sym- 

bolls. 7 For esch langusge 9 different sound-symbol is used to 

express the thought 'cow'. The bovine idea finds its express- 

ion; and there is-9n inseparable connection between this idea 

#. 

and its sound-symbol. 

/ ; , é ; , 

Now we find that the Divine idea finds its expression in 
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different Holy Names, and therewig an inseparable con ne oft Ga between the holy idea ang the sound. That is why we mke’ use of the Sound in our splritual life. It becomes easier for us to cal] up the thought with the help of the sound. wWe shoul@ see that we pass from the Sound—~symbol to the thought; other- wise the sound does not help us. eae 
- 

©? 
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“success: in spirituel life depends on our firmly ara stéa- ee 

y holding on to the Divine Tdeal. ‘Bvery ‘one, of. us must have | = 

) ered seat. of ‘consciousness, * ce
ntral name to dwell on, and 

In the midst of all the confusion and 

9 definite course e 

eit hott “ubich no spiri- © = ees 

no ground to stand 

can never have any ~ i 

strength. Always Ee. 

something in the 

aay of thinking fod of ‘willing, 

ial life is ‘possible. And the person who has 

in, who has no central point of consciousness 

real faith in himself, anc never have #ny ee 

“believe firmly: "I am» being that can schieve 

‘er, the spirit." 
‘ 

st rencth is what we want first of all. 

80 ne great, for something nobler and higher. What is 

“needed is, not nega tive humility, but positive humility, born 

of real inner strength. People think they are miserable sinners, 

and sinners they become. feople think they are weak, and weak 

; becomes. Filth can never be, cleaned with filth. | 

ae 

we are meant for 
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| WESt of all the body must“#@&"strong and healthy. 4 CC Me am 

tdin amount of physical strength is necessary. There must be 

some regular physical exercise in the life of every aspirant. 

Do not take a negative attitude regarding your body. This body 

of ours is something noble, a temple of the Divine. It is able 

to achieve something great. Even such physical faith is needed. 

This. body of: ours is like a raft, like a boat, with which 

ope mdy cross the ocean of relative life.” See that it does not 

spring a leak, otherwise you are drowned. Make it a point to 

have regular physical exercise to keep your body in a healthy 

condition. "May all my Timbs, may all my senses, be strong and 

controlled." "With strong and controlled bodies, with strong | 

and controlled minds, let us pray to the Gods." Mental faith ee i 

ig only possible when the mind is strong. Strengthen your mind, © 

strengthen your will. Strength of the mind has to be increased. P 

We need the firm faith that this body of ours is a temple of 

the Divine, that we are spiritual entities. The weakling has 

no place at all in spiritual life, neither physically, mentally, 

nor morally; he has no place “in the world-of the spirit. This © 

Atman cannot be realised by the weak," says the Upanishad. If 

we have strength, then only can we get rid of fear. Drop all 

fear of others: What will others say of me? If I think this; 

is right, what does it matter what, others say or think of me 

and my doings? Never give in on the vital point. Never lose 

Ground on the vital point. Let us devote every drop of our 

blood, every heart-beat of our lives, to this cause in some form 
or other. lLive ideal and irreproachable lives as examples to 

others, not only for your own Salvation. " 

uu 

a eget * 

. He in whose name we come is always judged according. to 
the standard of our life. Hence we have tremendous responsi- 
bility, hence we have to conform to a certain standard. We 

Cannot do what we like. We cannot allow ourselves every fréec 
dom. Our responsibility is very great; and we all should be 
fully conscious of this tremendous responsibility. Let us all 
pray for greater strength and greater purity, knowing thet our 

' mesponsibility is so‘great, snd let us walk with steady steps, 
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havifie firm faith in ourselves. : “the conduct bna sititide 6: of all © 
aspirants has to be one of reserve, of dignity, and dignified: 
in everything. - People must be made to feél once for all with. 
waom they have to deal when they come in touch with you. 

Sri Kamakrishna used to say, "So long as you have this 
false shane and hatred ahd fear of society, you cannot make any 

Spiritual progress."" And in the oe we find "We want to 
attain to that which will en us ‘fearless. 

In the Brihadaranyaks ‘Upenishad there is a wae that °° 

says, "Now, Janaka, you have attained ‘to fearlessness." And 

that fearlessness which is cheratteristic br the true Gear 

een come only when. we realise the Divine, and the more we approach 

Him, "the more we become fesrlest. So our whole attitude should 

be one of résponsibility, of dignity, of fearlessness and faith 

in ourselves as spiritual entities We are fully responsible 

.for the impression we make on people with our words and actions. 

Thst is why we all have to act in such:a way that none can ré- 

prosch us with any thing undignified cr unworthy of an aspirant. 

Here the greatest discrimination and discretion must be used by 

you sli. 

-There is 9 passage thet says, "In enjoyment there is fear, 

an wealth there is woe tisk of losing at, 1m. honour thet or 

being’ dishonoured,, in true renunciation Slone there is fearless- 

ness." And really speaking, without true renunciation and true 

dispassion for all things worldly and a worldly life, as such; 

no spiritual life is ever possible. 

° "One weo has hot desisted from evil, one who has not 

calmed, his mind, *one who ig not concentrated, c2m never know 

the truth, even if he gets knowledge." This is the general rule 

of the Upsnisheds. Swemi Vivekananda very rightly says, "Luther 

Grove a nail into the coffin of Christdanity., .-He took away re-. 

ligion and geve Christianity morality instead." 

We should be pure, because He is pure. We should be clean, 

becsuge He is clean, 4nd’ if you really were impure by na ture 

this would never be possible. Wheat is the necessity of our be- 

in~@ pure 3st 1117 We should be pure, because purity is of the 

very nature of our soul. This purity is not anything that is 

sdventitious or superimposed on our nature. And unless we be- 
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come pure, it is not possible for us to see God. Purity must 

tind its physic4l and its mental expression in and through oor 

‘whole life. Morals without God have to stop half-way. They 

can. never really go to the extreme, can never reslly reach the 
goal. 

Purity is part of our nature, therefore we should be 

moral. What we usually call impurity is only something super- 
imposed, something adventitious, never an integral part of us. 
therein lies the who le secret of spiritual life and ‘of salvation. 

¢ We want to .ma ke that, the centre of our consciousness, 
wh ich is the eternal ae of all. Herein-lies the explana- 
tion of purity and of Reins able ‘to lead a perfe otly pure and 
-spotles gs life. 

Ps 7 Give the lie to all the Re the lie to the 
sinner-attitude! “on, T, such a miserable sinner, what can T 

Go? %I am » sinner!" Give the lie to that by living an ideal 
pure life, a life that is purer and. more spotless’ than that of 
these sinners clinging to the pillar of their institutional re- 
ligion,: but never doing anything, except crying, "Oh, IT am a 
Sinner, I am so weak, what cen TI doo" 

@. + 

| The utilitarian stressing morals. for some purely utilita- 
rian reason will never go to the Point of leading a perfectly 
‘pure, irreprochable life, Thst is why. we have to have morals; 
but also slong with morals the founds tion of morals, which is 
ey lacking. in 211 utilitarian schemes. 

Pema) 

The ideals of non-attachment and purity are a cectie tas with the Spiritual Being, and thus man comes to realise Divine Consciousness, which is beyond all multiplicity, in fact, be- yond any form of being and non-being, Sat and Agat. In all Scriptures we find the conception of freedom sssociated with the Divine, and freedom can never exist where there is no sbso- lute purity and no absolute non attachment. Freedom is beyond personal affection and beyond hatred, beyond attraction and be yond aversion. . 4 person who has become free cannot be touched by any of the pairs of opposites, but always rests calmly in 
bd 
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his own true being...We all associate Divinity with the ideas of 
purity, freedom, knowl edge, fearlessness etc. Man aspires to. 
freedom, to fearlessness, Hoy inGepeugenge,. tos state of secu- 
rity” and stability. But first we. must try tonnes lise, this ideal 
°f puri ty, of sexlessness, of freedom, of fesrlessness, in our 
own life. Only through our Own realisation of the ideal .can we 
rise to our true human stature. Only thus can the idead>.ever 
become the real. ae The person who has no definite idea of the 
spiritual entity ‘has no foundations for his morals, and if he 

at all posses ses morals, they are, aS it were, onde in the 
airs: ‘There is no rhyae or reason fey them in his life... How ‘ 
wonderfully free are the Great Ones Preee from. passlon ya pee: . 

from attachment, free from fear! We, too, must become -prec 

“from: lust, from sex- consciousness from anger, Ee jealously, 

afd all forns of covetousness, ieee and gross. We must rise 
above the cravings of the flesh, above our eee or -wonlan— ~ 
form, to the pure héight’s of Divine Consciousness. 4nd spiri- 

tual life is not-merely moral: life. ‘It is something more. The 

great misteke Protestantism in its different forms committed was 

to *put moral life in the place cof spiritual life and thus ‘to 

‘Kill all spirituality. 4 merely moral or ethical code is in 

sufficient for giving fearlessness and peace to the sous iar 

lifting it up beyond all temptations and insecurities. ; 
*® 

", In the lives qf the saints the ideals of morals and of 

Spirituslity sre wonderfully blended, but Protestantism was not 

prepared to understand end recognise the example of such Saintly 

lives, because it had® lost the key to their meaning... 1’ moral 

man is ne spiritual manje but all Spiritual men are always moral. 

This is a great point to note if one rea lly wishes to understand 

spiritual pate We find in’all true saints 9 wide sympa thy that - 

we miss in the utilitarian or the merely moral man. 

© eel ° 

. Budaha attained to Nirvana; but he wished to share Nir- 

vana with all others. So his prayer was, "Let all misery come 

to me. set all evil, let .411 troubles of the world come to me; 

but let others be free from them!" How he was prepared to save 

even poor animals with ‘this life! How he saved the sheep which 

were to be sacrificed by offering his own body -to the king? 
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Buddha's heart melted at the sight of the suffering of our dumb 
brothers. He was one from whom all worldly attachment had 

passed away, who no longer had any worldly love or any worldly 
desire, who had given up his wife and child for the sake of the 
world. This dynamic charity we find iin all our saints. When 
Buddha went to the king to save the sheep, the king was asto- 
nished at his courage and love for 211 living beings, was at 
once converted and he stopped the sacrifice. Buddha's dyna mic 
eherity saved the life of 211 these poor animals. "®ven before 
becoming a Buddha; he was fully conscious of his great mesSage.. 
"I'want to attain to Immortality sna this Immortality I want 
to: share with others." aks 3 “a ; 

Such people are never alone, in however great a solitude 
they may happen to live. ‘One day somebody saw that Mohammed 
waS quite alone. ‘He went and asked him, "are you alone?" "No, 
As am‘ not," was the answer. "T am in the company of God." 

=e Once a Bedouin attacked Mahommed while. he was alone. 
"Who. .is going to save thee now, tell me?", he:eried. "God," 
came Quietly the reply. . The. Bedouin's :sword fell down from 
his hand. Msahommed took it up and said, :"And who is going to 

. Save thee now?" "None!" "Well, then learn the lesson of love 
and mercy from me." 

In 211 these great souls we witness the expression of “és love that is not personel am thet we fina missing in all others. 
‘nd this ideal of love is closely connected with Divine Love. 

Sri Chaitanya had a great disciple whom he used to call his brother. His name 'was Nityanands. “He“used to go about 
Singing the name. of the Lord to the people. Now, in the city of Nadia, where they were working at that ‘time, there were two brothers, great ruffians, who had become dangerous to the house- holders. [In fact, they were rogues of the worst type. They got angry at the Singing of the holy name and Said, "Why do these fellows come making all this unpleasant hoise? We shall teach them a lesson, we shall!" And the ruffians began throw- ing stdnes at then. Very soon the blood Came trickling down, but Nityananda Cried, "Brother, 0 Brother, it does not matter whether you have hurt me or not. Just take the name of the Lord, do!" Seeing this deep love for allbeings’ the ruffiens 
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were fully converted and began woslesd Saintly. lives. 

You find this’ spirit of love and ‘sacrifice in all the 
Great Onés. Sri Ramakrishna imparted some instructions even on 
his last day, when he was suffering. agonizing pain. 4 young man ° 
had come from some distance to see him and to receive inetruc- 
tion from him, and when Sri Remakrishna's =ttendents wanted to 
prevent himfrom seeing the Master, Sri Ramakrishna ordered them 

Re. Let. him come in and then gave him the desired instructions 
EH spite of the tremendous suffering this meant to ee 

eae the Bhagavetam there is 9 story of a poisonous snake 

that lived in 2 pond and which Sti Krishna wanted to punish. He 
said to it,, Why art thou poisoning the water of this pond with 

ey venom?" The snake replied humbly, "Lord, what else can I 
do ® °» It is Thou who has endowed me with venom, so I must secrete 

it. f[t-is-not my. fault, but Thine," | 5 

v7 

Phe spiritual ideal is the surest Support. and the m2 in- : 

spring of all true morals, ethics, culture etc. But we should ° 

-see that we become wide-awake and ful ty conscious of all our 

motives and the motive- forces bee sgee ae the “back of our 

thoughts and actions. 

| ak Mee not know. whether you have heard the story of a great 

Christian. monk. it is very instructive. One day one of his 

brothers had been accused of having sh ken hams with 9 women, 

stid he was brought before the chapter. He pleaded that she had 

been a person of good rgputstiom and great purity and devotion. 

But this greet monk who was presiding answered curtly "Rain, no 

doubt, is good, snd e>rth-ws good, yet mingled they form mud, 

which is not>good. Similarly, though the hands of men and wo- 

men are both good,.yet great evil/*rise ia eee and affec- 

tion if they are carelessly brought together. This: story can’ 

teach the aspirant a great lesson. Always learn to go to the 

very Yoot.of 4 matter and never stop at the first superficial 

impression 9n action or 4 thought gives you. Learn to become 7 

fully conscious under 911 circumstances and in all situations 

of life, 9nd learn to recognise your own motives meréilessly, 

but without too much-self—condemnetion. You should sometimes 
° 
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critise yourself severely, but this criticism must alweys be 

constructive, and never merely destructive, if» it is to help you 

in your spiritual striving and evolution. The negative 'I 2m 

a sinner! attitude mkes:you-a sinner; and 4 greater sinner 

from day to Gey, and takes you away from all true spirituality. 

WoT 

Never say you .cannot find time for your practices. lt is 

never true. One of-our monks is a great expert in gerdening 

and spemds much of his time in the garden to grow beszutiful 

flowers to be offered in the Shrine at the time of our different 

Pujes. When he was one dey scoldéd for not devoting enough 

time to his piritual practices, he seid thet he could not do SO 

as* the garden needed So much csre that most of .his time was 4 3 

taken up with working in i't. Then he was. told to uproot all 

those plants which had become old or did not yield fruits; for 

then he would be able to find time for both - for his garden 

and his spiritual practices. No, the thing is thiss our mind 

Ls Sp restless, is in such a.‘tension, that we imagine we have | 

no time. We set such 4a high value on outside cleaning, that we 

forget to clean the mind properly. Really we can do both. 

.We should be very careful not to forge new fetters for. 

ourselves or others through passion. There ere men and women. 
who go on forging fetters for others and for themselves all 
their life; and they have to pay heavily in the end. There 

are men and women whose. whole life is spent in‘making others 
free from all such fetters, and id: iS they who fina love and 

bliss snd peace end the fulfilment of Lifes "He who sees the 
same Atmen in himself as well as in all others, he cannot hate — 
anybody." But you may remain indifferent. It is not necessary 
for you to love everybody in the beginning. "Seeing the one 
Lord, equally present in all,, he does not kill the Self by the 
self and attsine to the highest. goal." And seeing the one Lord 
in 211 means thst there cannot be any attraction, nor can there 
be sny aversion, because he who. has reached such a state, no 
longer sees the person, but only.-the Frinciples That is why he 
is able to remain unaffected and to love 911 without loving any- 
body. He has wholly transcended the domsin of personal affec- 
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"i > ELE. on THE TOPHOST FL’T. 

Ps | The higher form of happiness is always born of perfect Co n- ; ‘trol over the may and the senses; perfeat control, physics] eo as well ag mental; h2 ppiness is never born oft -sense-en joyments. aoTiinary sense-en joyment never brings us heppiness, never the feeling of perfect bliss, of pérfect Poise and calmness that Control always brings.in its wake. The aspirant is ha ppy beca- 
use his body and his sense-impulses can no longer influence or ° dominate him ana englave him, because he cannot ibe caught in the 
neshes of lust, anger, éreed, hatred, likes and dislikes through 
Contact with ee oP ect ss He is ha ppy because he pls cone em r that eternally dwells Lib aie ‘soul and is - entirely independent of : ° anything else. Lust. and anger heve both to be taker in the very 

rt %) widest possible sense wherever they are mentioned. ict 4s 
| every kind of desire, anger every kind of aversion or dislike. , = =) T 6; 

: [es eg The espireni is = he mys as I. said, because he is not trou- 
blea by: his passions. Because he is-ridding . himself of the 
Passions and. attaining, a state of perfect bassionlessness. His 
happiness no longer Hes in sense-contsct in any form, but in 
something that is beyond sense. He stands on the bedrock of the ] 

Atman and as suct cannot bee shaken by snything. 

Shraddha means far more then passive faith. ,It is the 
dynamic attitude of the inner self, “born of: deep inner convic- 

4 =f tion mh toe makes US Choose and act. 
= 

'No one should even dream of attaining true Spirituel know- 
Ledge ‘and Self-reslisation without Y4 JNA’ (Sacrifice) -and TiPis 
(iusterityy. i theet these he cennot approach the goal. 

YSJN1 and T1\P1S help us in being in tune with the Cosmic 
and in realising our, own eternal divinity, because they more 

dl and more purify our heart. 
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Bodily purity, simplicity of conduct, continence, non-in- 

jury, all of them in thought, word and deed, come under the 

head of TAPAS. Serenity, peace, control of speech, self-con- 

trol, purity of thought, these are the TiP4S of mind. formal 

Sannyasa without fulfilling this inner mentel renunciation is 

of no value. | 

If illuminstio# is possible, it must be possible now ana 

must be reslised now, not in some future life..-If°freedom is 

‘possible, it must be possible, before this body fells off, not 

in some future life. | | 

ue ‘The perfect. man hes no interest in sense-enjoyment, but 

"he ig nevertheless engaged in the good of all beings. 

Pht 3.08 ees eo . (Gite IL; 5-4} 0 

When these great souls lesa ec eeeluded’ lite, = maaeus, 

quiet.life, they purify the whole atmosphere, but people with 

“gross minds sre not able to apprecpate the service they render 

——% human sogiety!. It is much greater ithan any form of social 

_ service could ever be.) nee 
€ 

© 

s'So flomg as we feel this body, let us feel the higher 

points ‘instead of the lower points.-* When you hove to live in 

a, house, why not live on the topmost flet and breathe more of 
= 

pure, air? .. 

"The seat of the mind is in the forelfead’, but the Jiva ‘ 
who sits there looks-downward.:' That is the trouble. 

“The Jiva must look up. The seat, the centre of consci- 
.-0usness, is always there." + (SRI R 4M AKRISHN 3). 

Never allow any extra-energy to flaw to the lower centres; 

only allow as much as is absolutely necesssry to keep them in a 

fit: condition. «== ) a ; 

Try to practise rhythmic breathing until it becomes a 

habit. Irregulsr breath is a tremendous waste of energy, am,.. 

at the same time, it makes ‘the mind restless. The senses must 

be subdued, the mind must be made rhythmic, the wheels of the 

whole machine must come under your control. And then you enjoy 

riding the. machine; you enjoy living on the top-storey. | 

rege 
+ + 
a 
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All should think of themselves as parts of an infinite ; 

Cosmic Existence. If we find this too hard, we need not follow 

the path of the formless. We can also follow the pe th of the 

devotee, ‘taking up some holy form. ° For many people the path of 

the formless is too difficult. Taking high flights in amagina- 

tion does not mean anything. Mere soaring has no practical 

value, and the out-and-out Dualist who hes realised something is 

far better than the intellectual Monist who just soars in his 

Vaeue speculations, but never realises ene : 

—, Ordinarily, in all our human relations, we commit the mis- 

teke that we wish to take up direct connections with others. We. 

ourselves are shortlived 2s bubbles, and we try to come into 

touch with others just like me We bubbles arifting on the . 

ocean just come close to esch other through the action of the 

waves; but:they think there be some direct connection between 

them and commit the misteke of theix life. The same action that 

: has brought them together will one day tear them apart, never to 

meet again. 4nd this always. means untold misery ana will always 

happen again so long as we, human fools, try to come in touch 

with another bubble, instead of thinking of the ocean alone.and 

‘being in more intimate touch with 311 through the ocean, without 

really being in touch with anyone. ‘11 bubbies burst sooner or 

later. So there can be no stability in any bubble-relation. We 

should do away with @acue romance and childish dreams and see 

things as they are. We should cease to be emotional cowards 

covering the rotting carcase with fragrant flowers and going in 

for all sorts of absured make-believe. 

ee | : dja had 

In worldly life the ‘Infinite has no place. We are so self- 

‘centred and so absurdly bent on our bubble-~relations that we _ 

just push It aside Bra vciing to falsehood with desperate do gged- 

ness. For sll fofms of spiritual practice the most important 

thing we need is a correct and dispassionate outlook about our- 

selves and others; for then alone is it possible for us tohave 

9 definite goal without constantly being tossed about on the 
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waves of our irrational snd body-bound emotions and impulses. 

Really speaking, as bodies we are nothing. 4nd so long 

as we believe and feel ourselves to be bodies only, the ques- 
tion of spiritual life does not arise at all.‘‘Then drink and 
be merry. But this.is not the truth. ‘This worla is not the 
only place for our existence. Therefore it becomes incumbent 
on us -to revise this body-idea about ourselves and others. If 
it is found to be wrong, then our whole sttitude towa rds life 
will have to be changed. 

sae wae 

In all the different schools of Hindu philosophy, and. <— 
especially in the Advaita School,’ we find the conception of the 
4tman as 9 spiritual entity that 1s not dependent on anything 
end that igs not Created and does not create. » God, as. Creator, 
is not the highest in any of our schools of thought. All 
schools hold that the mind is matter oy thet the soul is seps- 
rate from, end independent of, =the mind, although associated 
with it in some of its moods. ) 

ve must begin Somewhere. | tere is the le dder, and each 
one of. us must find out first where, he actually Stands, not 
where his thoughts soar when he happens to be in. a good mood, 
for it is from there that he must proceed, Hiss spiritual life 
can only be begun from thet point, never from any higher point. 
We must know where we stand. and where to begin, and then proceea. 

Monism, no doubt, may serve ag the ba ckeround for all, 
but Monism Cannot be reached: without. passing through “the diff- erent intermediate stages. =Of6e.7h 5 million, perhaps, can take up the Monistic path from the very beginning. "Greater is their trouble whose minds are set on the unmanifest, for the goal of the unmanifest is very hard* to reach for embodied beings," says the Bhagavad-Gita. 4 good Dua list is infinitely better than an « intellectual Monist who, at the same time, is nothing but an out-and-out Duslist in daily life. Never deceive yourself on that point. Ana then the Gita goes on, "But those whoworship Me, resigning all actions to Me, regarding le as the Supreme Goal, meditating on Me with single-minded Yoga, for these whose nind is set on Me, verily I become ere long the saviour out of 
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the ocean of mortal existence. tt 

In’ the West peonle try to detach creation from destruction, 
the God of crestion from the God. of destruction, Send try to. oe 
stress creation and preservation OnLy. It 1S very wrong to make 

such | an attempt at detaching these three aspects, which are eter- 

nally inseparable. If your God Crosteg-maurabi, it is He, too, 
who preserves, and He again who destroyess A synthetic view is 

very necessary for the devotee if he wishes to progress.. The 

devotee who only wants the God of creation or preservation is a 

pleasure-seeker, but no devotee. Whet he really wants is worldly > 
pleasure, infinitely prolonged and made safe against all mis- 
fortunes. | - 

~ , ox’ 2 ; 

<= ewe WL th Our inordine te clinging to life and its phenomena 

are mortally” afreid of the destructive aspect of God. We must 

ZO beyond the creative aspect and beyond the aspect of preserva- 

tion as well as that. of déstruction i we wish to find peace 4nd 

attain to illumination. Sa | 
° 

beeen 

Once one Swami ws asked by one of his stuaents, “But, 

Swami, what do you mean py telling us to control the senses! 

When senses are fully controlled, then what .is left of life?" 

The Swami had been talking of the necessity of sense-control. 

Yee, tf you take that 46. be lite, then what is lett. indeges 

"Brahman is!’thatcout of which all-this comes into’ béing, 

in which it lives and to which it goes back after dissolution." 

Pertn is. quite ase real 2s life. DéatTruction 1S quite es 

real as crestion. Why not fece both? Why strese creation, why 

Love creation if you do hot care to have destruction also? Why 

cling to life if you-do not welcome death also? Hither have 

no attachment to the phenomenon or take both gladly. 

Mo not court death; neither court mute. This? te tae 

“roper attitude for the real seeker sfter Truth. That is the 

real spiritusl attitude. By merely ending life, we do not 

Suueein suything greet. By clinging to life we remain the sieves 

Of lite. (50 both settitudes are wrong and should: be got rid of. 

Really if we die, and die we must, let us at least not die 



as miserable slaves bound to "Woman and Gold." Let us die as 

free men. Let us die heroically, not 38 cowards constantly 

afraid of this phenomenon. Jet us have attained fearlessness 

in every respect before we die. Let us become men before we 

die. Let us face death with a smiling countenance. Before we 

die we should have thrown overboard all these petty attachments’ 

of ours and realised our true being. 

"Happiness and misery come by turns," say our Scriptures. 

Creation and destruction come by turns. If you take one side 

of a certain pair of opposites, you must take the other side 

icc. There is no such thing as just getting one. One always 

comes after the other. Pain comes after pleasure. Destruction 

comes after creation. They will go round like a wheel without 
ever coming to any- stop so long as we do not transcend this — 

phenomenon and refuse to take either pleasure or pain. . Bp 

| All these relations of ours are like so many wi ll-o'- the- 

wisps leading us away from the true path until we sink in the 
morass of our desires and lose our manhood. There is no such 
thing as a direct relation between one bubble and another. 

o~ 

9 

V 

Misery can only come by 4 false conception of ourselves, 
by clinging. to our bodies ana personalities , by trying to poss- 
ess shadows. Sometimes we find the sha dow oe be a shadow, and 
then’ comes depression and misery. We can ‘always ‘trace all our 
miseries back to our false conceptions of ourselves and of 
others. -So long as we’ think of ourselves as emén and women, 
there cannot be any truth. 

oO 

"Blessed is misery to those who come to have: 4 higher ideal of life," = (Swami Vivekananda). - 

Forgetting our true nature, we very waa dream false 
dreams, but false dreams can. ‘never bring truth, 2nd very often -- 
when we fina that the dream hss been felse, we become broken- 
hearted, because we even cling to our false conceptions Then f 
comes the dreadful lightening-flash of Truth ana ucbiees us un- 
told misery. 

< 

You have head go many false dreams in your past life. You 
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have Sa often taken the mirege to be real. Do you not see 

how often you have bgen living in @ fool's paradise, cling- 

ing to Some other false pers AES, ne iotionat 

Castles in the air, dreaming of a love whith does not 

ewist? Very often as an effect of disillusionment, life 

all of a sudden becomes 2 void. We have to remove this 

void. is in 

| the Western .tdeal of life is:a felse dream.- Sooner 

or later disillusionment will come for the West, and then 

, the awakening will be dreadful. 

@ e 
‘ 

ey etige should bévour cos | in life to rid ourselves of 

tifis ice dr eam-person lity es to regain our soul. There 

is not .a single human being that belongs to us.- Patér, 

: mother, brother, sister, wife, bhiide a) neme ot them 1a ve 

ours,and they can never be ours. But generally we must 

aor no enc Of Kicks gna” plows in the _course of our diffe- 

rent lives to learn this lesson. Aa then one day we : ° 

realise that God slone can be relied upon, and, what is 
o rs 

more, that we are He. 

The first step is to attain a right conception of : 
e e ; ; f ‘ : ; 

ours@lves. Then only the question of epiritual life esrises. 

We must only have relationship with others through 

the Divine; and only because we want to have direct rela- i 
e % z . 

tions with others, all’ this misery comes again and again. 
° | 

7) 2h -is.our -tadsk-to cad. just 211 our Felations-in-such ya 

manner that no relations, except those through the Divine, 

are sleft‘in our life..,Qtherwise misery and misfortune will 

come again and again, and we shall not be able to grow, be- 

calige we cannot grow so long. as we do, not let go our hold ° 

on felsehood,.. Never cling to any other human being. Nel- 

ther make him your slave, nor ever become his. Gain your 

own eternal freedom and help him in gaining his. This is. , 

the only possible Sititude in soir Medes There. Lee 

other. You c»nnot have the cake and eat it too. ° 
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THE STan 7OR TH” BLIND 

€ © 

Maya's meshes are so strong that spiritual life can only 

be taken up by the very very few. That is why it is wrong to 

count on anybndy at all. There may be control, but so long as: 

there are the subtle desires and a wish for subtle enjoyments, 

spiritual life cannot be taken up in real earnest - not what we 

in India’ understand by spiritual life at least. Sooner or le ter 

such a’ person will slip and fall. #rom the plane of subtle 

enjoyments and subtle desires one is bound to fall one day and 

eke up gross enjoyments and gross desires. There is no other 

e 

way out. 
° 

* 

If there ig any license.in the, life of the married man, 

why does he look upon a person heving love-affairs, but not be- 

ing married? The moment the married man allows any form of 

sexu2l license in his married life, he is no better ‘than the man 

having love-affairs without marriage. 
© 

All people are either-.gross sensulists or refined sensua- 

lists, but the sensualist, whether gross or refined, has no « 

place at all.in erirituel life. -. The desire for subtle enjoy- 

ment is just ss bad as ‘the desire for gross enjoyment. Who 
cares for God°® Who is going to take up spiritusl life in real 

earnest? We are so low. We cling to our subtle desires and 

Subtle enjoyments and call ourselves spiritully- minded people!? 

Very few do care for God after ait. Very few ever realise what 

Spiritual life really is. | 

There is “nothing wonderful, nothing to make a song about, 

in the refined sensualist. The re fined sensualist, priding 

himself on his refinement, but running after refined and subtle 

enjoyments and sense-pleasure must very soon come down to the 

plane of gross sensual enjoyment and gross sense-pleasure. 

Tnere is no other way out for him, whatever he my think. But 

then, - people wi 11 not listen if I tell them the truth. 

So long as there. is lust, 2s there is any sexual impulse, 
even*a very, verv, very subtle forn, so long as there is passion 
people onty. cee the skin and go in for it. Really Speaking, 
this. body is an awfully nauseating thing, why teke it to be so 
mice, why want to enjoy it? It is all worms‘snd filth. Why 



have no discrimination? 

People are Clinging to falsehood, to the unreal, to the 
transient, why should they not get nice kicks and troubles ana 
miseries? Why not? Why expect happiness or a better state of : 
things if your whole life becomes just one big lie and untruth? 

| We all want happiness while we go on: clinging to falsehood 

‘and clinging to it merrily, clinging to the unreal, to Maya, in 
all her forms» with the greatest tenacity and a perfect lack of 
discriminstion; so we really deserve kicks and kicks and kicks. 

Why should we not get kicks and troubles and pain and terrible 

suffering?.. For many, kicks are..the only means to make them pro- 

ececd. why should we not suffer*and suffer and suffer? 
e-.@ 

or : So. bare as TI am ohine ing to the idea "I. am so and so, I am 

2 man a woman, a European, an®* Indian" éte.; ‘etc so ere. can ever 

be any heppiness at all. People are such miserable, petty 
beggars. They are .so easily satisfied with the cheap things, 

with tinsel. -When they get something small, a mere nothing, 

something utterly filmsy, they feel satisfied and pleased. Such 

beggars! | . : 3 

The moment you believe, yourselves to be "So-and-So", a man, 

@a woman, a buropean, an Easterner, etc., etc.,. the moment you 

thus*sdesperately €o0 on clinging to felsehood, you get nice knocks 

and*kicks, because you are clinging to falsehood; to false ideas, 

to untea li ty, to Maya, to comething that is not ultimately real. 

But then, there always comes a time when you find out the false- 

h8od to be falsehoodegnd nothing but falsehood, and then your 

heart breaks or is broken. But this day will come for all, sooner 
or later, im this ‘life or after many lives. And’ misery and 

suffering and vato and frustration alone can bring us to our 

senses, stop our abnormel craving for enjoyment and sense-plea- 

sures, be iton the gross or! on the subtle planes. 

ec, there should be greater pain, greater suffering, 

greater misery, greater evil to bring people to their senses; 

.and only when a person hes been chastened to some extent, therg 

: ... 

can be 9 higher life. Not otherwise. 

If suffering and pain end misery increase, 9 lerger number: 

of people will be drawn away from material things and towards 

the Divine. Naturally some will break down. -Others will find 
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out that they cannot cling to human bodies 9nd idols and dolls 

and to their own false personalities, to mental and materiel 

enjoyment, gross or subtle. 4nd then only will they awaken to 

the reality of life. 

We are just a filthy mass .of dirt and blood and phlegm 

and bones. Remembering these bones to be bones, learn to live. 

There are some Buddhists who always carry some bones with and 

sleep with them. This is not necessary for ail ag epirants, but 

we ‘should always remember the t a filthy thing our bodies and 

other bodies are. 

To us, in our uehealthy craving for enjovment, what is 

filthy appears to be nice, what is horrible aprears tobe plea--~ 

Sant and attractive. So on our part sincere attempts should. be 

made to minimise these unhes 1 thy ‘and untrue desires and have « 

true desires. | 

Very often go-celled moral men, leading so-called zoral 

lives, are moral on the gross plane and immoral on the subtle 

plane. : Pepe ; 

So long as you do not develop any real dispassion for the 

world and the phenomena and, at ther same time, true desire, 

Spirituel life can never be maintained by you. 
4 

Moral life must always be based on true desires, otherwise 

you can never wa ntain it in the long run.* “Without the higher 

idesl and the higher longing it can never be mainte ined by any- 

body. Unless the outlook is changed, unless » serious attempt 

is made to minimise our desire for sense enjoyment, gross or 

subtle, one can never be really moral. The whole outlook has 
to be changed, snd we should really ma ke 4 Sincere attempt to 

do this. | 

In the Bhagavad Gita Sri Krishna denounees such spiritual 
people and types, controlling the sensefoutwardly and yet think- 

ing of sense pleasures and subtle enjoyments. One should control 
the Senses, and, at the same time, think of the Divine. Then 
only-does one become established in the moral life sna create 2a 

true basis for spiritual development. Otherwise one will fajl 
and become 4% proper hypocrite. 
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PL ASS SP TION, In PIGher SENSE 
Io 

‘cod iad — cm 

There is a9 great, even a physioel,* pleasure in perfect 
»Sense-control, in perfect chastity. ‘The gross-minded man do es 
not know what an immense pleasure it is, an intense and lasting 
form of enjoyment. This enjoyment is ae greater then that 
attained by giving in to the sense=impulses. That is why a life 

of renunciation ig also a life of the highest enjoyment and 
greatest joyfulness. | | 

The essential point is mental dispa ssion. One may give up 
the things of the world’ outword ly and may yet have inordinate 

ons for the things of the world. Giving up all desires is 

“the common point between. a sont) leading the active life and one 

*fo Llowing the path of meditation. Without perfect mental control 

none csn be a yogi of sny tyve. 

- . The meditative ty pe does not work physically, but on the 

thought plane bess active in a most concentrated wey, tremen- 

dously SO. if people were able to shave a peep into his mind 

while ne 1s on Ais way to the goal, they would be scared away. 

They. cennot even imagine such tremendous activity. Sri Ram krishna 
has nothing to say to the thoughtless idiot, the person who is 

not” willing to pay the full price for what he wants Spirietua- 

lity is dynamic. gtis not p2ssivity. Struggle is good and 

olweys. to be welcomed if directed towards some thing higher. Most 

of us a re not Gcurselves. We are somebody else. The first task 

Of the spiritual aspirent is self-assertion in a higher sense, 

becoming an active, fnee agent, and not being a slave. First of 

°311, learne to become yourselves. 

j e @ 

Create we must. Unless we create something noble, we create 

something ignoble. Sri Krishna stresses the creative aspect. 

We have some clay in our hand,, and. we are at liberty toe 

make a Cod out of this clay or a monkey, but mostly we make a 

* hideous monkéy outer it. 

Man receives shocks and blows, but he remains unruffted. 

All this is.inevitable so long as there is the body and any form 

of bodv-consciousness, but the man of knowledge does not become 

disturbed thereby.. 



Without strict contine 
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nee, Brahmchry2, without ethical 

culture, and steady uninterrupted spiritusl* practice there can- 

not be anything that is called Wes hice 

e 

If someone tells you that he has come in touch with Sri _ 

Ramakrishna, but does not lead 3 life of perfect continence and 

him. He has not come in touch with renunciation, never believe 

Him. He may have come in touch with a monkey. He whom 

Ramakrishna’ hes really touched, 

Hey always, leads a life of perfect continence, 

of the highest ethical culture. This is a sure sign, 

Sri 

never has any sexuel relations. 

renunciation 3nd 

. Such a,man hes been caught in Sri Ramakrishna's net. No 

one who ig impure belongs to the Master, and everyone who has ~- a 2 ee . Seip 2 , a rs 
really come in touch with Him, is transformed and made pure. > 

es =| : é a : 4 ) a ; Bas 

Only Sri Ramekrishna watches the Gevotees a long time to see « 

their sincerity 4né@ worth. His grace cannot be attained by 

half-hearted cowards or by hybocrities, neither can it be atta- 

Led. by now and then performing some hs ohazard practices. It 

iS €g0 very easy. for us to make heaae ie: we only allow our- 

“selves to be carried along ‘by His 

9 little swimming of our own, “but whet we gener-lly do, 

current and now and then do 

is show-« 

ing resistence , clinging to the shore of the world so that His 

“current cennot Sweep us away ene carry us to the goal. 

the who le trouble. His grace and mercy are so infinite 

are willing to follow His. x2 th. 3 ae 

That-~is 

if we 
i 

@ *i, 

c 

e 
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Unless feeling transforme 9 men a Ltogether and makes him 
live a “better ire.’ “Tee ling’ has no epirituel ve-Lue. Unless KNOW. 
“ledge transforms a man altogether, . knowledge -has: no spiritual 
value. Unless” wo rk transforms a mah altogether and changes his 

: life » work has ‘no spitituel value at all. 

Any fora of Sadhana oust bring about a complete transforma- 
_ tion of the Lite’ pf. a. person, a complete transformation of our- 

-. Selves in all fou aspects, _ must bring about a new attitude to- 
wards every thing, all problems, all questions of life, must make 
us stop all unconscious thinking and acting and transform us into ee. 

. pwide-aweke, living, multy’- conscious individuals . Everything else 

only stands in the way ‘Of OUSe spiritual evolution. 1nd the real 

importance of Sadhana is: thi¢ ‘transforming. Power of the ee ees < oggedly, intensl ¢ practices he they 2 re performed regularly/for 4 long period 6f 
ig og day by day without any break. 

If your ee ecicus feo nee dissolved, real progress is 

: not possible. No end of bubbles continually rise from the depths 

. of the subconscious and make us do things we should not do, think 

thoughts that should not be “thought, keep us in a state of per- 

fect slavery. “We have~ not yet become.responsible beings at atts 

° . We live on impulses snd think impulse-driven and impulse- 

rootéd thoughts,e 2nd still believe that such 4 state is freedom, 

guided ac we are by impulses and animal reactions! 

Weda nts alway? .puts great stress on consciousness, purified 

consciousness, Consciousness that has really become conscious in 

) *ourselves.? : ec e C 

“— 

j there anes be 2 thoroueh, meéroLiess, dis passionate over- 

hauling of all our Conce,tions of freedon. hi cense has. nothing 

4 G0 with freedom. Sex-indulgence has nothing to do with free- 

7 “dom or true manhood. tat redamdsanger have nothing to do with 

~ *freedon. ” ‘A’ person is a slave to his.-sense end thinks he is free, 

he is a-man. ‘That is the’fun.'*When a helpless Slave believes 

he is! free and bebaves' in a slavish..manner, there is no hope for 

- chim.’ Freedom is very different from all this. 



Only through a life of great spiritual discipline and 

great control of all our impulses can we get a° glimpse of the 

| aa eternal freedom that is within everyone of us. What we 

oll freedom very: often. is..the freedom of 9 cat or ® dog. It 

ie so absured to her all these slaves talk about freedom and . 

manhood. Who is free’, Certainly not they whatever they may. 

think. No one ig free who hes not developed his higher facul- 

ties and become me ster of his subconse10us We cannot just act 

as if the - subconscious did not exist. 

"The way to freedom lies not in becoming helpless and be- 

cing guided by desires and passions, by. all sorts of animal crav- 

ings, ‘by likes ana dislikes, but ty - controlling, consciously 

-econtrolling, all desires and passions, all feelings of attrac- < 

tion and aversion, and remining wite-awake at all. times. . Ife 

we do not.do this, no amount of reading will be of any avail. 

KHEKRNERK 
2 

1G 

Sele Ty 2b “COUNSELS 

"All the Great.Teachers are still there on the menta 1 Oe 

-plane:. According to their. tendencies: the devotees get the 

vision of them. 4s you know Swaml Vivekananda saw Buddha when 

he was yet a boy, and became terribly afreid. In later years 

he wes sorry for theo. . = ee & 3 

ae Reet : 

On the birthdays of 211 “the Great Unes we should devote 

more time to recollection and meditation and prayer and avoid. 

alli outer distractions all ihe more. They should. not be days 

of outward festivities and social rejoicings, but of quiet with- 

drawal into our own innermost soul where we can fina them always 

if we are able to reach their plene of consciousness. Do not 

think they are gone... No. They exist now as tney existed in 

ne past, as they existed in their life-time. ‘So every body who 

is Sincere and learns how to raise hiS consciousness, withdraw- 

ing it from the physical, and how to fix it on them and their 
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on ‘birth. 

PS dn! hives We 

ideal, can come in touch with them and be in their company! 
Do not think Christ merely lived two thousand years ago. 
Do not think Buddha is dead and gone. ° 

ot ied Pai: : . ree 

: ‘Shankera has said, 'Let the Buddha in me awake!' Similar- 
ly we .may pray, . Mey ithe.Christ on ua-awake. May.we realise the 
ideal for wiich.He stood, the ideal for which: He laid down His 
life, the ideal of all-the Great Ones. May there be illumina- 
tion, peace, and good.will on earth and among men.' May Christ- 
ma s mean the birth of the Chri st in us, enot only a Social func- 
408) and not only even the mere rememberance of His physical 

Dies 

Christmas has become a social function in Christian soci- 

Gty.+ It is not Christ's, birth that is actually being celebrated. 

‘It has become a social custom to-day - the ocean for worldly 
e 

‘ V 

Without caring for the greatest thing in life we continua- 

lly..busy ourselves with the emphemeral things of the world - in- 

stead of busying with Truth. Let us ponder deeply over the un- 

falsified teachiggs of Christ. Let us go to Him and not te His 

interpreters. Let us listen to His voice ‘and pray to: Him to 

grant us the capacity” to understand His eternal teaching. Let 

" His Birthday be our birthday, the birthday of our reality, doing 

“away with all the encrustations and superimpositions which veil 

Our true nature and prevent us from reaching the light which 

---has been ours since time immemorial. May His grace and the 

&race of all the Great Ones descend upon us and illumine our 

understanding: and heart. May this birthday of Christ awaken in 

us the true yearning for the higher life and give us the strength 

to follow Him and to reach Him. 
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In the beginning of our spiritual life we may think God 

‘is separate from ourselves, and we are all separate from one 

-enother. 4s the result of our moral and ethical discipline, 

when we are really able to chasten ourselves, we find that we 

are part of Him, we all form the different parts of a mighty 

organism. When our mind is further purified, we come to feel 

thet in our true spiritual nature freed from the limiting adjun- 

cts we are eternally one with God, that our individuality and 

personality is a myth, and become merged in the One Undivided 

Principle, the One without a second, the THAT of the Upanishads, 

the 'T and my Father are one! of Christ. This is the ultimate 

consummation of 911 spiritual striving and’ Sadhana. 

v1 i 

-'God has. so created the senses that they go outward, and 

man sees only the external world, and not the Self.'! 

Lt is only the wise person who turns his mind and senses 

inward. Unless we are prepared to rise above the temptations 

of the senses, it is not possible for us to lead 9 really spi- 

ritual life. The senses must not be given food, they have to 
be curbed. Unless we are able to rid ourselves*of.the tempta-‘< 

tions presented to our mind by the senses, unless we are able 
to achieve the control of this unruly mind, it is not possible 
truly to turn to the Divine and make Him the ‘pivot of our life. 

: | wei foi 

Nachiketas went to Yams and asked him the most difficult 
question, namely, 'What is Truth?' Yama answered: "Choose Sons 
and grandsons who shall live a hundred years, herds of cattle, 
elephants, horses, and gold; choose a vast territory on earth, 
amd live thyself as many years as thou desirest. Ask for some 
other boon that thou thinkest equsl to this, such 9S wealth arn 
long life. 0 Nachiketas, be a king of the wide earth. I will 
make thee the enjoyer of all desires. Whatever objects of 
desires sre difficult to get in this world of mortals, doest 
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thou ask for them all according to thy Choice; — these fair dam 
ac sels with their cMariots and musical instruments -~ such indeed 

are not obtainable by man; | be thou attended on by them whom I 
4 _destow..upon thee. But ask not anything about Truth. ! a : 

And then came the beautiful answer of Nachiketas which 
proves him to have been » real’ devotee: '411 those sre most 
transient, O Yama they weer out all sense-vigour of the mortal. 
Moreover allslives are short lived. So keep thy horses, dance, and 
song for thyself. Tell me, O Yams, of that Supreme Life of here- 

- after in which they have doubt. Nothing shall: Nachiketas chéose’ 
other than that goal which’ i s*so mysterious.'! 

oo. = And after having tested him thus, Yama proceeded tote 
= “struct him in the highest ERE | | : es 

ge 

“ | e 

) => . 
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te We find temptation in the lives of 411 the Great Ones. By 
a this they have sho wn us hew to overcome temptation and how to 
xe follow the path. They themselves did not’ need any ren pte So 
& but without being shown practicelly the possibility of overcom- : 

ing 2ll temptation we should heve ssid that this was impossible 

and that their case was different. : 

: : Nspecially during our meditation our desires become very - 

: vived, take q pee el bly defroilve shape. < Sedo our sttachments. 

It 18 A“eevers test that “comes to all of us without any excep- ~~ 

tion. So our attj tude should be that of Nachiketas. During ue 

moment Gl Oar temptstion we Should “sey, '0 Lord; ee me away 

from 311 these temptations. JI do not want them. Fhysicsl temp- 
ale. “tations aré he co Le oe with mental pe The sfiner 

dur world’ becomes, the more sensitive we grow, the greater the 

Struggle. So the thoughts of the different Great Ones and of 

ewtheir attitude should give us greater and greater strength to 
f fight the bottle successfully. Hence when sitting for medita- 

~— -° tion always send saluatations to them. 

Cd 

ie hos 

vd c There. are two different states, the state of the aspirant” 

and. the state of the perfect man. ‘Of the: first Sankara says, 

'He avoids the company of people, looking upon them ‘as poisonous ‘ 
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serpents. Even the most beautiful form he looks upon as a dead 

body, and objects of sense-enjoyment he avoids “2s poison.’ 

This ig in the beginning when the aspirant wants to lead a pure 

“life without having overcome his pessions and desires. But 

when he himself has realised Truth, 911 this sense of hetred 

vex So Sankara says, 'The whole world 

has become to: him. like a Divine pleasure garden. 411 trees 

appear to him to be the wish-yielding trees in heaven. All 

watera appear to him as. the holy Ganges water. All acts be- 

‘come. to him All scunds, whether gross or re- 

fined, good or bad, be come to him the Vedic sound. The whole 

world becomes to him the holy cityeof Banares. Such become s 

the vision of him who has realised the Truth, who has known 

Then all fear of temptation hes left him. it that. 

~ 

~ 

and aversion passes away. 

consecrated acts. 

Brahman. ! 

stage he has gone beyond its sway. 

But these two stages should be clesrly separated. First 

we must make use of the staircase, and. only afterwards, when 

we ourselves have reached the terrace can we leok dow upon the 

staircase 9s something very smh 11 compared with the terrace and | 

its ameni ties. 

e 

bax) 

eet 

We must have dispession for all enjoyments procurable in 

this life and in future lives. We must be able to 

eternal and unchanging 3nd what ais transistory 

and fraught with pain end danger.’ 

Six ethical virtues: 

discriminate 

between what is 

We must came ‘to. possess the 

Tranquility of the mind, restraint of the 

senses, renuncietion of desires, 

end faith. s # burning Gesire for 

liberation from.the trammels of neture. This 

a tremendous yearning for the Truth. 

endurance, placidity of mind, 

And l#stly we must posses 

means we must have 

« 

» Sat Wie 

Learn to see things as they are. Everywhere on the pheno- 

menal plane you find filth and flowers side by Side. They are 
eternally insepsrable so long as we do not go beyond the plane 
af manifestation, which is the plane of the pairs of opposites. 
During the time of your early Sadhana create 9 disgust for the 
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world and its expression through these pairs of Opposites. 
fr ™ yah ° 

) eet t | ae 
9 

4 
. 

; The first step towards realisation of God is to see in 
this body the greatest temple of the Divine. You must throw 

i away all the filth you have stored up during innumerable years, 
and above all you must see that you do not allow your mind to 
accumulate any new filth. 

- So eurere are varlous holy things, holy waters, holy mounpains, 
temples and the like, but the heart of the devotee is the grea- 
test temple. It takes years for us to be purified by the holy 

e . waters etc., but the truly holy man purifies us in no time. And 

tis he ia makes the pikes Dleces holier and makes our Scrip- 

“tures embody his experiences and give inspiration for us.! 

Only when the aspirant realises Him in the very depths of 

——"~ifis own being, he realises Him in all. The human body is the 
i greatest temple of God, for in it we have to realise Him. A 

\ % ° tall dependence | on externals” is misery. Fenda on 

“the Seir alone is Bliss.' 
| w 
| Childhood has to be outgrown. And if we remain children 

allv~wur life, we cannot be children in the higher sense. We. 

| * shuld possess the purity of a child,.but not a child's igno- 

: rance. 4 | 
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re You must learn to touch the mind at the right point. You 

7 Cannot get milk, from the gow if you do not know, how to milk it. 

j You must become erpert es. if you want to ger the greatest 

( Quantity of milk... yy 
Te ae Del Rare Ws ” : 

/ The Mind has many compartments. Some of them you must 

. lock up carefully, and then set fire to them. Other compart- 

: ments must be unlocked; but finally you must set fire to them 

also; for Truth is beyond both. “os 

1 eas , a Sie ‘ : 

Opiritual life does not mean paSsing over a bed of roses. 
¥ 
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The soul's path is not a path strewn with beautiful fragrant 

flowers. We must never be afraid of tremendous struggle. Spi- 

ritual life nmans this, but then there is pleasure in weather- 

ing the storm, there is pleasure in struggling. You get greater, 

strength, greater Steadiness, and greater knowledge. 

Swami Vivekananda used to say, ‘Constant struggle is a 

form of worship to the lord. Repea ted defects should not un- 

nerve thee. Let all thy hankerings, all thy desires be reduced 

to dist; make up thy heart a cremation-ground, and let the 

MOTHER dance there. God comes only when the heart is pure. 

Let the MOTHER dance there.! 3 | 

‘Without morals spiritual life cannot be begun. And the 

higher forms of love must uproot our sense-bound affections for 

human dolls and create the right outlook which, in its. turn, , 

gives us great sympa thy and insight and the true spirit of 

sacrifice. ‘Once this new outlook has become alive in.us, there 

is no more danger from human dolls andaffections that are time- 

bound and create fetters and dangeons for qurselves aS well as 

for others, The very moment Love comes into our heart, all 
counterfeits of Love vanish. ie 
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The morning is the’ best time for’ the spiritual practices, 

especially meditation - immediately after we get. up from bed. 
Always the early morning is the best time; but, then, we Should, 
Practise Japa and meditate at least for a few minutes in the 
evening too, when dusk is falling. If we Have time enough, it 
is good to perfarm our practices at the time of the -four junc- 
tions of the day., at dawn, midday, nightfall and midnight, be- 
Cause they mean a change in the current and in the vibrations. 

Ce 

If we cannot do so much, we should at least stick te the early —~_ 
morning and night-fall practices 

Ho w ma ny times do we eat during the dey? So if we can 
find time enough for our meals, what about our Spiritual food? 
‘fa 2 less important? The carly-morning is the cbest time, be- Cause sleep, ina way, has cut us off from our memory. 
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‘The general rule iss Poe chi oe rhythmic bres thing, because 
, rea th ACLS On phe mind, just as the mind acts on breath. The 
“breath becomé’s very much attenusted during Japa. Whenever the 

‘ Mind is really concentrated, 

te att ba ines 

breath is minimised. NeTHhES isa 
ee a ks sign by which to measure the stage of concentration we | 

A ey Tos j 

! We im our true nature are not prodfcts of Maya, but un- 
77 changea tle Spiritual entities Manis a Spiritual entity, not 

<-> 
— 

te. solvation. | 

in: any way. 
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; ~periences 2€91n. and again; < | | 
We are continus 

lamp in &@ spots 

3 body” oY 9 mind Oa 9 combination of both. Man is eternally 
eyond Maya, and only foptfis reason is there any hope of 

> eee 
3 

; Such LSACuUr Weed ind ic and blind. clinging to this body of 
cours that we are only busy with the pleasures of the body. 

of life, repeat the bitter ex- 

but a5 this does not make us -wiser 

lly running efter the mirage tio 

wea: our thirst with its waters but this can never be done. 

heltered from, the wind does not 

Flicker, even such bas been the simile used for a Yogi of sib- 
dued mind, Pires fs Goncentration on thy Beit.) pees 

a2 

A 

Wire Belt, 

which transcends the senses, 

 ~Heparts from his real state 

“= Wher the ,mind, absolutely restrained, by the practice of 
eoncentration, tin daca quietude, and when seetrg the Self by 

one is Satisfied in his.own Self: When he feels that 

~Ofinite Bliss ~ which perceived by the purified intellect and. 

‘and estd#blished wherein he never 

and having obtained which, regards 

—- nO other acquisition superior to that, and where established, 

A he 18 now moved even by heavy sorrows = let that be known 48 

i the state, called by tne name of Yoga, - a state of severance 

J fromthe contact of paiti. This Yoga should be practised with 

erseverance, undisturbed -by 7 : y depression of heart.'! 
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instead of constantly creating new ones. 
But then we must allow the Divine to burn all this Karma, 

et 

'all doubts are removed, 311 the knots of the heart are 

rent asunder, 311 Karma is burnt away, when Truth is known. ' 
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O Lord, all spiritual paths are like streams 

to Thee, - the.one ocean of Dxpstence, Consciousness, 

and Bliss. Thou art the goul of our souls. Thou art 

our Mother. Thou art our Father. Thou art our friend. 

Thou art our Companion. Thou art our knowledge. Thou 

art our wealth. Thou art our all in all. from the un- 

reel, lead us to the Rea. rom tae darkness, lead us 

to the Light. from deatn, lead yse.to Immortality.Reaca 

Us tarough and through our soul , and evermore bless us 

all with Thy Luspiring Presence. ilay we find Thee in ae 

our heart of hearts. iuay we find Thee in all our 

fcllow=beings. May we love Thee and Serve, Thee in all. 

hiay the world be peaceful. way all be free from 

danger. May all realise what is good. ,ilay all be 

actuated by noble tnooughts. lay all be nappy every- 

woere. . © 
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